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FACULTY OF HAVERFORD COLLEGE

Regular Meeting	 15 September 1969
President Coleman presiding 	 4:18 p.m.

Minute It 	 After welcoming the faculty, President Coleman introduced depart-
mental chairmen, who in turn introduced the new members of their
departments. Husemoller (Mathematics) introduced Byron Drachman.
MacKay (Chemistry) introduced Claude Wintner, Stephen Hecht, and
David Dull. MacGaffey (Sociology & Anthropology) introduced
William Hohenstein. Glickuan (Political Scienee): Eric Hansen.
Gubins (Economics): Charles Miller. Spielman (History): John
McKenna. Gutwirth (Romance Languages): Juliet MacCannell, Patrick
McCarthy, and the chairman of the new Fine Arts Department, Charles
Stegeman. Bauer (German). Robert Stiefel. Slater (Religion): Kio
Kanda, Richard Lumen. Coleman (Administration): Stephen Cary,
Zelbert Moore, Stephen Theophilos. Brenner (Library): David Fraser.
Coleman also introduced the students who were present: Roger
Director, Daniel Gordon, Richard Miller, Stanley Murphy, Gregory
Patrick, Lawrence Phillips, and Stephen Kaufman, Robert Sandhaus,
and Laird Simons (the last three may be temporary appointees).

lb: President Coleman informed the faculty of the death of Martin Foss,
and of John A. Lester, Sr. Dorothy Archfield has suffered a heart
attack.

lc: The new dining center is to be in service soon. Three rooms are to
be named for Swarthmore, Bryn Mawr, and Pendle Hill. The room
reserved for the faculty has not been named. Suggestions are solicited.
As an economy, faculty will not receive free meals in the dining room as
heretofore.

ld: Faculty are invited to attend Thursday Meeting (10:40 a.m.) when so
minded. No other college functions are to be scheduled at that time.
Collection will be every other week, and attendance will not be
required. However, it is hoped that the faculty will wish to attend.
An alumnus has given the college $25,000 to bring distinguished
visitors in the humanities to the campus.

le: The College:Lis nearly 2.7 million in debt as a result of capital
improvements in dormitories and dining facilities, which necessitates
the postponement of urgently needed new constrectien, and which
demands economy in our operations and in efforts to raise new money.

lf: President Coleman suggested, and the faculty approved, that Ted
Hetzel write to Harris Wofford to welcome him as the newly appointed
president of Bryn Mawr, and to Katharine McBride with good wishes
in her present illness.

Minute 2:: Edwin Brower reported new policy in the operatJ!on of the library.
Allotments to departments have been revised. No extra funds will be
automatically available for new professors and new courses, but
some general funds and special funds may be availeele. Many books
have been lost or stolen. The Librarian needs to know the priority
of which books need to be replaced most urgently.
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• Minute 3 ; The minutes of the meeting of 26 May were approved.

Minute 4 : Marcel Gutwirth announced that the Academic Council will hold an
open meeting, Wednesday 17 September at 2 p.m. in the Common Room.
Some new members of the faculty have been named to committees, the
Council being unaware that some of those individuals had been told
that they would not have that obligation. The faculty approved
giving them the option of declining the appointment.

Minute 5 : John Ashmead presented a report of the Administrative Advisory
Committee (Annex 1). The faculty approved the recommendation that
Howard Teaf be retained as consultant for the Medical Expenses
Reimbursement Plan. Faculty members are asked to supply information
as to their annual expenses for dental care, to assist the committee
in considering the feasibility of a dental expenses reimbursement
plan. Other matters considered by the committee were: allocation of
housing to faculty members, Xerox and Gestetner methods of reproducing
printed matter, a review of the physical aspects of the campus
including roads and parking, and college policy with regard to mortgages.

•
Minute 6 : Dietrich Kessler reported on the advising of pre-medical students.

There is a growing interest in social medicine and medical care for
low-income groups. Information is being gathered about the
characteristics of different medical schools. Letters of recommend-
ation will go out about 1 October, based on comments from the faculty
concerning the approximately 30 senior pre-med students.

Minute 7 : John Spielman presented information about Woodrow Wilson Fellowships.
There will be 1000 Woodrow Wilson Designates among graduates of 1970.
They will receive preferential consideration by the graduate school
of their choice. The top 100 of these will be given $1000. summer
research stipends. There will also be 100 recipients of full WW
Fellowships. Consideration of candidates is initiated only upon
nomination by a faculty member. The deadline is 20 October.

Minute 8 : Wyatt MacGaffey reported for the Educational Policy Committee and
presented a statement of the aims and offerings of the Fine Atts
Department (Annex 2). The proposed program was approved.

Minute 9 : Marcel Gutwirth expressed the hope that a minute might be written
in memory of Martin Foss. The faculty agreed, and suggestions were
made as to who might draft it.

After some announcements of temporary interest the meeting adjourned at 5:45 p.m.

Theodore B. Hetzel
Secretary of the Faculty

•
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Administrative Mrisory Committee . First meeting, Friday Sept.12,1969,
Founders. Present: J.Ashmead, Chairman, Sam Gubins, Paul Desjardins,
Michael Showe.

Minutes:

his
I. The committee recommended that Howard Teaf be retaine

t
a/as

year
special consultant for MERP(faculty medical expenses) to the

. committee; Howard Teaf has agreed to this arrangement, and faculty
members should continue to send in their requests for medical
expenses to Howard Teaf(Information for Members of the Faculty,
item 14, pp.L3 ff --revised text). Howard Teaf reminds members
of the faculty that they must re-register if they want to change 
physi cians under the Clinical Medical Care plan--the necessary
registration cards may be secured from him.

The committee further recommended, after consultation with
President Coleman, that the College should continue to retain
the services of Howard Teaf as special consultant for MERP
so long as practical and possible and it notes with warm thanks
the distinguished services of Howard Teaf in originating and
administering MERP.

This year the - committee will try to codify in writing the
administrative principles and practices of MERP, and review these
where necessary. It will also explore the possibility and
practicality of a similar program for dental expenses. A first
step towards such a dental expense reimbursement plan must be
a study of actual expenses now paid by the faculty;we particularly
urge the faculty to keep records of these expenses this year, or
to submit statements of detailed records they may possess for
previous years.

II. At the request of President Coleman, the AAC took - up the
question of whether it might properly have jurisdiction in
a complex administrative issue involving the allocation of
faculty housing; the committee also consulted with the Provost
and with one of the two faculty members involved(it corresponded
with the other faculty member). In general the committee feels
that it should deal with specific cases only in so far as these
involve general principles within the jurisdiction of the committee.
This principle will not be an easy one to maintain and the
committee will hope for faculty and administrative forbearance
during this first year of its existence. In this particular
case the committee felt that an adhoc administrative decision

g@RI.NidacillYhsti,titiirilm 	 YkraW)gaRggigichousing
to see if this kind of difficulty can be avoided in the future.

(cont. on p.2)
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The committee conveyed to President Coleman the strong concern
of the faculty that the case for both faculty members should be
examined very carefully and in depth, so far as this ad hoc
decision was	 involved.

Information:

III.As early as mid-July the committee alerted Charles Smith
to the belief of the committee that the decision to change
from fast Xerox to Gestetner document reproduction was both
an administrative and educational decision of some consequence
to the faculty. It proved impossible then to delay that decision.
The committee now plans to have a first review of the Gestetner
process in about three weeks time, after the period of
preparation of class reading lists and calendars. The committee
welcomes any written evaluations of the Gestetner process both
as to time required and quality of the stencils. Beyond this
specific issue, the committee intends to review the whole question
of reproduction of educational materials at the college,, and the
proper allocation of costs of these materials.

IV. A mandate to the committee is a review of the physical
use of the campus, its traffic control and the like. The committee
agreed to try to obtain two visits by Ian MoNarg, well LCAQWA
landscape architect(ecologist) as a Philips visitor, to give
two walking tours of the campus this fall. Professor McHarg
has agreed, and an application for his visit has been turned over
to the Distinguished Visitors Committee. Any interested members of
the faculty will be welcome at these tours.

V. As soon as possible the committee will meet with Charles
Smith,Comptroller, to discuss issues concerning parking,
and a continuing preview and review of the budget. (It will need
information on past budgets for two or three years, with balance
sheets, capital statements, and the like).

VI. The committee will review the proposed statement on mortgage
policy in Information to Members of the Faculty(item 25, pp.68 ff.).
Interested members of the faculty should submit their views(in writing)
to the committee as soon as possible,

VII. The committee expects to meet regularly on Mondays at 4:30 pm
in Chase 1, beginning Monday Sept.22. The agenda will be announced
in advance(posted . on the door of Chathe 3).

Respectfully submitted,

J.Ashmead,Chairman
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DEPARTMENT OF FINE ARTS
Haverford College

The aims of the courses in the field of Fine Arts are dualpRQVQST

• - For students•not majoring in Fine Arts:
to. develop the visual sense to the point where it increases human
perception, And to present to the student the knowledge and understand
ing of all art forms and their historical context. •

For students'intending to majors .
beyond the foregoing to promote thinking in visual terms and to foster
the skills needed to give expression to this in a form of art.

DRAWING

11-12 INTRODUCTORY DRAWING M Th 1-4. Mr. Stegeman.
This studio course aims at the full development of the visual sense on

the one hand and the basic understanding of the skills necessary to apply
this to drawing on the other. Concepts of composition will be introduced.
Enrollment limited to 25.

21,22 DRAWING IN ALL MEDIA Sec. 1-As related to 2 dimensions (Painting) Th 8-10:30
a.m. & 1-4 p.m. Mr. Stegeman. Sec. 2-As related to 3 dimensions
(Sculpture) Th 8-10:30 a.m. & 1-4 p.m. Mr. Oxman.

This studio course explores the expression of concepts, the 'qualities
of various drawing media and how to make use of them; drawing as prelim
inary of projects. Students will be encouraged to explore freely. This
course establishes the basis for Experimental Studio in Sculpture or Paint-
ing. Prerequisites Fine Arts 11-12 or equivalent. Enrollment in  each
section limited to 25.

23,24 ANALYSIS OF THE VISUAL VOCABULARY Mon eve 7:30-9:30. Mr. Stegeman.
This illustrated lecture and discussion course aims at developing the

visual sense, at establishing a link of understanding between things seen
and perceived and concepts, to analyse and understand the meaning of art,
to know and evaluate the individual expression of artists of all times,
especially with its relevance to today. Students at any level are encour-
aged to take this course. Enrollment limited to 50.

PAINTING AND SCULPTURE

31,32 INTRODUCTORY PAINTING Tu 8-10:30 a.m. & 1-4 p.m.  Mr. Stegeman.
This studio course will explore the different techniques in the various

painting media. It will aim at rendering the student more acutely sensi-
tive to form, color, and texture and will establish the basic technical
skills involved in painting.

•
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FACULTY OF HAVERFORD COLLEGE

Regular Meeting 	 16 October 1969
President Coleman presiding	 4:15 p.m.

Minute 1 : The minutes of the meeting of 15 September were approved.

Minute 2a: President Coleman expressed his appreciation for the work of those
who organized the GariLColloquium, the panel discussions on
Moratorium Day, and to the students here and at Villanova who
arranged the program that evening.

b: President Coleman spoke about the Corporation of Haverford College,
its recent annual meeting here, and gave a review of his remarks on
that occasion. Our key problems; our relations with our neighbors,
racism, financial needs, how to keep cool while keeping the heat on
at the same time.

c: There are to be visitors on campus: The Alumni Council is here now,
Parents Day is this Saturday, the Visiting Committee will be here
on the 24th and 25th for the second time (the theme of their inquiry
is to be "Communication"), on 14 November the Board will be here all
day - in the morning they will discuss the recruiting of students
and faculty.

d: The faculty approved the President's request that the following
members of the administration be urged to attend faculty meetings:
Associate Dean, Director & Assistant Directors of Admissions, Dean
and Assistant Dean of Students, Vice President for Development or his
deputy, Director of Athletics, Director of Public Relations,
Assistant to the President. And that the following be welcomed at
faculty meetings: Vice-President for Business Affairs, or his deputy,
Director of Alumni Affairs, Associate Librarians, Director of the
Computer Center, Executive Secretary of College Governance Committee.
All of these have full rights to participate in discussion, but not
in the consensus.

e: The good minutes received from faculty committees have been helpful.
They are on file in the Provost's Office, and open for all to see.

f: Ruth and James Magill have made a gift to the College to provide for
musicians en campus for another year. Miriam Thrall, the life-bene-
ficiary under the will of Margaret Gest, is giving the College
$14,000. per year. Messrs. Coleman and Cary have recentlybeen money-
hunting in the Southwest, in support of the Fine Arts at Haverford.

g. The Board has approved the suggestion that four. "Haverford Awards"
be granted annually to alumni who, in their careers, best represent
the purposes of the College as stated in the College catalog. A
certificate will be a;..arded, but nc cash. Suggestions of names of
suitable candidates for Honorary Degrees will be welcomed.
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h. President Coleman expressed some his views with regard to the pro-

posals of the Ardmore Coalition. It is not clear who are the ..
beneficiaries, what are the economic and sociologic considerations.
Before he presents the proposals and his views to the Board, he
requires the support of a consensus of student and faculty. The
Administrative Advisory Committee and the Community Concerns Committee
will both study this matter, to be followed by consideration by the
full faculty.

Minute 3	 Marcel Gutwirth reported for the Academic Council that the following
committee appointments have been made. Recoemendations to Medical
schools: Kessler, Lyons, Potter, Dunathan. Pre-Law: Charles Miller.
Sophomore Inquities: Green (Chmn), Cook, Heath, Lumen, Lester.
Educational Environment: Slater, Trela, Bauer, Butman, Shumer,Stegeman.
Community Concerns: Rowe, Connolly, Docherty, Hetzel, Galpar.
Physics Appointment: Bronner, Davidcn, Gang dean, Showe, MacKay,

D. Miller, Miss Hoyt.
The Academic Council expressed its approval of President Coleman's
initiative in issuing the statement on the war, which was signed by
79 College presidents.

Minute 4 : Sidney Perloe reported for the faculty representatives to the Board.

a: Consideration is being given to having a management study of the
college administration made by Booz, Allen & Hamilton.

b: The College has received a request from Lower Merlon Township that we
pay 45% of the amount we would pay in taxes if we ware not exempt.
As is, we pay $1000. per year to Lover Merlon, and $5000. to Haverford
Township.

c: The renovation of Barclay, which will cost $750,000. will not be done
with government financing, that being too restrictive. The house at
710 College Ave. may be remodeled for student housing.

d: Policy with regards to loans to students calls for no interest until
six years after the end of formal education, then 4% on the unpaid
principal for the next ten years,

e: H2L2 has been asked to plan the renovation of Barclay.

Minute 5 : Samuel Gubins reported for the Administrative Advisory Committee.

a: He asked that the Medical Expenses Rnimbursement Plan pay an amount
equal to that charged by the Bryn Mawr Hospital for semi-private rooms,
and retroactive to 1 September. Approved.

b: He asked approval of a recommendation that the college policy on
mortgages be amended to provide a 100% mortgage on houses purchased on
land contiguous to the campus, 9C1, mortgage elsewhere, in both cases at
41/2% for the first $30,000, the remainder of the mortgage at the going
rate.•
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Minute 6 : Peter Slater reported for the Edvcational Environment Committee.

a: What is to be done about students who approach graduation with non-
academic deficiencies? The Committee is considering changes in the
non-academic requirements. In the meantime Hetzel (and a committee
yet to be named) is to decide on exceptions in Atts & Service require-
ments. Potter is to report in January on the names of those who have
non-academic deficiencies.

b: The college calendar under consideration for next year is to have MR ex.
topeAMMft6ritweekftif vacation in October. The Committee requests faculty
opinion with regard to Collection attendance requirements.

c: College policy on the Vietnam 1oratorium was discussed at length.
It was decided to hold a special meeting of the faculty to discuss this
on Thursday 6 November, 4:15 p.m. in the Common Room.

Minute 7 : Colin MacKay, for the Committee on Student Standing and Programs will
soon ask for deficiency reports. More than just academic information
is needed, if the Committee is to be adequately informed.

Minute 8 : Preston Rowe reported for tbe Community Concerns Committee. The
Committee is gathering questions that need to be considered before it
can make a recommendation on the proposals of the Ardmore Coalition.
Another matter of concern to the Committee is the problem of campus
security. Comments and questions, in writing, are solicited, and
faculty members may attend committee meetings on request.

The meeting adjourned at 6 p.m.

Theodore B. Hetzel
Secretary of the Faculty

•
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FACULTY OF HAVERFORD COLLEGE

Meeting of 6 November 1969
President Coleman presiding 	 4:15 p.m.

Minute 1 : President Coleman asked if it had been the intention of the faculty
that this be considered to be a special meeting, at which no
decisions would be made, or a regular meeting called for a special
purpose, that of considering the moratorium planned for 13 and 14
November, and which would have the power to make decisions. The
latter was approved.

Minute 2 : Various viewpoints and comments were presented, including the fol-
lowing: a possible statement on Vietnam to express the consensus
of the faculty; the educational value of activities that are not
usual in academic practice; the choice between work for peace and
work for education; interrelationships of humane and academic
concerns; how to teach morality; activities planned for the
moratorium, when and how to reschedule classes that are missed.

Minute 3 : It was proposed and approved, subject to a parallel approval by the
students, that classes normally held on Friday should not be held
on 14 November, but it is expected that they will be rescheduled on
Sunday 16 November or at another time agreed to by the class. 14
November would then be used by individuals and groups to focus
on ways that our separate and collective influences may be brought
to bear in the interests of peace. It was further agreed that a
voluntary campaign among faculty members to tax themselves a day's
pay would be conducted. Money raised would go into a fund one
purpose of which might be to provide bail or legal defense for
students or faculty members who are in trouble because of acts of
conscience in relation to selective service and the war. (The
number of contributors and the amount collected would be made
public, but not the names of the individuals contributing.

Minute 4 : An informal group of administration, faculty and students is to meet
tomorrow, 7 nvember, at 10:30 a.m. in the Faculty Room in Founders
to start the planning for the activities of the 14th.

The meeting adjourned at 6.17 p.m.

Theodore B. Hetzel
Secretary of the Faculty

•
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FACULTY OF HAVERFORD COLLEGE

Regular Meeting	 November 20, 1969
President Coleman presiding 	 4:15 p.m.

Minute 1 : The minutes of 16 October were approved with one correction: in
minute 6b, "The calendar under consideration for next year is to
have a week of vacation in October." The minutes of the meeting
of 6 November were approved.

Minute 2 : President Coleman expressed his sense of loss, for himself and
for the college, at the d5ith of Thomas B. Harvey. Howard Teaf
suggested that a memorial minute be written, which he will do
with the help of Stephen Cary.

Minute 3 : Sidney Perloe reported for the Faculty Representatives to the
Board.

az Members of the Board ardcconsidering sending a letter to
President Nixon to disassociate themselves from the so-called
"silent majority."

b: At its all-day meeting on the 14th the Board considered faculty
hiring procedures, the admissions process, payments to local
townships in lieu of taxes, the granting of tenure, and the
relations between the college's investments and the war effort.

Minute 4 : Sidney Perloe also called attention to the AAUP and urged those
who are not members to join.

Minute 5 : John Ashmead reported for the Administrative Advisory Committee.
They have made a preview of the budget for the next year and
see the need for economies. They support the proposal of making
a professional management survey of the administration of the
college. (Annex 1)

Minute 6a: Wyatt MacGaffey reported for the Educational Policy Committee
(see Annex 2) new course proposals; Astronomy 62, second semester
offerings of the Fine Arts Department, Social Science 30, Soci-
ology 26 and 74, aad the non-departmental major in Urban Studies.
These were approved.

b: The E.P.C. also recommended that the college cease to compute,
use or publish students' grade-point averages. This was approved
just like that.

•

Minute 7 : Louis Green presented a preliminary document about the Sophomore
Inquiry for faculty discussion (Annex 3). It was pointed out
that the Inquiry is not an examination that might be failed, but
a general evaluation that may require mcdification of the student's
future program. Concern was expressed about the amount of faculty
time the oral inquiries would take. The Committee for the Soph-
omore Inquiry requests the faculty to present further thoughts
either orally or in writing. A future special meeting will be
devoted to further discussion of the Inquiry.

•
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Paul Wehr presented a statement about the Educational Involve-
ment Program for the information of the faculty. (Annex 4)

Preston Rowe reported on progress in the discussions of the
Community Concerns Committee with the Ardmore Coalition.

Harvey Glickman reported on the meetings of those who planned
further involvement in the Vietnam Moratorium. Faculty suggestions
for future action are requestedd.

•	 Minute 8 :
Minute 9 :

Minute 10:

•

Minute 11: James Lyons asked for volunteers who would be willing to counsel
students with regard to the draft, since those who had been doing
this work are not now available.

Mintte 12: William Davidon asked if there is an interest in an exchange of
persons at faculty meetings between Haverford and Bryn Mawr.
This was not acted on, but it was felt that an interchange might
be more valuable at the committee level.

Minute 13: John Chesick asked that those who wished to receive information
about the operation of the Computer Center let him know, so that
their names could be put on his mailing list.

Minute 14: David Potter announced that next year's calendar will be like the
present one. Bryn Mawr has a committee with power to act in
establishing the calendar. The faculty approved that Haverford
should do likewise.

Minute 15: Preston Rowe presented a "Voluntary relinquishement of pay as a
demonstration of concern for peace" (Annex 5). Faculty members
were asked to turn in a slip of paper indicating their agreement
or disagreement with this proposal.

The meeting adjourned at 6:00 p.m.

Theodore B. Hetzel
Secretary of the Faculty

•
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1. In accordance witPh its assigned tasks, the AAC, with the
aid of Charles Smith, Comptroller, and the help of the
financial wizardry of its social science representative, economist
Prof. Sam Gubins, has previewed the first version of the budget
for the coming academic year.

2. Probably the first concern of the AAC in this preliminary
budget, and the first concern of the faculty, is that the
projected budget will, if it stan4o, have a deficit perhaps
twice that of the current year. E the actual estWated deficit,
not for publication in the faculty minutes, is approximately
3500,0003. It is very clear from this budget, that any
faculty proposals for new expenditures will have to come from
somewhere.-and that somewhere might well be faculty salaries or
student tuition or both. The same remarks apply to any student
proposals for new expenditures. There is net fats in the budget
as previewed, and yet it will undoubtedly be cut in subsequent•	 revisions. The AAC welcomes any suggestions from faculty or
students as to sensible savings, and it encourages individual
faculty and students to use college funds and property
economically, so far as this is in their power.

3. We note some progress in economies of various kinds. The eew
Gestetner-Aorox 7000 combination should save the college money,
without hurting the educational reprinting we all now enjoy. At
the same time we note that some departments melk charge students
for reproduced olass materials, while others do not.
Our computer facilities now have a billing procedure which they
previously lacked.

4. We see a prospect of future economies, dor example the bookstore
ran at a small loss last year. This y	 it has discontinued
discounts on faculty bookssIn the fan of 1969 the AAC will
review its operations for 1969701 with an eye to wise
recommendations.

Again, suitable location of new buildings and car parking cam , we

hope, out down costs for seommity protection. We are also
trying to ensure that charges for student parking are fair
in accord with the actual co is of that parking to the coll.eg ,

The AAC would also be quite willing to have faculty, as well as
students, fined for illegal parking, especially parking which

410	
creates a fire hazard.

We also support the Administration in its prop
management survey. The AAC can hardly expect itsel
around the campus paring cheesei here and there, and such a
tensional survey might be of great benefit to the college -

Fespectfully submitted, :r;4,- /4a4A4As'4-i

ve a
oe
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From: The Committee on the Sophomore Inquiry

To:	 The Faculty

Re:	 Discussion of the attached document at the Faculty Meeting
of November 20, 1969

The Committee on the Sophomore Inquiry wants very much to obtain
the reactions of the Faculty to the attached document describing
the directions of the Committee's present thinking. We have
therefore requested time at the Faculty Meeting of November 20
for such comments to be made. We welcome suggestions for possible
further study on our part and for recommendations for the Committee's
future course.

Louis Green
Douglas Heath
Michael Hoeflich, 1973
John Lester
Richard Lumen
Steven Meltzer,1972

•



Indications as to the Direction of the Present Thinking of 

the Committee on the Sophomore Inquiry 

I.	 Guidelines 

The Committee on the Sophomore Inquiry has assumed that it
should operate under the following guidelines taken from a document
prepared by the Committee on Long Range Educational Policy and
discussed and approved by the Faculty in the spring of 1969.

•

A. The purpose of the Sophomore Inquiry is twofold:

1) "to examine whether the student has achieved a basic
competence and understanding of concepts, problems,
approaches, and techniques in the three major areas
of human knowledge - humanities, natural sciences,
and social sciences;

•
2) "to aid the student in his own self-evaluation of his

achievement at daverford in order to help plan a
further program of study during his last two years at
Haverford."

The Committee on the Sophomore Inquiry, hereinafter to be
referred to as CSI, has tended to emphasize the second of
these two purposes somewhat more than was done by the
Committee on Long Range Educational Policy, hereinafter to
be referred to as COLREP. In pursuit of this objective,
we have made several suggestions below which would increase
the self-evaluative and the advisory aspect of the Inquiry
and the role of the advisors.

CSI feels that the testing of the student in connection
with the first of the purposes of the Inquiry is very
important. However, most students who choose Haverford do
so because they are interested in acquiring the liberal
arts education for which the College stands. It is for this
reason that CSI has tended to emphasize the second objective
of the Inquiry. Nevertheless, it is important to ascertain
whether our students are in fact achieving some minimum
level of competence and understanding in the various divisions
of the liberal arts. Such information is relevant to the
course of study of the individual student. It is also of
concern to the College as a whole.

•
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B. The report of the COLREP makes the following statements

411	 in regard to the Inquiry:

1) "Sophomore inquiries will become mandatory for all
students entering the freshman class in September, 1969."

2) "In the spring of his sophomore year, each student will
be required to participate in a sophomore inquiry."

3) It is recommended that "a faculty committee with
student representatives be appointed to prepare model
sophomore inquiries and to test these with a sample of
the Class of 1972."

4) "The inquiry will consist of a written and oral part."

5) "The inquiry should provide the student and the faculty
with a wide range of types of performance in order to
evaluate the student's educational development."

6) "The evaluation of the student's performance will be
discussed with the student by the Board of Inquirers."

7) "Each student will receive a written evaluation of his
performance on the inquiry."

8) "A student whose performance at the inquiry is not
satisfactory will be required to retakes part or the
whole of the inquiry."

9) "If a student's performance is not satisfactory, the
Board of Inquirers will make recommendations for a plan
of study to prepare him to retake the inquiry."

10) "If a student does not perform satisfactorily on his
second try, he will be referred to the Committee on
Academic Standing for appropriate action."

II. Possible Components of the Sophomore Inquiry 

In the course of the Committee's discussions, the following
components have been suggested for inclusion in the Sophomore Inquiry.

A. A paper of ten pages or less describing the student's own
perception of his intellectual growth from the time of his
arrival at the College and of his intellectual position as
of the spring of his sophomore year. What are his leading
intellectual ideas? About what is he curious and why?
How does he plan to spend his time during his last two years?
In what does he plan to major? What would be second or
third alternatives? How does he justify his plans for the
future use of his time and his choice of major? What
reasons has he for eliminating the other plans and the
other alternative majors? How sound does he consider this

•
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justification to be? The Committee is not interested in a
statement of faith but in a reasoned intellectual position.
This attitude on the part of CSI does not mean that the
student must relentlessly and logically eliminate all
alternatives but one and present a single plan for his last
two years but rather that his reasons for leaving alterna-
tives open should be clearly stated to the best of his
ability.

B. A dossier prepared by the student of his best work. This
dossier might contain one or two papers which he deems to
illustrate his best written work, or his best examinations,
and evidence of exceptional achievements such as musical
compositions, paintings, or novels, or reports of special
activities which he has pursued on or off campus, during
the academic year or the summer, as part of a course or
entirely on his own.

C. A research project which would demonstrate the student's
ability to acquire knowledge in some specific area in a
limited time span.

D. One or more essay examinations. CSI has considered the
following possibilities:

1) General, essay examinations covering, all three
Divisions of the College prepared and read by the
Haverford faculty.

2) General, essay examinations covering all three
Divisions of the College prepared and read by outside
examiners.

3) General, departmental, essay examinations prepared
and read by the Haverford faculty.

E . Some form of objective examination. CSI has considered the
following alternatives.

1) The three Area Tests of the Educational Testing Service.

2) The three Area Tests of ETS with the addition or substi-
tution of a limited set of questions on fields which
are thought to be inadequately treated.

3) Objective examinations prepared by some other outside
group than the ETS, such as 	 The National Merit
Scholarship Corporation.

4) Objective, area examinations in each of the divisions
prepared, validated, read, and statistically discussed
by the Haverford faculty.

5) Objective, area examinations in each of the divisions
prepared by outside examiners but validated, read, and
statistically discussed by the Haverford faculty.

6) Objective, departmental, general examinations prepared
and read by the Haverford faculty.
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•	 F. An oral examination to be administered by a committee of
three faculty members, and possibly one or even two upper-
classmen. For the student who appeared on the basis of
the material available to the committee to be unusually
weak in the subject matter of a division, the examination
might be devoted at least partially to an attempt to establish
the degree of this weakness. On the other hand, in the case
of the student who appeared to be outstanding in a given
area or areas, the oral examination, perhaps with the
committee augmented by an additional faculty member, might
be used to establish the extent of his competence in these
fields. It is recognized that certain students will fall
into both the first and second classes, that is, demonstrate
a woeful lack of knowledge in some area and great competence
in another.

G. An oral assessment in which the committee meets with the
student, goes over the information available, and discusses
with him its recommendations as to his future course of
study at the College. In those cases in which the student
has demonstrated in an area less than the minimum knowledge,
control, and insight thought to be characteristic of a
liberally educated person, the committee may require the
student to pursue one or more of several courses within the
appropriate division.•	 III. Arrangements Favored by the Committee 

A.	 The CSI feels that the Inquiry should include the following
five components, which we give in the chronological order
in which the student would encounter them:

1) Referring to Section II, A above CSI feels that the
Area Tests of ETS by themselves might not give
sufficient emphasis to some fields of importance at
Haverford, such as psychology. We have therefore
eliminated alternative II, E, 1.

Arguments in favor of the ETS examinations might
also apply to other objective examinations. However,
all such examinations of which the Committee is aware
are directed toward the high school level and are un-
suitable for our purposes. CSI has therefore
eliminated alternative II, E 3.

•
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CSI feels that objective examinations prepared, validated,
read, and statistically discussed at Haverford would
require an enormous volume of faculty time and are
impractical for this reason.

It also seems to CSI that the College would be unable
to attract outside examiners of higher quality than those
brought together by ETS for the construction of the Area
Tests. If this is the case, the gain from having our
own objective examinations appears insufficient to compen-
sate for the faculty time involved in organization, dis-
cussion of our particular departmental view points with
the outside examiners, and the validation, reading, and
statistical discussion of the examinations.

CSI feels that objective, Departmental, general examina-
tions have a danger of becoming altogether too similar
to examinations in the introductory courses.

Having eliminated the other alternatives in II, E, can
CSI say anything in favor of II, E, 2, the use of the
Area Tests of ETS with additional questions? The answer
seems to be in the affirmative.

As COLREP pointed out, these tests offer several
advantages. "They have been prepared by professionals
concerned with sophisticated testing devices. Use of such
tests would enable us to compare the achievements of our
students with students in other institutions and to
guarantee uniformity of standards among the various
Boards of Inquiry. The ETS is also willing to supply
consultants to help adapt tests to our specific needs
and purposes." The CSI also favors the ETS examinations
because nothing other than an objective test appears
practical from the point of view of student and faculty time.

Each of the ETS examinations runs for one hour, and a
whole battery bound together in a single booklet can be
administered in a three hour period. The areas covered
are the humanities and fine arts, the social sciences,
and the natural sciences and mathematics. The questions
cannot be described as

•
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"simply testing factual knowledge." They have been
designed for a different purpose, namely to test the
student's judgement in a given area of human knowledge,
and it seems clear that to some extent they are success-
ful in reaching this objective. They require a familiarity
with the field and with the methods which it employs and
its general concepts. The validity of the examinations
is steadily under scrutiny by the Educational Testing
Service, and a considerable degree of reliability has
been established.

The Area	 Tests	 are presently used in a number of
colleges and universities across the country, most often
at the sophomore level; but sometimes as a measure of pro-
gress they are administered at the beginning of the fresh-
man year, at the end of the sophomore year, and at the end
of the senior year. The ETS maintains two standardized
versions of each Area Test at a given time, and each such
set is replaced evey two years, possibly more often in the
future. Thus, even if a student encounters the Area Tests
three times during his college experience, he need not meet
the same test on each occasion.

The ETS will supply the College with either a single number
for each student in each Area describing the student's over-
all performance in the particular examinations, or a set of
numbers for each examination indicating the student's success
in the various subject matter fields covered in a given test,
such as physics, chemistry, mathematics, biology, astronomy,
and geology in the case of the Area	 Tests	 in the
natural sciences and mathematics. The ETS will in fact
supply the College with a detailed breakdown of each student's
answer to each question on the examination if the College
so desires.

An important aspect of the Area	 Tests	 which attracts
the Committee is the possibility which they offer of a
comparison between llaverford and other institutions. It must
be said at once that at present none of the institutions
making use of the examinations would be universally recognized
as among the half dozen most outstanding colleges and univer-
sities in the country. It seems probable that one of the
principal reasons why the best institutions do not presently
use these examinations is that they do not for the most part
back up their interest, if any, in course distribution by
an Inquiry. On the other hand, this limited usage by the
better institutions might be of some aid in itself to us
since we might then say that a particular student has fallen
below, or far below, the average of students at other
institutions of a wide variety of quality across the country.

S
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Such a failure might well seem serious not only to the
Haverford Faculty but to the student as well. It seems
probable that in many cases a student who finds that
he is not just less competent than his peers at Haver-
ford in a given field but less competent than the great
majority of the students in a large number of less well
known and less prestigious institutions would feel a
considerable inner drive to improve his position.

The Area Tests might also show that our students are
generally less effective in comparison with those from
other colleges in a given area. The College should then
search for the reasons for this ineffectiveness. These
reasons might prove to be closely tied to a particular
program which Haverford has chosen to pursue in a given
department. The reasons for this choice might well prove
to be compelling, and the College could feel that it was
justified in pursuing its own program; but at least the
matter would have been considered and the College given
the opportunity to make a conscious decision.

2) The CSI also favors the inclusion of a collection of
the student's best work in the material to be reviewed.
Such a procedure offers the opportunity for the consi-
deration of a wide variety of activities which certainly
contribute to the whole picture of the student as a
developing human being. The CSI would encourage the
student whenever he is in doubt to discuss with his
advisor what should be included in his dossier and what
omitted.

3) The CSI feels further that it would be desirable to
include a composition by the student showing his perception
of his intellectual position in the spring of his sopho-
more year. They think of this composition as replacing
in one respect the need for the essay examinations men-
tioned in Section II, D in that it will present an
example of the student's ability to express himself in
writing. At the same time, it gives the student the
opportunity and the encouragement to consider his plans
for his last two years and beyond. We do not think of
this paper as an encouragement to undue introspection but
rather as an opportunity for the student to clarify his
thinking and for the committee to gain some indication
as to his maturity. Here again, the CSI believes that
the student should feel free to consult with his advisor
as to what should be included and how it should be
presented.

•
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• 4) It seems to the Committee that the oral examination
as envisaged above would also be essential for the
satisfactory operation of the Inquiry.

5) Finally, the oral assessment in which the Inquiry
Committee comes back to the student to present its
best evaluation and its recommendations or require-
ments for the future would also seem to be unavoid-
able if the spirit of the Inquiry is to be maintained.

In reaching its evaluation, the Committee would include not
only the information available from the various parts of the
Inquiry but also the student's record as it stands in the
Office of the Dean.	 In addition, CSI believes that the
advisor should present his justification for the student's
program in the first two years, a program which the advisor
has had to approve.

If a student demonstrates an acceptable level of knowledge,
control, and insight in a particular area, even that area
which includes his major, he may still be advised to take one
of several courses.	 If a student falls below the acceptable
level, he may be required to take one or more courses from
a list selected by the Committee, or to pursue some other
activity which is not in the nature of formal courses. It
will be the responsibility of the Dean to see that the
student satisfies the requirements, possibly retaking part
or all of the Inquiry.

When the Inquirers have reviewed all of the information
available to them, they may feel that the student has
demonstrated rather serious deficiencies. The Inquirers
may refer such cases to the Committee on Academic Standing
for whatever action that Committee deems proper. In unusual
circumstances, the student may have passed all of his
courses but done very poorly on the Inquiry. Here also the
Inquirers may refer the student to the Committee on Academic
Standing.

The question will be raised as to what right the Faculty has
to require that a student who has done very badly in one of
the Area Examinations must take one or more of several
courses in the division. One answer is to point out that the
College has rules in many areas. These rules may be questioned
by the student, but it is expected that he will obey them until
they are changed. If he does not wish to operate on this
basis, he should enter another institution. Another answer
is to ask the Admissions Office to impress on each cnadidate
for admission the profound concern which the College has in
furthering certain objectives as set forth in the Statement
of purpose and in the section of the Catalogue entitled
"Guidelines for Liberal Education". 	 Every potential student

•
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•

should be made well aware that the College takes these
statements very seriously; and he should be advised that if
he does not share the Purposes set forth, he should plan
to go elsewhere. To be effective, such a presentation
will have to receive strong support from the faculty.

The Committee therefore favors dropping the research pro-
ject and the essay examination from the Inquiry. We recognize
the great potential value of the project, but we also are
staggered by the complexity of administering research projects
to 180 students in any reasonable length of time.	 If each
student were required to select a topic from a list of, say,
50, the resources of our libraries and laboratories are not
such as to allow the Pursuit of such a set of projects by the
entire group, where on the average four students would re-
quire the same books, journals, and apparatus. On the other
hand, the difficulty of makingun projects tailored to the
individual seems to us to be very great. The possibility of
evaluating individualized projects for the purposes of
advising would also appear to be dim.

CSI has considered the possibility of including Divisional
or Departmental, general, essay examinations in the Inquiry.
It is very widely held that such examinations are superior to
objective tests as a means of determining the extent of a
student's understanding and control of a field. All of the
members of CSI agree with this estimate. Nevertheless, we
do not favor making essay examinations a part of the Inquiry.
We believe that it will rapidly become very difficult
to formulate fresh questions suitable for use on a general
examination. Even if one can retain faculty enthusiasm for
the effort of constructing such questions from year to year,
it seems possible that their number is severely limited, since
they should deal with matters of some significance but should
be of a type on which one mf ,4ht expect perhaps a fourth of
the sophomore class to write with a degree of authority and
insight.	 It seems to us that the use of outside examiners
is not likely to be of much helm in this connection even if
the College is able to attract Persons of the intellectual
quality which we would like to have help design the questions.
As always with essay examinations given to a heterogeneous group
whose individual members have experienced diverse courses
both in school and college and read by a wide variety of
faculty members, it is difficult to feel satisfied that the
treatment has been as fair as one wishes. Departmental,
general, essay examinations might be the easiest to construct
and perhaps they could be read most fairly. However, there
is the danger that they will be, or will become, too similar
to the examinations regularly given in the introductory courses.
Such a result would certainly be out of keeping with the
spirit of the Sophomore Inquiry. Indeed, Departmental general
examinations, even if well constructed, seem to be at variance
with the intent of the Inquiry.
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Finally, CSI fears that the preparation, taking, and reading
of a battery of essay examinations will require a commitment
of student and faculty time such as to remove all semblance
of pleasure on the part of those concerned. When this time
is added to the thirty hours required,as outlined below,
of each faculty member participating in the oral examinations
and assessments, CSI feels that we have gone beyond what
may reasonably be asked.

IV.	 Cautions 

When all of the above has been said, it must still be
recognized that the Faculty should be very careful in setting
minimum levels of accomplishment. Guidelines must be set
so that the standards of the various committees of Inquirers
do not differ too widely.

At the time of the oral assessment, the Inquirers should not
view their role as simply one of stating their best
evaluation together with their recommendations and requirements
to the student but rather as an occasion on which they discuss
these points with the student. In the course of this discussion,
the student may be able to present arguments which will
lead the Committee to alter its position. At the close of this
meeting, the Inquirers will prepare a brief written summary
of their evaluation, recommendations and requirements, if any,
for transmittal to the student and the Dean.

It will be necessary to set un an appeal mechanism so that
a student who feels that his case has been unjustly treated
will have a source of authority to which he can turn for re-
view.

It should be emphasized that the role of the individual
committees is only partially that of an examining group. A very
major component of their work is that of giving advice. Since
the student's most important academic decision may well be that
of choosing a major, the Committee on the Sophomore Inquiry
suggests that the date at which this choice must be made should
be set after the time of the Inquiry, perhaps in May, rather
than in March or April as at present. The committees could
then serve an additional purpose in offering the student an
opportunity to discuss his plans for majoring with a group of
faculty members.

•

It is essential that a trial run he made in the spring of 1970
with volunteers from the three upper classes. CSI also believes
that it would be desirable for one group of the faculty to
volunteer to take the Area Tests in 1970 and another group
to take them with the present freshmen in the spring 1971. We
see this procedure as one way for the faculty to obtain a
sound feeling for the nature of these examinations. We also

•



•
believe that participation by the faculty will be welcomed by
the students, that it will encourage them, and that it will
draw some attention to the interest of these examinations for
self-evaluation and away from their aspect as tests.

The responsibility for reviewing the results of the
trial run this coming spring and making the desirable statistical
studies must be assigned to some group.	 In each future year,
a similar group must make the statistical studies and consider
the College's experience to date in order to prepare recommen-
dations for improvements. Further if any objective or essay
examinations are to be produced at Haverford, the responsibility
for seeing that this is done, the objective questions
validated, and the tests reproduced in an adequate, perhaps
printed, form must be given to the same or a different committee.

Finally, the Faculty must keep in mind that in adopting
a plan such as described here for the Inquiry it is committing
itself to a long-range exercise in creativity. 	 It would be
very unfortunate if any aspect, such as the gathering together
of the student's best work, his composition on his own
intellectual position, the oral examination, or the assessment,
were allowed to become routine matters for faculty members
concerned or the students.•

•
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V. Mechanics •	 The Committee is somewhat appalled at the number of faculty
hours which will have to be devoted to the Sophomore Inquiry if the
College is to follow the plans outlined above. The administering and
evaluation of the Area Examinations of the Educational Testing
Service will be the least time demanding component. It seems
reasonable to assume that the perusal of the student's collection
of his own best work and of his essay on his perception of his
growth may easily require as much as an hour if it is to be done
conscientiously. If the oral examination is to be effective, it
cannot last less than half an hour, but 45 minutes would seem to
be more dignified and to give a more relaxed and effective opportunity
for observation. It seems further that the committee might on
the average require a half hour to reach its assessment and an
additional half hour in discussing its evaluation, its recommendations
and requirements, if any. In total, then, we have approximately three
hours of faculty time for each of the 180 sophomores. However, each
committee will consist of three faculty members so that in total we
are talking about roughly 1200 hours of faculty time. It seem
plausible to expect that because of leaves and special commit ments,
only about 40 faculty members would be able to praticipate in any
given year. This means that each such faculty member should expect
to devote some 30 hours of his time to the Inquiry.

In view of the above considerations, the Committee recommends
• that the ETS Area Examinations be given on a Saturday morning

immediately preceding the College spring vacation, or earlier if
necessary in order to have the examination results available at
the end of the vacation. The Committee then recommends that the
oral examinations and assessments be spread over the three week
period immediately following spring vacation. Each participating
faculty member will expect to devote roughly 10 hours to the
Inquiry during each of the three weeks. The oral examination and
the assessment for a particular student should not be separated
by an interval of more than three days.

As an additional complication, but one which we feel is very
important, the Committee recommends that each examining committee
of three faculty members should contain at least one faculty
member with whome the student has had fairly extensive contact,
his instructor in the Freshman Seminar or possibly someone from
the department in which he expects to major.

Louis Green
Douglas Heath
Michael Hoeflich, 1973
John Lester
Richard Luman
Steven Meltzer, 1972

• November 17, 1969
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Curriculum - Educational 1ovoivement Procram

Spring Semester - 1970

School-Community Assistants Program
•

(1)The On-Site Seminar: to be taken for double credit and to include
field work in neighborhood schools.

Sociology 72 SOCIALIZATION SEMINAR -- Miss Sawyer

An analysis of theories of socialization as reoresented oarticularlY
in the psychodvnamic and symbolic irteractionist paradigms, includinn
socialization oy adults into oroanizational and institutional structures,
subcultures, deviancy and the like. A substantial portion of the semio-
ar will deal with a critical review and evaluation of recent literature
on the Black family with an eve to comnarino and contrasting the more
traditional orientation, which views the Black family and its nroducts
as patholonv-ridden, with the emergino Black perspective. The seminar
is open only to Participants in the SCA program.

(2)
The On-Campus Course: to be taken for double or single credit. Any of
the following courses would be acceptable. The instructor must be con-
sulted beforehand and in no case should the course reet more than once
weekly. A student may petition for a course not listed below. Since a
number of these courses have limited enrollment, participants are urged
to arrange their course schedules promptly.

Haverford

Psychology 24	 Develoomental Psycholooy (Mr. Heath)
History 42	 Afro-American History 	 (Mr. Wood)

Brvn Mawr

History 230	 History of the Afro-American People (Mr. Aptheker et al)

Swarthmore

History 36	 Topics in Afro-American History (Mrs. Morgan)
Education 14	 Introduction to Teachinp	 (Mrs. Brodhead)

Penn

Enqlish 289	 Readings in Black Literature 	 (Mr. Wideman)



Community Or	 1 Assistants Program 

(1)The On-Site Seminar: to be taken for double credit and to include
field work with community organizations.

Sociology 74 COTTNITY ORGANIZATION CONSULTATION -- Mr. Galper

A seminar to help students to work more effectively as consultants
to acteon groups in the local community, and as members or leaders of
such groups. The organization and operation of groups and the problems
of intervention are the chief concerns of the course. The role of the
group itself is taken for granted, the role of the adjunct outsider is
problematic. Areas covered will include points of entree, sources of
strength in a group, processes of change, criteria of effectiveness,
the personal factor in the consultant's role, and the strategy and
tactics of intervention. Most of the material will br drawn from the
participants' own current field work experiences and from the seminar
itself, functioning as a small groups laboratory. One semester only.
Open only to students enrolled in the Community Organization Assistants
project.

(2)The On-Campus Course: See statement under SCA program.

Haverford 

Political Science 28

Economics 30

Sociology 28

Bryn Mawr 

Political Science 316b

Swarthmore 

Problems of Power and Politics in
Contemporary America (Miss Shumer)
Research Seminar on Human Resources, Poverty
and Urban Economics (Mr. Gubins) Only for single
credit and with prerequisite of Economics 29.
Sociology of Nonviolent Direct Action (Mr. Hare)

Urban Affairs (Mr. Tauss)

Economics 71
English 29

Penn

Law 7

Economics of the Black Community (Mr. Anderson)
Black Literature

Seminar in Social Policy and the Law (Stockton)



To:	 Faculty

From: Preston Rowe

Re: VolunteryRelisiemonstration of  Concern for Peace

At the special faculty meeting of November 6, it was proposed that a plan
be developed so that an individual faculty member may forfeit a portion of his
monthly pay to protest the war. This would bring us more in line with what we're
asking others to do for a moratorium on business as usual. The gesture can clearly
be seen by all eyes as a sacrifice; money is a value understood by all.

Plan.

1. An account at a local bank will be established for accepting personal checks
from participants in the plan.

2. Anonymity will be preserved by having the participant. send his check directly
to the bank.

3. If each participant agrees to make such a deposit only once a month, then the
bank statement provides exactly the information needed: the number of contribu-
tors and the amounts.

4. The President will appoint a committee to decide how the fund is to be used.

Comments.

The decision to participate in the plan as a gesture of sacrifice or a costly
demonstration of concern does not require one to know how the fund is to be used.
The sense of the idea leading to the plan was one of relinquishing, not contribut-
ing, money.

The plan does not require that the deposit be a day's pay. Participation
with other amounts is possible.



FACULTY OF HAVERFORD COLLEGE

RitgUlar Meeting	 11 December 1969
President Coleman presiding	 4:20 p.m.

Minute 1 : The minutes of the meeting of 20 November were approved.

Minute 2a: A memorial minute for Martin Foss was read. Copies have been sent

C)ItVerA,	 to his sons,dilmilis and Lukas, and one is attached to the file copy
of these minutes. (Annex 1)

2b: A memorial minute for Thomas B. Harvey was read. A copy will be
sent to his widow, Elizabeth S. Harvey, and one is filed with
these minutes. (Annex 2)

Minute 3 : President Coleman called attention to the presence of a number of
students, and of Marty Dickson, who were attending as represent-
atives of various committees that would report at this faculty
meeting.

Minute 4 : Laird Simons spoke on the issue of the women now at Haverford
from Sarah Lawrence, Vassar and Smith Colleges being permitted to
continue as candidates for Haverford degrees. The faculty took no
formal action on the question, but some spokesman did feel that we
should not jeopardize our relations with Bryn Mawr by making a
hasty decision, and that our present policy might well prevail
until a better policy is agreed to by the administration, faculty
and students, and approved by the Board.•	 Minute 5 : Provost Spiegler reminded the faculty that student enrollment in
classes should not be limited without first discussing it with
the chairman of the department, and informing the Provost, with
reasons. We do not wish to discriminate against Bryn Mawr
students, but confusion resulted because their registration was
later than ours.

Minute 6 : Marcel Gutwirth reported that the Academic Council has appointed
an ad hoc committee for mathematics: Heath (Chmn), Connolly,
Davidon, Husemoller, Long.

Minute 7 : Peter Slater reported for the Educational Environment Committee.
(See Annex 3) The proposal that each student be required to
participate for an average of three quarters in each of his first
two years here, was approved. The proposal to eliminate the Arts
and Service option as a way of meeting some of the non-academic
requirement was returned to the committee for further consideration.

Minute 8 : Douglas Miller reported for the Distinguished Visitors Committee,
reminding the faculty that planning for next year should start now.

Minute 9a: Linda Gerstein reported for the Education Policy Committee. A
new course, Philosophy 20, Philosophic Images of Man, was approved
for one year. NJ ,: e , ec vet	 p et- 6.I,	 1C c 'look	 f s 11,•	 b: Department chairmen are to notify the EPC of the form of their
comprehensive evaluation or 100 course. Also, they are to certify
to the Recorder before 20 May the names of those senior majors who
have satisfied the requirements together with any descriptive data



for the transcript. (See Annex 4)

c: The committee urges the faculty to enter a grade of incomplete
only for reasons of health or other unusual extenuating circum-
stances. (See Annex 5)

Minute 10: John Chesick reported for the Computer Committee, informing the
faculty of decisions made to renovate and expand the computing
center in Hilles Laboratory, and of the shut-down scheduled for
January 2 to 26 to install power and air conditioning.

Minute 11 : John Ashmead reported for the Administrative Advisory Committee.

a: The recommendation that the college provide term insurance as soon
as possible, according to the plan outlined in Annex 6 was approved.

b: The faculty approved that fines and towing penalties for violations
of parking regulations be applied to all members of the college
community without discrimination.

c: A draft document (Annex 7) on the Ardmore Coalition proposals
was presented. This recommends that no further residential
housing, other than student dormitories, be constructedon campus.

Minute 12: Preston Rowe reported for the Community Concerns Committee
(Annex 8). recommending that the college commit itself to the
joint development of a plan to improve housing and community
facilities, including the possibility of providing land if the
plan for its use is acceptable to both the coalition and the
college. As the hour grew late and the number of faculty mem-
bers dwindled, it was felt that a special meeting might have to
be held at a later date. But those present did agree on the fol-
lowing minute:

In response to the Ardmore Coalition preliminary plan for
housing, presented to the College on October 14, 1969, the
Community Concerns Committee recommends that the faculty
encourage the College to commit itself to the joint develop-
ment of a plan to improve housing and community facilities
for those in the area considered by the preliminary plan.
However, the faculty is far from united in agreeing that
leasing, selling, or giving land to the Coalition is the
best way to face the problems involved, and it therefore
urges that, even while new facts are sought for a sounder
judgment on the immediate plan, alternative proposals be
explored more thoroughly.

Meeting adjourned at 7:38 p.m.

Theodore B. Hetzel•	 Secretary of the Faculty
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Martin Foss was an intellectual and spiritual gift to America•	 and in a very special way to Haverford College. He and his talented
family left Germany in the middle thirties and after a time of residence

in France 'game to this country at the outbreak of the Second World War.

Trained in philosophy in Germany and a pupil of Henri Bergson's

during a period of study in France, Martin Foss took his doctorate in

law and served until 1933 first as lawyer and then as judge. He was asked

to lecture in philosophy at Haverford College in the autumn of 1942, and

began a formal connection with the college in 1943. In the fifteen years

that followed up to the time of his retirement in 1958, his eager mind,

his broad grasp of classical philosophy, his own rich appreciation of

the arts, his contagious enthusiasm for philosophy, and his personal conoel

for the unfolding of the life of the mind and the spirit in each of his

students made him a rare and wonderful teacher.

lilartin Foss was an unworldly man who lived for his teaching and

for the life of the mind. )Following his retirement from Haverford

College, he continued his lecturing at Lebanon Valley College, at Hood

College, at the School of Psychiatry in Washington, Dpo at Temple Univer-

sity, and the Philadelphia Community College. For Martin Foss, Descartes'

"I thlhlgo therefore I am," might have been partiphrased, "I teach,

therefore I am."

His contributions to pholosophical thought in both The Idea of 

Esrter-tian end Ay_mlaalanclkislapllor. were protests against oversimplificat-

ion end against the deadening influence of static catggories. His passion

ate private war with Plato was leveled at this aspect of Plato's thought,

and his championing of Aristotle as the liberator stemmed from what he

regarded as the more dynamic possibilities in an organic approach. For

Martin foss, a great mueioal composition is able to accept the

dissonances and to orchestrate them into a form of oonvergenoe wit110Ut



either blurring or destroying their distinctivenessond he saw this

as the genius of all really great philosophical endeavor.

A passionate and a compassionate man, a fiery and affectionate

kindler of the life of the mind in others, this teacher will be long

and gratefully remembered by the Haverford College community.

Douglas V.Steere
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December 23, 1969

Mrs. Thomas B. Harvey
6609 Springbank Street
Philadelphia
Pennsylvania 19119

Dear Betty:

The faculty of Haverford College has requested
that the enclosed memorial minute be sent to you. It was
written at their request by Steve Cary and Howard Teaf,
and read at the December meeting of the faculty, and is
preserved with the permanent record of the minutes of our
meeting.

I want to use this opportunity to express my
admiration and appreciation for Tom. We are inspired by
his courage, his strength of character to work for the
causes, sometimes unpopular, in which he believed. No
doubt you will continue with many of his interests. I
hope you will, for instance with Penn Charter, where he
was so helpful as an Overseer.

Sincerely yours,

Theodore B. Hetzel
Secretary of the Faculty

TBH:bc
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THOMAS B. HARVEY

Tom Harvey was a great citizen. He loved people, and devoted

much of his life to their service -- in business, in politics and in

social service, particularly through the American Friends Service Committee.

He had the courage of his convictions and made a practice of all that he

considered worth preaching.

Tom was a loyal and devoted Haverfordian. He was particularly

concerned about the Quaker dimensions of the College, giving strong support

to such developments as the Center for Nonviolent Conflict Resolution. He

retained the ability to relate to young people and his voice was always

on the side of those who expressed confidence in student's ability to assume

responsibility, and use it wisely and effectively.

Tom was always available for service to Haverford. He is remembered

not only for many years' membership on the Board of Managers and its standing

committees, but particularly for major contibutions to special committees

concerned with College resources and development.

Tom Harvey's charm and good humor, and the devotion with which he

continued to service the cause he believed in, obscured the extent to which

his later years were clouded by physical pain. His courage in facing these

trials was yet another illustration of his stature as a human being.

Tom's life did honor to Haverford College, and Haverford will

miss him. Its Administration and Faculty join in expressing sympathy

to Elizabeth Harvey and the Harvey children.

•
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Tom's life did honor to Haverford College, and Haverford will

miss him. Its Administration and Faculty join in expressing sympathy

to Elizabeth Harvey and the Harvey children.
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TO:	 All joyous Haverfordians	 2 December, '69

FROM: the Educational Environment Committee

RE:	 Phys.Ed. and Arts and Service 	 //:e

1.	 Arts and Service

One distinguishing feature of Haverford College is its
emphasis on the uses to which men put their knowledge. Concern for the service
of others is not unique with us, but among us it is characteristic especially
of our Quaker tradition. One institutionalized expression of this concern has
been the Arts and Service Program, including tutorial projects and participation
in community services. This program is organized into courses, administered by
Ted Hetzel and others (Catalog p.168-9), for the purposes of allowing credit
in meeting our Non-Academic Work Requirement (Catalog p.164). Eight courses
are required of'all students. As many as three of these may be in Arts and
Service (hence the Arts and Service option), the remainder being in Physical
Education. There are three terms a year when courses are given, so that a
student normally has met the requirement by the end of his Junior year.

With the development of the Fine Arts Department and
the Center for Nonviolent Resolution of Conflict, most features of the Arts
and Service Program have been incorporated into our regular academic curriclum.
This development reflects our growing awareness that the distinction between
academic and non-academic is not an absolute one and our increased interest
in the Arts and Service aspects of our educational life.

The EEC recommends that we recognize the enhanced status
cf Arts and Service at Haeerford by absorbing appropriate parts of the present
program into the regular academic curriculum and eliminating the Arts and Service
option as a way of meeting the Non-Academic Work requirement (hereafter to be
called the Physical Education Requirement).

We suggest that the place of Arts and Service might be
acknowledged in a number of ways, for instance a) by making explicit reference
to Ar;:s and Service among the "Guidelines for Liberal Education" (Catalog
p.42-4, incidentally helpirg to differentiate cur guidelines from those of
other liberal arts' colleges); b) by budgeting for new courses in our curriculum,
such as Draaa and Photography, to be proposed by appropriate departments (English,
Fine Arts etc.: and approved by EPC and tie faculty in the regular way, c) by
budgeting for ron-credit summer service projects (to be described by Jim
Lyons in a subsequent memo), d) by encouraging amateurs, but not dilettantes,
to audit courses in Music and the Arts, aed e) by encouraging the Students'
Association to take the Tutorial Peoject ueder its wing as an enterprise
worthwhile in itself, regardless of credits given and hours spent. We shall
continue to work on these suggestions and bring proposals to you concerning
them, later in the year, but rention the now to indicate how the spirit of
Arts and Service might be given expression at the College in the future. In
general, we wish to break away from the idea that education is wholly a matter
of taking courses for credit. We hope to foster events and activities which
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From EEC)	 p. 2

institutionalize the Arts and Service Program in a variety of ways,
including exhibitions, special projects and panels, and we encourage all
members of the community to exercise their imaginations in breaking away
from the old Arts and Service stereotypes. These served their purposes
well in their day, but we believe that that day is now past.

2. Physical Education

After much discussion, we have come to recognize that
the Physical Education program plays an important part in our educational
environment. Especially during their Freshman and Sophomore years, students
have to grapple with a demanding academic curriculum while learning to
live with the new freedoms of college life. The vast majority of students
finds participation in Phys. Ed. a truly recreative experience, which develops
a sense of community and enhances ability to make the most of time spent in
class. We believe that the Physical Education program is generally meeting
its stated goals and that the Non-Academic Work Requirement is sound as
applied to freshmen and sophomores. However, we also consider it educationally
desirable that upperclassman learn to become responsible for their own extra-
curricular activities, including athletics.

Consequently, we recommend that the College maintain a two-
year Physical Education Requirement, to replace the present 'Non-Academic
Work Requirement (Catalog p.164). Assuming that the Physical Education
Department will change to a quarterly system, we recommend that each student
be required to participate for an average of three quarters in each
of his first two years here. Thus a Sophomore will ordinarily have taken
six of eight quarters of physical education by the end of Spring semester
(as contrasted with eight out of eight terms at present).

While the moral support of the faculty continues to be
important for the program, which will be reviewed from time to time by the
EEC, the specific requirement will be considered a non-academic requirement,
i.e. a condition of residence at the College rather than part of the
academic program leading to the granting of a degree. Supervision of the
requirement will, accordingly, be the responsibility of a joint student-
administration committee. How the requirement is to be enforced is a
matter for this committee to consider with each student who fails to meet
it.

The EEC is not impressed by the argument that the Physical
Education Requirement represents an unwarranted curtailing of a student's
freedom at Haverford. The intention is to enhance that freedom by protecting
it against academic intrusions upon his time after class. The question before
us is not whether there are to be conditions governing attendance at
Haverford College but what those conditions ought to be. Amongst present
conditions are numerous academic and non-academic requirements. Persistent
failure to meet any of these including the Physical Education Requirement,
makes a student liable to be separated from the College.

THIS RECOMMENDATION IS CIRCULATED FOR YOUR CONSIDERATION PRIOR TO PRESENTATION
AT THE NEXT FACULTY MEETING, DECEMBER 11. EEC MEETS MONDAYS AT 4:10. TO
APPEAR AT A MEETING CONSULT PETER SLATER. STUDENT REPRESENTATIVES ON THE
EEC ARE LAIRD SIMONS, LARRY SWAN, KEN LUDWIG AND BART FEROE.

•
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HAVERFORD COLLEGE
Haverford, Penna.

To: Department Chairmen

From: The Educational Policy Committee

Reference: Major Requirements

December 9, 1969

A reminder: departments are expected to notify the Recorder that
Seniors, as part of their qualification for the degree, have satisfied
the requirements for their major subject. The principle is that mere
accumulation of course credits is insufficient; some grasp of the general
principles of the subject must be shown. The department is permitted
according to current rules (Catalog pp. 50-51) to evaluate this grasp in
a number of ways, possibly in association with a course of study specifically
designed as a synthesizing experience. A standard device has been the
100 course, "Senior Departmental Studies", leading to a comprehensive
exam, but this device is only one among many that can be used. Some
others: 1) a comprehensive written exam without a 100 course, 2) a
100 course with some other form of evaluation such as a thesis or an
oral exam.

Each department is asked to notify EPC now of the form the evaluation
is to take. We will, in turn, inform the Recorder who can show by notation
on the transcript the mode used. It is assumed that all Senior majors
have been informed by now.

Each department chairman is asked to certify to the Recorder at
the time the information is avai2able (but not later than May 20th),
the names of those Senior majors who have satisfied the requirement
together with any descriptive data for the transcript.

•
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HAVERFORD COLLEGE
Haverford, Penna.

TO: The Faculty

FROM: The Educational Policy Committee

REFERENCE: The Evaluation of Academic Performance: Incompletes

Last year it became clear that there were widely varying practices among the
faculty in the application of its rules concerning late term papers and semester grades.
(Some faculty enforced the late term paper rule and others did not. Some gave failing
grades to students who did not complete courses, others entered "incompletes" on the
grade sheet, and others submitted no grade, while others required the Associate Dean's
approval).

These variations in practices resulted in: 1) inequity in the treatment of
students simply on the basis of rule application. 2) complication and confusion in
the keeping of College records (and of course increased costs) and, 3) the Committee
on Student Standing (then, the Academic Standing Committee) was given inadequate data,
4) students carried heavier loads in the following semester in trying to finish courses
than the preceding semester.

The Associate Dean attempted to make the operation of the system clearer and
more effective by several administrative actions based on existing regulations. These
included: 1) the provision of a simple form requiring the signature of a student
requesting an incomplete and of the faculty member finding good cause to grant one.
Counter-signed by the Associate Dean, it listed the final due date and the work to be
completed. 2) courses not completed by the specified dates were entered as "DR's"
(drops). 3) in the absence of a grade submitted at the normal time or the accomplish-
ment of the steps in number 2 above, a grade of "DR" was entered.

The result of these measures may be seen in part in these facts: 1) there were
200 courses not completed in June. Of these, only 100 had been properly arranged.
2) at mid November of the current academic year, only 100 of the 200 courses had been
cleared by means of grade submission by the instructors. 3) the Committee on Student
Standing believes that it was seriously hampered in carrying out its assignment from
the faculty. These de facto and de jure incompletes concealed from the Committee the
essential information which would have led it to act. In many cases, clearly, in-
completes have been used to mask personality or emotional problems or a too heavy work
load or a course which is simply not begun until late in the semester (particularly
the 81 and 82 courses). These practices are neither honest nor efficient.

In the light of all of this, the EPC would like to remind the faculty that
evaluation of academic work, including non-evaluation ("incompletes") must not be used
to mask what has been, in fact, occurring in a course. Incompletes should be used
for explicit and appropriate reasons only.

We urge members of the faculty to agree to an incomplete only for reasons of
health or other unusual extenuating circumstances.

•
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DPcember 9, 1969

Fromt	 Administrative Advisory Committee

To	 Faculty -ieeting, December 11 (please bring your copy to the meeting)

Suject:	 Term insoranoe

Last spring the Faculty avreed in principle to a rcocot 	 for term
insurance for :be whoie Faculty.

2. The Adminlatrative Advisory . Committee has reviewed several kinds of proposals.
It suggests to the ?acuity that it adopt ho proposal for Cerw insurance as
contained in the proposal drawn up by DavIA Kraines (see document lelow),

This term insurance Is intended to match. with TIAA benefits in such a way
Chat the desth benafits for the family of a younger :a.culty member are
more nearly. equitabe with the death bet :1t for the fwvily of an older
factr;:ty member_,

Such ...!;"0-nsu,rances_fl2Wubs:0-tue_an_a4le::1112e,..1.-c9,9...„9,RE3r4n!:.t
whign_takeinto_account_eachindividual:tacuty mqq1bWe.
sideja--4agKtze	 ,Tv and emoi2xmer. f*ut this term inaurance program
will help out yourseT faculty membevi during the period when they ti11 have
relatively little equity in their TtAA.. ,e -Lt. as compared to an older
isculty

per.tfully submitted,

John p,shmead
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56 — ret rement	 •••••••••*se

Amount of
insurance 

$20,000
18,000
15,000
10,000
4,000
2,000

up to 30
31 — 35
36 — 40

• 41 — 45
46 — 55

A proposed plan of group
life insurance for Ha , erford_221110.

David Kraines

1. Haverfcrd College is one of the few Colleges in the
country without a groupj„ife insurance program.
In fact, in 1968, 87.4k/i) of all faculty
were covered by such a policy (AAUP Bulletin
P15, March 1969). If a young faculty member
with several children were to die, his family
would be in for very hard times.

2. In cooperation with TTAA, I have worked up a
proposal which will give benefits according to
age at death in the table below

•

Double indemnity Is paid in case of accidentali_
death.

Haverford College has a very liberal TIAA—CREF
retirement program. The amount in these funds builds
up much more rapidly than is commonly believed. In
fact, if a man starts with a salary of $10,000, then
his amount in these funds are estimated in the table
below.

Years of service 	'Amount I n TIAA — CREF
,5 *5.55.4	 •,•	 ..-.. • 7, 500

10 •••*•00&••••••• 20,000
15 Se@sees$4•0•••• 35,000
20 • ****C4440•00$1 65,000



yrs.•

$ 40,000

30,000

20,000

10,000

10 yrs.	 rrs.

These figures are based on the premise that the
mants salary increases at the rate of 5cD per year,
and that the interest on the•retirement'funds also Is

at the rate. Thus these are very
conservative estimates.

4. As it is easy to see from the figures-, the,eath
and retirement benefits increases substantially from
year to year. In fact, the following graph points
this out.

years of service

Here we assume the faculty member starts at an age
between 25 and 30. The lower curve represents his
assets in TIAA—CREF. The upper curve is the
combined. benefits.

5. The cost of this program would be approximately
$35 per faculty per year (although significantly more
during the first year). Thus this plan is very equitable.
It is obvious that $35 buys much less insurance for a •
50—year old than it does for a 30—year old.

If desired, this program could be extended to all
staff at approximately the same rate.



December *3, 1969

Draft document on the Ardmore Coalition proposals for housing for the black
community on Haverford College land.

[This document is for discussion and circulation among members of the committee,
and for	 presentation, in whole or in part, at the December faculty meeting.
Student members of the committee are asked to make a special effort to obtain
student views and report back).

Some considerations and conclusions about the Ardmore Coalition proposals.

Introduction: In the short time since it received a request from the faculty to
review the Ardmore Coalition proposals for housing for the black community on
Haverford College land, the AAC has reviewed these proposals, in whole and in
part, in weekly committee meetings, in joint meetings with the Community Concerns
Committee, in two meetings [one still to come) with the Ardmore Coalition
representatives, with many individual faculty members, with the College land-
scape architect, with visiting experts on sociology. A sub-committee of the AAC
sits with the Community Concerns Committee and therefore questions of feasibility,
and of the prospects for success of such housing have been left to that committee,
while the AAC has concerned itself primarily with land use and long-range planning
of the College.

Considerations:

An over-riding consideration of both the AAC and the Community Concerns Committee
has been the desire to ensure genuine, meaningful cooperation with the black
community of Ardmore in a richer variety of ways than in the past.

The specific proposal referred to the AAC by the Faculty at its last meeting raises
a number of special considerations, which are stated below, followed by the suggested
recommendation from the AAC to the faculty on this specific proposal.

1. The Haverford College land has been almost its present size (about 212 acres)
since the founding of the College in the 1830's. In its original conception the
college site was a unified farm, with water supplies at either end suitable for
water power (a 13 foot fall was required) to lift water to the highest point of the
College land. In accordance with the educational principles of a variant of the
Pestalozzi system, the College required of each student an hour of horticultural
work a day, and advertised this as an educational innovation. Students had their
own botanical and vegetable garden plots (the latter until the 1890's). The
concept of the nature walk and shelter belt of natural woods around the campus
goes back in systematic.form to the 1890's, as does the pinetum and arboretum.
According to visiting experts, the quality of the 18th century landscape design
(Note 1) in conjunction with Founders' Hall, is such as to make it possible to

Note 1.
The landscape design is essentially that of the type favored by Capability

Brown, with irregular plantings of trees on lifted and elevated pieces of ground,
some of these still replanted in the original Gothic arches or Druid circles of
trees, as on Barclay Beach. Probably all the original landscaping of the College
was done by student educational labor. The nature walk may well have taken its
first shape when students, who were restricted to the campus in term time paced
out a walk on the edges of the campus.
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register the grounds and this building as a National Historical Monument, par-
ticularly in view of their connection with a unique experiment in American higher
education. Such Registry would make it very difficult for any U. S. Government
funded project, particularly highway construction (see below) to make serious
inroads on the College grounds.

2. The College campus has always been referred to as a park, or as College Park.
At present, by U. S. Government standards, the area in which the College is
located is short of park land by 326 acres. A check of use of the College Park,
and particularly of the Nature Walk, shows that it is in active use by blacks
and whites, children and adults, in practically all areas.

The population around the College to City line on the east and at least to
Radnor on the west, is expected to double in the next decade, partly as a result
of expansion along the City Line exit of the Schuykill Expressway, an area which
was formerly park and green shelter belt, but which could not resist the pressures
of commercial high rise development.

3. There is now a planned Main Line Expressway to parallel Lancaster Pike; there
is also an expectation that the Pike itself will be enlarged. This Main Line
Expressway and any Haverford exit will be a serious threat to the College.
According to a visiting expert, such paper expressways move from paper to reality
in about eight years; here we might remember Swarthmore's narrow escape from bi-
section by the Blue Route. Further, there is a probability that College Ave.
and Railroad Ave. will be enlarged as feeder routes to the Blue Route. Haverford
Road has already been widened from two lanes to four lanes, with some loss to
College land, and a great increase of traffic, traffic fumes and noise alongside
the arboretum. There is now a proposal to replace the P & W RR by an expressway
and that would also have serious consequences for the College along the Haverford
Road side. From being a campus in a suburb, the college is moving towards a
position as an oasis in an urban traffic complex.

4. The nature of land occupancy and use around the College has changed sub-
stantially since its beginnings, wheYU there were only four or five Welsh farmers
on its borders. Ardmore and the Main Line began in the 1870's, and until the
1930's the community on the Wyoming Avenue side of the College was Italian, not
black, though equally hard up. There have been remarkable shifts in population
in the general Philadelphia area in recent years. It is -not clear to the AAC that
the present black community will in fact remain in its location near the College.

5. The present housing policy of the College, except for three or four assigned
lots on Duck Pond Lane, is to have no more faculty housing on college. Instead
there is a new liberal mortgage policy for faculty off-campus housing, with
recapture clauses for College repurchase of nearby housing in suitable locations.

The AAC has reviewed in detail each site proposed for housing by the Ardmore
Coalition, with special attention to the'apparently preferred site in back of
the College Lane houses, for as many as 70 "units" of perhaps 5 persons each
(350 people) 70 cars and their required parking spaces, and a 60 foot road.
The AAC considered what effect the necessary request for downgrading zoning in
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this area would have on any future efforts to keep zoning as is in other locations
around the College. And the AAC considered whether it could recommend giving any
alternate site as a token or symbol without in the end being ultimately obliged
to turn over to the Ardmore Coalition its preferred site.

The AAC further considered that in the College admissions policies, hiring
policies etc. the College has always advocated integration; in this instance,
for however excellent goals the College would be recommending segregation, pre-
sumably in contravention of the spirit of the U. S. Government laws on public
housing or government supported housing. The AAC further considered what "seed
money" would in fact cost the College, given the present deficit financing of
the College general budget.

6. So far as it could, the AAC reviewed both tangible and intangible future
uses of College land. About 3 acres are needed for parking. Land will also be
required for an art center and its parking, for a gymnasium and its parking, for
the new dormitory and its parking. When the Magill Library was built, we were
told that in 20 years we would need a second such library of its size.

When it comes to intangible future needs, it is pretty clear that each major
educational change in the College, such as the change from guarded and super-
vised education to free education (represented by the construction of Barclay
in the 1870's), or the proposed new Art Center, has always required College land.
We do know that all human knowledge is now doubling approximately every ten years.
Whether or not the College increases again in size, and it has increased in size
by a factor of about 10 in 130 years, it will undoubtedly need land for educational
possibilities we cannot now imagine. Here the AAC speculated on what would have
happened to the College in the 1840's and 1850's if, for excellent motives it
had parcelled out land for housing for Irish immigrants, or if in the 1920's it
had given land to equally needy Italian immigrants. The College, as its past
history shows, has always had a struggle to raise capital for education, and if
to the capital costs it had had to add land costs, its present form would be very
different, in view of its small size and private funding.

7. The AAC reviewed alternate proposals to the Ardmore Coalition proposals,
among them some suggestions for a Community Education Center, for which it has
a tentative offer of capital from a local (adult) educational organization. No
conclusion has been reached.

Conclusions:

(a) The AAC is unanimously in favour of cooperation in constructive ways with the
black community and it will continue to send its sub-committee members to continue
discussions with the Community Concerns committee, in the hope of future developments.

(b) After weighting most heavily future road and population trends around the
College, as well as the lack of parkland in the area, the probable need of the .
College for future educational innovation, and the long continued and consistent
design of the College landscape, the AAC recommends that there should be no
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further faculty or non-student housing on the College campus, in accordance with
the existent policy on housing.

Postscript:	 The College (as this Ardmore Coalition proposal revealed), has
had two successive building plans, but has never had a land use plan. The
AAC expects shortly to bring before the faculty some suggestions for creating
such a plan. The expectation is that it will take two years to develop such
a long range plan; expert consultants will have to take part in its development.

Respectfully submitted,

John Ashmead, Chairman, AAC

•
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In response to the Ardmore Coalition prelimlnary plan for housing, presented to
the College on October 14, 1969, the Community Concerns Committee recommends that the
faculty encourage the College to commlt itself to the joint development of a plan to
improve housing and community facilities for those in the area considered by the pre-
liminary plan, including the possibility of providing land if the need for the specific
land requested is clearly established and if the final plan for its use is acceptable
to both the coalition and the college.

S
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FACULTY OF HAVERORRD COLLEGE

Regular Meeting	 15 January 1970
President Coleman presiding	 4.15 p.m.

Minute 1 : The minutes of the meeting of 11 December were approved with the
following correction and comments: Minute 2a, correct the name of
son Oliver (not Martin). In Minute 9a the comment should be added
that the faculty does not wish to set a precedent of approving
proposals that are submitted as late as this one was. It was
mentioned that Minute 12 is vague, although correctly so. This
raises the question of when, with the press of time or with
relatively few faculty members present, judgments made at faculty
meetings should be considered to be binding. Discussion of this
was postponed until another time.

Minute 2a: President Coleman commented on his recent attendance at the Houston
meeting of the American Association of Colleges. Last year he
found many of the college presidents depressed by the problem of
student unrest. This year the situation is even more gloomy because
of the problems of women's colleges, and the financial position of
all private colleges.

b. He was an overnight guest in the home of Harris Wofford, and is
happy with the prospects of cooperation with him.

c. Although we are better off than most colleges, we have serious
budgetary problems. There will be a large deficit even with the
substantial tuition increase which is planned. We are now paying
$400,000 per year interest charges. The faculty will see the
proposed budget soon.

d. There will be a special meeting of the Board of 1 1anagers to discuss
the requests made by the Ardmore Coalition. This is the first time
he has brought a major problem to them without a firm recommendation
for early action.

e. Everyone, faculty, administration, student, and maintenance staff
is asked to abstain from smoking in Stokes and Roberts Halls, and
to ask others to desist. Insurance companies consider colleges to
be bad risks If smoking is seen there rates or the amount deduct-
ible might be increased.

Minute 3a: John Ashmead reported for the Administrative Advisory Committee on
the subject of parking on the north side of the campus. (See Annex 1).
The Committee had not reached agreement on a solution to this problem.
It would be possible to construct 60 parking spaces along Carter
Road, which might be reserved for authorized use by key-operated
gates, or we might institute valet parking. Adequate sidewalks
from the parking areas are desired. Faculty members are asked to
present their suggestions to the committee to assist them in draft-
ing a recommendation.



b: The same committee made a recommendation (see Annex 2) that
Founders Annex be kept and that it be restored. This was approved.

Minute 4 : Sidney Perloe representing the local AAUP chapter, commented that
the TIAA and CREF, being incorporated only in New York, may be taxed
by some states, and that legislation to establish a nation-wide
college benefit company is under consideration. For more partic-
ulars ask him.

Minute 5 : Howard Teaf informed the faculty that the Internal Revenue Service
has a new form (Form 2106) to be used in reporting expenses incurred
in connection with employment, education, illness, etc.

Minute 6 : Dietrich Kessler spoke of the problem of young untenured faculty
members not being aware of the criteria for promotion, not receiving
assistance in improving their teaching, and being given arduous
committee and administrative responsibilities that hinder their
advancement. Howard Teaf, at this his last official attendance at
faculty meeting, commented on the dilemma that assistance to young
faculty members comes from their departments, whereas the decision
on promotion comes from those outside the department. Student eval-
uations were mentioned, which should stay under student control,
with some financial help from the college. Professors can ask
students to evaluate their teaching anonymously. They can obtain
tape recorders from the college, so as to hear privately what their
presentation sounds like. President Coleman stated that alumni
consider the influence of faculty members to be the most important
impact they received from the college, and therefore his chief
responsibility is the selection of the faculty. He outlined the
present procedure, the council advises him, but the ultimate decision
is his own. When he reports to the board he advises them of the
council's recommendation. In addition when he did not bring a
recommendation to the board, he has asked the Faculty Representatives
to inform the board of this. He feels that it is less costly to
the college to lose the services of someone who proves to be a valuable
faculty member elsewhere, than to keep the wrong person here. He
read and provided for distribution a draft memorandum: (Annex 3),
"Criteria for Full Professorships at Haverford". He then withdrew
to attend a testimonial dinner for Gaylord Harnwell, Haverford '24,
and Gerhard Spiegler presided for the remainder of the meeting.
Some felt that the faculty is asked to do too much administrative
work, others want to be in on decision-making. The faculty gives
great attention to grading tlee students, but too little to grading
one another. There was more discussion of how faculty members could
learn to be better teachers, but no decisions were made.

Meeting adjourned at 6:10 p.m.

Theodore B. Hetzel
Secretary of the Faculty•
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cy Haverford College	 HAVERFORD, PA. 19041 215-649-9600
Jan.15,1970

The Administrative Advisory Committee is taking the liberty of
raising before the Faculty, in a preliminary way, the very
complicated issue of parking behind the New Dining Hall.

The AAC has devoted parts of several meetings to this issue
but has not yet reached a consensus. The AAC has also had its
students members consult with the students most concerned.
Before we reach awfinal recommendations or suggestions to the
Faculty, we would like, at this meeting, or in the mail to
hear from a wider range of Faculty opinion.

The most recent message to the AAC about this parking, is that
if the College enforces the no parking rules in this area, there
will probably be "wholesale turnovers in Slater personnel, with
consequent decline in the level of service and possible
interruption due to lack of help."

For the President's Office, there is an occasional need of
nearby parking for swami: it elderly visitors.

The constant illegal parking along Carter Road is both a fire
and a traffic hazard.

111	 The AAC has before it a variety of eNconflicting proposals:

1. To construct 60 or more parking spaces , between Carter Road
and College Ave.and Railroad Ave. No matter how these spaces are
made, whether asphalt, or stone, they will pretty well destroy
the woods there, and will end any chance of reviving the nature
walk in that area. Probably these spaces will be immediately
filled by Slater personnel, faculty and students, early each
day, and so they will be of little or no use to visitors.

2. To close off Carter Road between Walton Road and Harris Road,
with magnetic (and token) keyed gates. Those with continuing need
for parking there can be given keys, and those with occasional
needs can be supplied with tokens which will open the gates.

3. For specific events or visitors, the College might provide
valet parking, with students as chauffeurs. These students
would take over the car at say, the entrance to Roberts, and
return it there, from the parking lot, when the visitor leaves.

4. To make sure that the existing parking areas have adquate
sidewalks to working areas of the College.

•
(Here we might remind the Faculty that there is adequate parking
space at the main parking lot; it is no further from working
areas of the College than the main lot/building of the U. of Pa.,
nor is it further than the usual urban worker has to walk to his
office.)
At any rate, the AIX would very much like to hear from Faculty
on this specific question of parking.

Respectfully submitted, John Ashmead, Chair n,AAC
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Haverford College HAVERFORD, PA. 19041 215-649-9600

Jan.15,1970

The Administrative Advisory Committee has now reviewed the
question of keeping Founders Annex with three outside
consultants: Prof. Ian McHarg(Chairman of the Dept. of
Landscape Architecture and Regional Planning,U.of Pa.),
Henry Magaziner (architect and Vice President of the Philadelphia
Chapter of the Society of Architectural Historians, recognized
as an expert on historical preservation of buildings) and
Urban Moss(architect, Havexfbrd College graduate, with much
experience in restoration of old buildings).

Founders Annex was part of the original planning in the 1830's,
but was not built for lack of funds, until the 1850's, when
it was finally erected as a gymnasium. It was built mainly by
student labor. It is a simple, well-proportioned building
in what is sometimes called Quaker plain style, with plain
Greek Revival wood trim on the North and South entrances.

All three of our consultants agreed that retention of Founders
Annex did not interfere with the frontal view of the New Dining
Hall, and all three agreed that there was strong visual
satisfaction in the succession of buildings, from the
plain Gothic Revival of the North Library(1876) and the
very recent McGill Library, to Founders itself(1835), the
neo-colonial former Dining Room addition to Founders(1905),
Founders Annex, and finally the New Dining Hall.

Urban Moss and Henry Magaziner were consulted at some length about
the interior of the building, as well as its exterior. Their
specific recommendations are attached to this document; both
were in agreement that the building could and should be preserved.
Both were in agreement that the modernization could be carried
out in a sensible economic way which would retain some interesting
features of the building and yet make it usable for two large
classrooms or meeting rooms on the ground floor, and a fair
number(16 or more) of offices or tutorial rooms on the second
floor.

The Administrative Advisory Committee further learned that it
would cost 47000-48000 to demolish Founders Annex. It would cost from
$20,000 - $30,000 to modernize it.

1. The AAC therefore recommends to the Faculty that the building
be retained, and when funds permit, modernized.

that Founders Annex
2. The MC also suggests to the Faculty/might be considered, by
the appropriate Faculty Committees, as a possible Community education
or Community Concerns building. Paul Wehr has expressed an
interest in it for his community involvement work. The Main Line
School Night might be able to offer the College some capital
towards its use of the structure.

Respectfully submitted, John Ashmead, Chairman, AAC
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NOVEMBER 25, 1969

JOHN AS HMEAD , CHAIRMAN

ADMINISTRATIVE ADVISORY COMMITTEE

HAVERFORD COLLEGE

HAVERFORD, PENNSYLVANIA

DEAR JOHN:

HERE IS A BRIEF SUMMARY OF MY IMPRESSIONS CONCERNING THE

FUTURE OF FOUNDERS ANNEX.

MY PRIMARY CONCERN IS THAT THE BUILDING BE PRESERVED AS

AN INTEGRAL PART OF THE ORIGINAL FOUNDERS COMPLEX. IT IS THE

SIMPLEST OF THESE BUILDINGS, AND IS ARCHITECTURALLY INTERESTING AS

AN EXAMPLE OF AN ADJUNCT BUILDING TO A PROMINENT ONE OF THIS PERIOD.

THE PROMINENT BUILDINGS ARE OFTEN SAVED -- THE ADJUNCT ONES ALMOST

NEVER ARE. THE OVERALL ARCHITECTURAL IMPACT OF A GROUP OF BUILDINGS

SUCH AS THIS ONE HAS ALWAYS. SEEMED TO ME MORE IMPORTANT THAN THE

ARCHITECTURAL STRENGTH OR WEAKNESS OF ANY ONE COMPONENT.

IT IS, THEN, THE NEED TO PRESERVE THE STRENGTH AND INTEGRITY

OF THE ORIGINAL FOUNDERS COMPLEX AS A WHOLE THAT IS OF OVER I DI NG

IMPORTANCE IN MAKING A DECISION TO RETAIN OR DESTROY THE ANNEX.

IT IS A HAPPY CIRCUMSTANCE THAT THE ANNEX DESERVES TO BE

SAVED ON TWO OTHER COUNTS. ONE, WHICH MR. MAGAZINER T S LETTER HAS

EMPHASIZED SO WELL, IS THAT THIS IS REALLY A VERY GOOD BUILDING OF ITS

TYPE IN RELATIVELY UNALTERED CONDITION AND IN SOUND STRUCTURAL SHAPE.

IT WOULD SEEM TO ME NOT IN THE QUAKER TRADITION TO DESTROY A SOUND

AND ATTRACTIVE STRUCTURE THAT HAS NOT OUTLIVED ITS USEFULNESS TO

THE COLLEGE.

THE SECOND REASON IS AN AESTHETIC ONE, WHICH I MENTIONED

IN MY LETTER TO JOHN COLEMAN. AND THAT IS THAT I FIND THE JUXTAPO-

SITION OF THE NEW DINING HALL AND THE OLD ANNEX TO BE AN ESPECIALLY

1621 Cypress Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 19103 PEnitypather 5-5431



JOHN AS HMEAD , CHAIRMAN

PAGE TWO

NOVEMBER 25, 1969

PLEASING ONE. THE SIMPLICITY OF THE OLD BUILDING MAKES A

HANDSOME FOIL FOR STRONG DESIGN OF THE NEW ONE. RETENTION OF

THE ANNEX TO BENEFIT THE DINING HALL SEEMS TO ME ALMOST AS

IMPORTANT AS ITS RETENTION TO PRESERVE THE UNITY OF THE

FOUNDERS COMPLEX.

FOR ALL OF THESE REASONS, I HOPE THAT THE RE WILL BE

A CAREFUL REVIEW OF THE FUTURE OF THE ANNEX.

SINCERELY,

URBAN MOSS, III

UM/KB
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November 10, 1969

Professor John Ashmead, Chairman
Administration Advisory Committee
Haverford College
Haverford, Penna.

RE: Founders Annex

Dear Professor Ashmead:

My recent visit to the Haverford Campus was of considerable interest
to me. Certainly I did appreciate the guided tour you gave me around
the campus, showing me such unusual features as the Pinetum, the Na-
ture Walk, the man-made Duck Pond and the interesting grouping of
buildings.

As a result of the considerable time which I spent in and around
Founders Hall Annex, I have become convinced that this building, pro-
perly restored, is pregnant with possibilities.

Speaking as the Philadelphia Vice President of the Society of Ar-
chitectural Historians and as the Chairman-designate of the A.I.A.
Committee on Historical Preservation, I trust that you and your Com-
mittee will do all within your power to urge the retention and re-
storation of this interesting little building.

Speaking as a practicing architect, who does restoration work, it
is my belief that the restoration and re-use of this building is not
only practical but economical. Our continuing experience with con-
struction costs of new educational buildings convinces us that it is
indeed unlikely that the equivalent space in a new structure could be
provided for what the proposed restoration of Founders Annex would
cost. Certainly our experience as architects involved in the Phila-
delphia City Hall modernization seems to parallel this situation.

HENRY J. MAGAZINER, A.I.A.THOMAS H. DIGIORGIO, A I.A.•

2036 RITTENHOUSE SQUARE • PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA 19103 • 215 LOcust 3-2036

2610 GARRETT ROAD	 •	 DREXEL HILL, PENNSYLVANIA 19026	 •	 UPPER DARBY OFFICE

•
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Henry J. Ma	 iner, A.

HJM:jhp
Enclosure

Professor John Ashmead
November 10, 1969
Page 2.

•	 Enclosed please find a short report, giving some of my impressions
of Founders Annex and its possible re-use.

If I can be of further service to you, please do call on me.

Sincerely yours,

MAGAZINER & DIGIORGIO, A.I.A.

•

S.A.H.



FOUNDERS HALL ANNEX - HAVERFORD COLLEGE

Architecturally speaking, America has finally come of age. While
suddenly finding herself in the position of leading the world in

• architectural development, America has begun to look back at her
architectural past and has discovered that it too, is quite re-
markable. Just a few years back, almost any older building which
was not either Colonial or Federal was in danger of being torn down
because it was "old fashioned". But within the last ten years or so
a great change has taken place in the thinking of many, many Americans.

A decade ago there was general agreement among most Philadelphians
that City Hall should be demolished. Today Philaddphia is spending
literally millions of dollars on restoring this grand old building.
When the modernization has been completed, City Hall will be not only
a completely modern facility, but also a great reminder of what Amer-
ica's taste was, a century ago.

Scores of similar situations exist.

With its campus dating from the 1830's and with buildings representing
many of the periods from then to the present, the Haverford Campus
affords a very interesting series of samplings of changing architectural
tastes and evolving technology. Its original landscaping was done by
the student body.

411	 The students also helped build Founders Hall Annex. That building
represents American architectural development of the period just before
the Civil War and shows definite evolution from the architecture of the
original Founders Hall. To use a modern term, Founders Hall Annex is
a "functional" building. It is a wide-spanned building, having just
one line of columns running down its center. The device used to lighten
the second floor walls shows considerable cleverness on the part of its
designer. While the walls themselves were lightened, since they were
carrying only a roof load, the designer still felt the need to brace
this lighter wall against buckling. As a result, he developed an in-
teresting pattern of wall, where buttresses are interspersed between
recessed second floor masonry panels. Other evidences of developing
technology are evident, e.g. furred walls, the use of larger window
panes, etc. While the building is very simple, it is still by no
means without sophistication. The recessed wall panels are carefully
laid out. The moldings at the doorways are pure Greek moldings, taken
directly from Stuart and Revett's "Antiquities of Athens". The door sill,
on the long side of the building, is marble. And the exposed rafters
at the eaves, are carefully arranged to throw interesting shadows.. All
together the building is a very good, representative example of Quaker
Plain Style.•



Page 2.

Of course, no argument is being advanced here for continuing to use
the building as it has been. Antique buildings can usually have their
continued existence justified only if good adaptive uses can be found

411 for them, uses which are in keeping with today's needs. It is here
suggested that this building could provide good lecture halls or ex-
hibition spaces on the first floor and good offices on the upper floor.

Certainly Haverford, which has done such a wonderful job of adapting an
old library to current library needs, would have no problem in finding
good uses for this building.

Restoration of Founders Annex would be fairly easy. First the elements
must be kept out, starting with a new roof and with the removal of the
roof ventilators. To restore the building to its original exterior
appearance would mean the re-installation of cedar shakes. Fortunately,
today it is possible to get cedar shakes which look exactly like the
original ones but have been fireproofed, chemically. Then, any rotted
exposed eave rafters would have to be replaced. Of course, the damaged
stucco would have to be patch tt*.But it is recommended that only the
bad stucco be patched and that„,stucco be patched so that it matches
the older stucco which remains. As much of the ivy as possible should
be allowed to remain on the building. All accessible stucco areas,
having no ivy on them, should be coated with the invisible wax which
the National Park Service uses on its stone and stucco buildings.
Naturally all defective sash should be repaired or replaced. It is

411 suggested that economical "seconds" be used for the glass, because
glass which is today classified as "seconds", more or less matches
the glass which was being produced when Founders Annex was erected.

On the interior, the original wainscot should be patched where necessary.
The flooring should be a sturdy, hard wearing floor. (An alternate
price should be obtained on slate, which would be highly desirable, if
funds permit. Natural materials are in keeping with a building of this
age.)

Certainly the building would have to be altered to make it comply with
current fire codes. The fireproofed wood shakes were mentioned above.
Doorways would have to be arranged for panic hardware. The winding
stair, at one end of the building, should be replaced by straight runs,
with platforms, using the handsome original rail. The stair itself
would have to be separated from the balance of the building by smoke
stops. A new second stairway would have to be added, at the opposite
end of the building. Finally the posts which run down the center of
the building should be enclosed, so that they become more fire resistant,
even though such heavy wood members show a remarkable resistence to fire.

•
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Because of the fact that the first floor is virtually at grade level,
this is one building which it would be very easy to convert into what
is now called a "barrier free building", i.e., a building affording
easy access to people on crutches or in wheelchairs.

In adapting the building to its new uses, two different approaches are
possible:

1. Make an antique of it, doing all new work in a manner which
simulates what might have been done if the building had been
built for its proposed new purposes, back in the 1850's.

2. Do the necessary new work - as opposed to restoration - in a
manner which is frankly honest and contemporary, yet making
sure that both the old and new are compatible.

The first approach would cost more, and in the author's opinion, would
be less desirable. It would actually be dishonest.

Current practice in good adaptive restoration work is to combine the
new and the old in such a way that no one is fooled. Thus the serious
student of old architecture has no difficulty in seeing what is authen-
tically old, as opposed to what is the 20th century adaptive improvement.

It is suggested that the second floor offices use dry wall construction,• for instance. Acoustical ceilings, where needed, should be hung in such
a way that their suspension is clearly expressed and so that even the
casual observer can see that the ceilings have been hung below the earlier
and originals ceilings. Of course painting the outside of the building
would present no problem, since the building would look as it originally
did. On the inside however, it is suggested that possibly the new work
be painted differently from the original work, using different colors
which are harmonious, but which would make it easy for an observer to
see what is new and what is old.

The antique plumbing system, including the old toilet rooms, should be
replaced with modern baseboard heat and the system itself should be con-
verted from steam to forced hot water. This is usually not too difficult
to do. Possibly the building should even be air conditioned, especially
if summer use is contemplated. Certainly the best of modern lighting
should be included.

If the building were properly restored, it would create some interesting
opportunities for campus site development. First of all, the space between
it and the Nr-o-Colonial Wing of Founders Hall could be converted into a
most charming little court yard, entered below Haverford's "Bridge of Sighs".
This could then be something pleasant to look at from Founders Hall, its

410Wing and the Annex.
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Henry .iMagazi er,
A.I.A., S.A.H.

November, 1969

Founders Annex should be saved.

Page 4.

Hopefully the stucco wing on the end of Whitall Hall will be removed
and that building will be restored to its original exterior appearance.

With that done and with the Annex restored, a pedestrian could enjoy
a series of interesting experiences, walking to the new Dining Center
from Walton Road. Assuming that at some time the ugly fire escape
will be removed from the end of Founders Hall (to be replaced by an
interior stairway), one could then walk from Walton Road, virtually
on the axis of the beautiful fanlight doorway on the end of Founders'
Hall. One would pass the rear of the interesting Victorian Gothic
Library, would turn left, passing along the flank of 1833 Founders Hall,
would then pass Founders Annex of the 1850's on the right and Whitall Hall,
the late Italianate building, on the left. Finally, one would reach the
very contemporary Dining Center. Thus the venerable old buildings would
form a fitting frame for the contemporary new Dining Center. The student
would have been exposed to representative works of four different, sig-
nificant periods in Haverford's history. The short walk would be, in
effect, a brief demonstration course in American architectural evolution.

From the point of view of public building site planning, it would also
be in the best tradition. Some of the most interesting public squares
in Europe are "L" shaped. The pedestrian traversing the first leg of
the "L" is shielded completely from what he will see as he turns the
corner. The element of surprise, of change of architectural idiom, is
used to heighten the drama of the experience. So could it be at Haverford!

Certainly the college has here a rare opportunity to express, architectur-
ally, its on-going sense of history. The Haverford Campus, which carries
the mark of the design philosophy of the great "Capability" Brown, its
Nature Walk and the above-proposed approach to the Dining Center, would
make it quite a unique campus. Certainly it should be called to the
attention of the National Park Service's "National Register". It is quite
possible, and even probable, that the Register would be interested in
including some of these features in its list.

Lastly, and not to be ignored, is the fact that undoubtedly the improve-
ments within Founders Annex would produce more good usable space than
could possibly be produced for the same amound of money in a new structure.
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FACULTY OF HAVERFORD COLLEGE

Regular Meeting	 19 February 1970
President Coleman presiding	 4:15 p.m.

Minute A : The minutes of the meeting of 15 January 1970 were approved.

Minute B : President Coleman remarked that 1128 grades had not been reported
by faculty members on time as a result some of the 283 transcripts
requested for graduate schools and for transfers could not be
supplied on time, and an unreasonable and expensive burden is placed
on the recorder's office.. A special effort should be made to get
grades in on time, and to extend the deadline for papers only for
exceptional reasons such as serious illness.

Minute 1 : Harmon Dunathan presented a suggestion (Annex 1) to prevent decisions
being reached when the faculty is rushed by the lateness of the hour,
or when many members have left the meeting. It was agreed that
faculty meetings should stop at 6:00 p.m. or as soon thereafter as
possible, unless by 5:30 it had been decided to run later. It was
also approved that not more than nine students should be in attendanc
except with prior arrangement with the President or the Secretary of
the Faculty.

Minute 2a : Colin MacKay reported for the Committee on Student Standing and
Programs. They feel that they were of some help to those students
about whom they had information in time. Already 33 students have
left college, which is more than in 67-68, and almost as many as
in all of 68-69. At the end of the first semester 61 students were
considered, five were dropped, seven took leave of absence.

b : Several students are short of the required number of courses for
graduation, about whom it is difficult to decide, partly because
of the transition from 36 to 34 to 32 courses required, and partly
due to extenuating circumstances. The committee desired, and the
faculty approved, that a special committee of faculty members be
appointed by the Academic Council to consider this special case.

Minute 3 : Preston Rowe reported for the Community Concerns Committee that
our Ardmore neighbors will be asked about their thoughts with
regard to the fence on our property line. It is unattractive,
but it may help prevent accidents involving small children. A
study will also be made of problems of campus security.

Minute 4 : Louis Green presented recommendations from the Committee on the
Sophomore Inquiry (Annex 2). Some faculty members and some stud(
were not in favor of the Sophomore Inquiry, some were skeptical,
but there was agreement to the proposal to make a trial run this
year.

Minute 5 : Wyatt MacGaffey reported for the Educational Policy Committee.

a : A new course, History 27-28, "The Age of Absolutism", to be tat:
by John Spielman in 1970-71 and alternate years. This was app,
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HAVERFORD COLLEGE

From: The Committee on the Sophomore Inquiry

To:
	

The Faculty	 Date: January 30, 1970

Re:
	

The attached, tentative version of recommendations to be
refined and presented for action at the Faculty Meeting
of February 19, 1970

The Committee on the Sophomore Inquiry would appreciate very
much receiving comments from members of the Faculty on the
attached, tentative version of recommendations in regard to
the preparatory or "trial run" of the Inquiry this spring.
On the basis of the comments received by 5 p.m. Thursday,
Feb. 5, the Committee will prepare firm recommendations for
action by the Faculty at the Meeting of Feb. 19.

The Committee hopes very much that you will "speak now or
forever hold your peace." If any aspect of the Inquiry is
to be tried this spring, a decision must be obtained at the
next Faculty Meeting. The March Meeting will be too late.

Louis Green
Douglas Heath
Michael Hoeflich, 1973
Jain Lester
Richard Luman
Steven Meltzer, 1972

•
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Tentative Version of Recommendations for

the Trial Run of the Inquiry

in the Spring of 1970

The Committee on the Sophomore Inquiry seeks the approval of
the Faculty for the following recommendations for the trial
run of the Inquiry in the spring of 1970. The Committee will
report to the Faculty at its May Meeting on the experience
gained this semester and recommendations for the future form
of the Inquiry will not necessarily be similar to those given
below.

Recommendations 

I The performance of students on the trial run of the Inquiry
will not be recorded on their transcripts, will have no
adverse consequences on their academic standing, and will
not lead to additional course requirements.

II In regard to the present sophomores

No more than five to ten perspective majors in each of
the three divisions of the College will be allowed to
participate in an Inquiry to consist of the five parts
favored by the Committee as indicated in the document
submitted for discussion at the Faculty Meeting of Nov. 20
and the Special Faculty Meeting of Dec. 8,

a) the Area Tests of the Educational Testing Service,

b) a collection of the student's best work--the choice
of items to be included may be discussed with his
advisor or other faculty members if the student so
wishes,

c) a composition by the student showing his perception
of his intellectual position and his plans for his
last two years at the College--the student is free
to consult with his advisor or other faculty members,
as to what should be included and how it should be
presented,

d) The oral examination, to be administered by a committee
of three faculty members, one from each of the divisions,
including the advisor wherever possible and one senior--
the latter to be chosen from a li3t of volunteers,

e) the oral assessment--based on the above material, the
student's record as it stands in the Dean's Office, and
the advisor's written justification and assessment
of the student's program and progress.



An attempt will be made to obtain a reasonably representative
sample of sophomore participants, in part from a list of
volunteers and in part from students who on request indicate
their willingness to share in the project.

The Area tests will be given on Saturday, March 14, and the
oral examinations and assessments in the week of March 30
in the hope that the Inquiry may be of value to some students
in the choice of their major the following week.

II In regard to the present freshman

All members of the class will take a 45 minute oral examina-
tion and assessment administered by committees of three
faculty members, one from each of the divisions, and one
senior volunteer. The advisor, or the student's freshman
seminar leader, wherever possible, will be a member of the
committee. The student may in addition express a preference
for a particular faculty member's presence on the committee.
These orals will be given in the two week period starting
March 30.

Virtually all full-time faculty will be involved in these
oral examinations and assessments. Faculty participation
will be distributed as equitably as possible. Hopefully no
faculty member will be asked to devote more than 12 hours to
the freshman orals. A few faculty members may have to
spend as much as 12 additional hours on the sophomore part
of the Inquiry.

There would seem to be several advantages to the above plan:

1 It should go far toward clarifying the nature of the
oral examination for all concerned. For the Class of
'73, it should allay some of the much-aggrandized fears
that may be abroad as to the nature of the Inquiry;

2 It should give the faculty and advisors a much clearer
view of what has been and is actually happening in this
first year of no distributica requirements;

3 The examination should have direct influence on the
advising process in the following week (of April 13th),
and this at a time when planninC of sophomore year's work
would be affected, rather than (as assumed in previous
plans) work in thl junior year;

4 Hopefully, this examination plan would accent the positive
values of inquiry, advice, and exchaege of ideas--and make
us all more fully and sensitively aware of "where we are"
as an intellectual community--without posing in this first
round the problems of anxiety and fear which seem to have
been associated with student thinking on the Sophomore
Inquiry thus far.
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FACULTY OF HAVERFORD COLLEGE

Adjourned Meeting	 26 February 1970

410	 President Coleman presiding 	 4:15 p.m.

President Coleman commented on the very successful alumni luncheons that have
been attended, among others, by some alumni who have not been in the habit of
attending other Haverford events. Sam Gubins spoke to the group a week ago,
Frank Quinn spoke at the luncheon today.

Minute 8: The decision of the faculty as recorded in minute of 2b of 19 February
was reconsidered, and since President Coleman wished to enter the
discussion, Provost Spiegler took the chair. The question was,
whether the committee to consider the eligibility of certain students
to graduate should be an exclusively faculty committee. It was de-
cided that the committee should include suitable students as well
as faculty members, to decide theTetwo specific cases. The charge
of the committee is to consider whether graduation requirements have
been met by two senior students and if they have not been met,
whether exceptions should be made to permit them to graduate.

anute 9: John Ashmead presented a statement from the Administrative
Advisory Committee on parking (Annex 1 - dated 2/19/70). This pro-
posed that temporary spaces be prepared for not more than 60
cars in the area north and west of the dining center. Several
faculty members spoke of the desirability of avoiding any further
parking spaces in the north part of the campus. There was no
agreement on this or on any other solution to the parking problem,
but President Coleman stated that the administration would not
take any action in the matter before the next regular faculty
meeting.

Minute 10: John Ashmead, for the A.A.C. made a statement about the budget
(Annex 2 - dated 2/19/70). The Physical Education Department will
receive $20,000 more than last year. Counselling will receive
$10,000 more (which will be offset by an increase in the unit fee).
There is no provision for Comfort Gallery or for chamber music.
Since the budget is to be presented to the full board on 13 March,
a special faculty meeting is to be held on Thursday 5 March at
4:15 p.m.

Minute 11: Since it was foreseen that discussion of faculty housing rentals
would take some time, it was agreed before 5:30 that the meeting
should continue in session after 6 p.m.

Minute 12: President Coleman spoke about the "Community of Support for David
Kelly" in the dining Center. Those who arranged this did not
consult the administration in advance, and the use of the word
'"sanctuary" is incorrect in connection with the activity. David
Kelly and his supporters were asked to move out of the dining center
for the night, using instead the former dining room in Founders
if they wish.

Minute 13: John Ashmead presented a statement about faculty housing rentals
from the Administrative Advisory Committee (Annex 3 - dated
2/18/70). This is a proposal to increase and equalize the charges.

•

•
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111	 Adjourned Meeting	 26 February 1970

It was pointed out that the rents are not based on the total
number of rooms, but just on bedrooms, and not on the quality of
the house. A key issue is the extent to which the College should
subsidize those who live on campus. If there is a subsidy then
the amount is income-taxable. (At 6:15 Provost Spiegler took
the chair.) Since the attendance had dwindled to about 22 faculty
members, it was agreed to return the proposal to the A.A.C. with
the suggestion that the committee hold an open meeting to consider
this matter.

Minute 14: Tom Gowen spoke of the proposed colloquium. An announcement will be
circulated before the next faculty meeting.

Meeting adjourned at 6:30 p.m.

Theodore B. Hetzel
Secretary of the Faculty

TBH : j c
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Feb.19,1970

To: The Faculty
Subjects Parking Behind the New Dining Hall

1. The Administrative Advisory Committee recommends to the Faculty
that it approve the construction of temporary parking for not
more than 60 cars behind the New Dining Hall, in accordance with
the attached map prepared by Steve Fletcher.

As presently thought of there will be a apace for guest parking,
angled roadside parking for general parking and stopping, and
a special small loading/unloading zone serving Stokes and
adjacent buildings.

This parking will be temporary, and may be modified when the
College develops a long range plan for land use. The parking
surface will be gravel and will not cause damage to the trees.
No significant trees will be removed, and no trees of any kind
larger than 6 inches(diameter) will be out. There will be
adequate acreeling.

Along with this parking space, the Nature Walk through the area
will be reconstructed and suitably landscaped, in accordance
with the plan on the above map. No guard service Is to be provided
for this parking and those who park there do so at their own risk.

Respectfully submitted,

John Ashmead, Chairman,Administrative
Advisory Committee
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Fab.19.1970

To: The Faculty
Subject; The Budget

1. The AAC is now trying to find better ways of carrying out
long range budget planning. A promising new method is
the so-called Flanning-Programminga.Budgeting-.System (FPSS)•
This system is anattempt to avoid isolated or marginal or unclear
rises and falls in the budget. what we would like to see
Is clear statements of objectives,Ainterrelated evaluations
of budgetary schemes intended to meet these objectives. We hope
to present a report to the Faculty on this new budgetary system
this spring.

2. Among the more triking features sof the present budget are
theses

a. A justifiable $20,000 increase in the athletic budget.
b. A justifiable $10,000 increase in the Counselling

budget.
0. No upport for the Comfort Basement programs or for

chamber muele.
The AAC finds it very difficult to weigh the merits of sweatshirts
against violas, or neurosis prevention against Zen Buddhist
flower arrangements. But it is the duty of the LAC to call
to the attention of the Faculty that certain budget decisions
are in fact educational policy decisions • We hope that the
PPBS mentioned in item 1 above will stoma alert the faculty
in time to tacks make desirable judgments on these matters.
Should the Faculty wish to review the currently planned budget
for 1970*71 0 it should hold a special meeting for this purpose
within the next two weeks.

3. Housing Bents. (Discussed in a separate document).

submitted,

Jahn end, Chat	 AAC



t72.11.	 3	 Feb.18,1970
at 16	 b.. :7 0To: The Haverford College Faculty

Subject: Faculty Housing Rents and Their Relation to the Whole
Budget.

After a thorough consideration of the whole budget, in weetings
which have taken place almost weekly since the fall term began,
and after three weeks of discussion of housing rents with the
Administration, the Administrative Advisory Committee recommends
to the Faculty that it adopt the proposals for increases in
rents as set forth in the attached docutent.

In considering these rent increases, the Faculty may wish to keep
in mind the following observations:

1. Even with the proposed increase in rent, for many if not for
most faculty, campus and College housing will continue to
be a cheaper financial option than buying one's own home, and
will continue to provide a substantial subsidy.

The actual costs to the College of Faculty Housing are estimated
as follows in 1970-71:

Repairs and Maintenance
Wages	 417,500
Materials	 5,000
Contracts	 20,000 	042,500
Utilities	 15,000

Taxes(Sewer,etc.)	 7,500
Insurance	 5,000
Redecoration Allowance	 9,500
Amortization	 20,000

99,500
Renovation	 10,000

4109,500

In addition to these costs, overhead should also be figured in,
at 40 per cent of total costs, plus interest on capital. And
the amortization, if figured strictly, should be at 085,000.

In the proposed 1970-71 budget, with the new 08,000 rent
increase for that year added in, the total allotted to
Faculty Housing is $100,000.

2. Tn -hha
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TO	 _FRONA	 sCse. W. Smith

RE:--• House Rents - 1970171	 DATA -11-February-1970

On behalf of the Administration, I give below a table of rents which we
propose should be introduced the 1st of September 1.970:

Houses

1970/71 1971/72 1972/73

4 Bedrooms + $140 $150 $165
3 Bedrooms 120 130 145
2 Bedrooms 105 110 125

Apartments
4 Bedrooms ± $170 $185 $200
3 Bedrooms 145 160 175
2 Bedrooms 120 135 150
1 Bedroom 110 120 125

We have been increasingly concerned with the inequities which have
arisen because of our failure to raise rents uniformly from an equal
starting base. Over the last five years we have had two small
increases in faculty house rents whereas in each of those years we have
had a sum equivalent to 7-1/2% set aside for faculty salary increases.
The costs of maintaining faculty housing have of course gone up
substantially and they will continue to do so.

You will note that these rents are based on the size of the house and
do not take into account its age or condition. Generally speaking, our
faculty housing is in reasonably good condition, and new houses apparently
have much less charm than some of the older ones so we feel that the
advantages of one particular class of house are outweighed by some of
the disadvantages. We also believe that this is about the only
reasonable way to handle housing without having to deal with individuals
about their own personal assessment of either the condition of the
house or its appointments.

Apartments obviously are much more expensive than houses, primarily
because the College provides the utilities and the apartment dweller
pays only his domestic electric lighting bill.

You will also note that the proposed table of rents is to be
accomplished over a three-year period. The increase in the first
year will raise a sum of approximately $8,000. I might add that the
garages which are attached to or adjacent to our various apartment
houses will be rent-free from that date. Where there is no garage
available, the College does not undertake to provide one.

A number of inequities will be eliminated with the introduction of
this table of rents. It will insure that the higher-priced housing
at the College is not occupied solely by the newer and younger faculty.

•
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Page #2

Re: House Rents - 1970/71 and Onwards 	 11 February 1970

These rents have been discussed fully in the Administration and in
one or two cases where hardship might have resulted by a large
increase, steps have been taken to remedy this in one way or another.

A survey of our properties was made about eighteen months ago by
Emlen and Company in which they listed fair market rentals. In the
vast majority of cases, the rents they proposed at that date were
in excess of twice those we have proposed in this table for 1972/73.
If you wish to see this survey, I will be glad to share it with you.

I might add that these new rents are not proposed in order that the
College might make a substantial surplus. On the contrary, the
College's faculty housing is heavily subsidized and I do believe
that most people are aware of this. It is our intention, however,
that faculty house rents should cover at least the amortization
payment (in 1968/69 - $20,000), the utility charges for the apartments,
and the operating costs of the real estate. In computing these costs,
no attempt is made to account for overhead or for interest on our
capital.. The unamortized investment in our faculty housing is
approximately one million dollars.

A list of the properties and the way they have been assessed is
attached. It seems to us that we could reproduce this table for the
whole college and it should prove helpful when talking to prospective
faculty about college housing regarding the rentals they would have
to pay. It also would be useful to our present faculty should they
be considering moving to a smaller or a larger housing unit.

The question inevitably will be raised regarding renovations of the
various properties. Over the last several years I have been spending
a sum of $10,000 a year on improvements to faculty houses. In these
days of our cash shortages we will not ask for more but we do plan
to continue this program. Such improvements would be made without
having to increase the rent of the housing unit.

CWS/bb
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COLLEGE HOUSING - LIST OF PROPERTIES 

HOUSES 

4 Bedrooms +

4 College Lane
5	 It

6
7
	

It

9
	

11

3 College Circle
4	 11

5

715 College Avenue
739
747	 11

753
757	 It

765

629 Haydock Lane

Woodside Cottage

Parker House

James House

0 451 Duck. Pond Lane
452
453
454
458

628 Overbill Road

749 Rugby Road

421 Lancaster Avenue.

HOUSES 

3 Bedrooms 

Coach House

2921 BPrIelpv R,-r1

APARTMENTS

4 Bedrooms + 

754 College Avenue

	

773
	

TI

8 Railroad Avenue
36

2 College Lane

APARTMENTS 

3 Bedrooms

2 College Circle

1 College Lane - Apt. 2

	

2	 - Apt. 1

	

3
	 “	 - Apt. 2

	

3	 - Apt. 3

791 College Ave. - Apt. 1

	

791	 - Apt. 2

	

791	 II	 - Apt. 3

APARTMENTS

2 Bedrooms

10 Railroad Ave.- Apt. 1B
10	 1.1	 - Apt.	 2A
10 - Apt. 2B
10 - Apt. 3A
10 - Apt. 3B

24 S. Wyoming Ave. - Apt. lA
24 II	 - Apt. IB
24 II	 - Apt. 2A
24 It	 - Apt. 2B

1 College Lane - Apt. A
1
	

IT 	- Apt. 1
1	 IT	 - Apt. 3

APARTMENTS 

1-1/2 Bedrooms

10 Railroad Ave. - Apt. 1(
10	 - Apt. 2C
10	 II	 - Apt. 3C

APARTMENTS

1 Bedroom

10 Railroad Ave. - Apt. lA
10 II - Apt. ID
10 TI - Apt. 2D
10 IT - Apt. 3D

•
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HAVERFORD  COLLEGE

1970/71 BUDGET  

650 students and shows a slightly lower operating deficit before
than the budget for 1969/70. 	 This has only been accomplished by
budget request reductions.	 These are listed. below:

Administration S	 7,000
Student Services 7,500
Institutional expenses 12,500
Instruction budget	 • 26,000
Library 1,000
Maintenance and Operation 120,000
Athletics 12,000

$186,000

The first draft budget which was prepared showed an operating cost increase of
12%. The draft presented to you shows our estimated costs will increase about 5%.

As a result of these cuts, a number of things will not be done next year. The
Comfort Basement program will cease. The Chamber Music Program will continue only
so long as there are outside funds to support it. The level of maintenance in our
buildings will be maintained at their present level, but there can be no improvement
expected and some delays may be experienced as a result of the severe cut in the
budget request.

One further implication of this reduction. is that our security expenditures will
be reduced to the September 1969 level. This means that the extra security provided
last fall will be withdrawn.

We would have liked to have improved the athletics program considerably this
year but, unfortunately, we can't go as far as we would have liked.

The operating budget is up $289,000; $4,810,000 in this year to a projected
$5,099,000 excluding interest payments. As you will have noted from the budget, the
interest payments are very considerable and they're estimated at $400,000 for the
year.

In spite of these cuts we have been able to maintain our promise to the faculty
and staff that salaries would be improved and this budget includes the sum equivalent
to 7-1/2% increase in faculty salaries and 5% in all other salaries excluding main-
tenance and operating staff. In this latter instance substantial increases have
been made to bring ourselves into line with local institutions and employers (Bryn
Mawr in particular) but we are by no means even approaching 65% of union rates for
our tradesmen although we have been able to come close to 90% for our janitorial
and custodial staff.

The draft budget which we present to you is based on an average enrollment of
charging interest
some extensive



1970/71 Budget (continued) 	 -2-

We have proposed that student fees be increased:

1969/70 Increase 1970/71

Tuition $2,125 $200 $2,325
Room and Board 1,150 150 1,300
Unit Fee 150 25 175

$3,425 $375 $3,800

We anticipate that Gifts and Grants and Income from Endowments and Other
Sources will rise and provisions have been made. accordingly. In order to raise
the Income from Other Sources it was necessary for us to have available throughout
the summer for conference work all college facilities including dormitories.
Arrangements will of course be made to accommodate the Serendipity Day Camp,

Faculty Housing rents were raised 5% two years ago but they are quite un-
realistic when compared with commercial rents even after accounting for the College
subsidy policy.

We have, therefore, raised faculty house rents and expect to realize an
additional $8,000.

Every department in the College is being hit by our budget reduction. We
are going to feel the pinch this year and this budget will be rigidly enforced
and departmental heads and chairmen. must adjust their thinking to a very rigid
reduced budget.

In making the increase in student fees we recognize that costs are rising
rapidly every year and we now expect to have to raise student fees annually in the
future.

This budget was submitted to The Executive Committee on 13 February and has
been very carefully scrutinized. We feel that any further reduction in budget
requests would lead to a significant weakening in the program we now offer.

Some Statistics
%

Category
of total
Budget CostNumber Employed

43 Senior & Professional 10.9% $	 553,225
75 5/6 Faculty 21.7% 1,106,375
86 5/6 Non-Faculty 9.1% 464,810
47 1/2 M & 0 6.2% 315,345
19 Part time athletic

coaches .6% 28,600
272 1/6- 48.5% $2,468,355

Fringe Benefits 7.8% 397,794

All Expenses 43.7% 2,225,296
100.0% $5,091,445

CWSmith/ymt

2/26/70
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BUDGET

SUMMARY

$1,156,121 $3,486,375 $4,642,496 Income $4,994,850 $3,939,500 $1,055,350
1,156,121 3,654,600 4,810,721 Expenditures 5,099,445_ 4,044,095 1,055,350

$	 168,225 $	 168,225 Operating Deficit $	 104,595 $	 104,595

Interest Payments
30,000 30,000 Gummere Hall 30,000 30,000

(Bank Loan 170,000 170,000
90,000 90,000 (Under Investment of 200,000: 200,000

(	 Endowment Funds

288,225 $	 288,225 TOTAL DEFICIT $	 504,595 $	 504,595 

1969/70   1970/71

Current
General
Funds       

Current
Restricted
Funds

Current
General
Funds Total Total

Current
Restricted
Funds

Note: Endowment Income
Endowment Income

per page 2 $1,065,000
per page 3	 150,500

Gross Income included
Deduct Measey Fund

Deduct Interest on Underinves ment

Anticipated Net Income 1970/71

$1,215,500
	65,500 

$1,150,000
200,000

' 950,000

Student Fees	 1969/70 Increase 1970/71

Tuition $2,125 $200 $2,235
Room & Board 1,150 150 1,300
Unit Fees — 150 25 175

$3,425 $375 $3,800

UWS:j c
1 /2 1/70 2 /2 6/ 70
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TotalTotal

1970/71

Current
General
Funds

1969/70

Current
General
Funds

Current
Restricted
Funds

Current
Restricted
Funds

RAVERFORD COLLEGE

BUDGET

INCOME

-C. $1,328,125
93,750.
11,000

1,

I	 28,125
93,750
11,000

$1,432,875 $1,432,875

182,000 $	 813,000 $	 995,000

20,000 $	 185,000 $	 205,000
30,000 35,000 65,000

278,821 278,821
338,000 338,000

$	 666,821 $	 220,000 886,821

20,000 20,000

$	 80,000 $	 80,000

$	 848,821 $2,565,875 $3,414,696

EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL
Student Fees
Tuition
Unit Fee
Other Fees

TOTAL STUDENT FEES

B. Endowment Income

C. Gifts and Grants
Alumni and Friends
Business Corporations
Foundations & all others
Sponsored Research

TOTAL GIFTS AND GRANTS

D. Organized Activities
relating to Educational
Departments

Computer Center

E. Other Sources
Rental of facilities to

outside projects

TOTAL EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL

$1,511,250
113,750
18poo

$1,643,000

$1,511,250
113,750
18,000

$1,643,000 $

$1,065,000 $	 875,000 $	 190,000

$	 215,000 $	 195,000 20,000
65,000 35,000 30,000
321,075 321,075
3 1 8,775 318,775

$	 919.850 230,000 $	 689,850

8	 20 000 $	 20,000 $

$	 110,000 $	 110,000 $

$3,757,850 $2,878,000 $	 879,850
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BUDGET

1969/70
	 1970/71

Current	 Current
	

Current	 Current
Restricted	 General
	

General	 Restricted
Funds	 Funds
	

Total
	

Total
	

Funds	 Funds

INCOME (continued)

II. AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES
$	 500 500 Athletics $	 500 $	 500 $

690,000 690,000 Dormitories & Dining Room 813,000 813,000
92,000 92,000 Faculty Housing 100,000 100,000

136,000 136,000 Bookstore 146,000 146,000
1,000 1,000 Infirmary -	 1,000 1,000
1,000 • 1,000 Coop 1,000 1,000

$	 920,500 $	 920,500 TOTAL AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES $1,061,500 $1,061,500 $

III.STUDENT AID
Scholarships & Fellowships

$	 140,000 $	 140,000 Student Aid $	 147,000 $	 147,000
3,300 3,300 Prizes 3,500 3,500

139,000 139,000 Post Baccalaureate Program
25,000 25,000 Work Study Program 25,000 25,000

$	 307,300 $	 307,300 TOTAL STUDENT AID $	 175,500 $ $	 175,500

TOTAL CURRENT INCOME$1,156,121 $3,486,375 $4,642,496 $4,994,850 $3,939,500 $1,055,350
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BUDGET
1970/711969/70

TotalTotal

Current
General
Funds

Current
General
Funds

Current
Restricted
Funds

Current
Restricted, •
Funds

EXPENDITURES
1.	 EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL

ADMINISTRATION
Al.	 Administration

58,250 58,250 President's Office
40,452 40,452 Provost's Office
8,000 8,000 Ad Hoc Committee

A2.	 Financial
25,400 25,400 Treasurer's Office

31,974 57,946	 • -	 89,920 Development Office
102,375 102,375 Business Office

$	 31,974 "	 292,423 $	 324,397 TOTAL ADMINISTRATION

GENERAL
Bl.	 Student Services

$ 59,070 59,070 Admissions
18,480 18,480 Registrar
20,130 20,130 Associate Dean
30,410 30,410 Dean of Students

7,000 19,805 26,805 Buildings and Grounds
18,115 18,115 Guidance Counsellor
45,540 45,540 Student Activities

$	 7,000 $ 211,550 218,550 TOTAL STUDENT SERVICES

82.	 Staff Benefits
Faculty

7,000 $ 113,500 $	 120,500 T.I.A.A.
500 32,000 32,500 Social Security
600 10,000 10,600 Medical Plan

10,000 10,000 Old Style Pensions
300 5,000 5,300 Disability Insurance
300 5,600 5,900 House Allowances

14,550 14,500 Tuition Grants
2,500 2,500 Moving Expenses

70,760
45,825
ZI,000

25,589
93,925

129,500

$	 58,760
45,825
8,000

25,589
46,965

129,500

12,

46,960

373,599 $	 314,639 58,960

69,025 69,025
17,675 17,675
21,600 21,600
32,660 32,660
28,750 21,250 7,500
29,505 29,505
48,000 48,000

$	 247,215 8	 239,715 $ 7,500

140,499 135,069 5,430
33,150 30,440 2,710
13,595 13,110 485
10,000 10,000
4,860 4,620 240
5,900 5,900

18,800 18,800
2,500 2,500
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BUDGET
1969/70 1970/71

Current
	

Current
	

Current
	

Current
Restricted
	

General
	

General
	

Restricted
Funds
	

Funds
	

Total
	

Total
	

Funds
	

Funds

EXPENDITURES (continued)
GENERAL
B2.	 Staff Benefits	 (continued)

Non-Faculty
1,719 $	 30,344 $	 52,063 T.I.A.A.	 $	 63,500 $	 60,100 $	 3,400
1,048 25,100 26,148 SocialSecurity	 28,500 28,000 500

250 4,850 5,100 Medical Plan	 7,000 7,000
12,500 12,500 Non-Faculty Pensions	 12,500 19,500

780 780 Disability Insurance 	 2,160 2,160
1,200 1,200 House Allowances	 1,500 1,500
7,050 7,050 Tuition Grants	 7,800 7,800

$	 21,717 $	 284,969 $ 306,686 TOTAL STAFF BENEFITS	 352,264 $ 329,499 $	 22,765

83.	 General Institutional
Expenses

10,000 $	 10,000 Alumni Association	 7,500 $	 7,500
25,380 25,380 Alumni Office	 27,625 27,625

2,100 32,046 34,146 Public Relations Office 	 37,960 33,710 4,250
7,000 7,000 Commencement & Parents Day 	 7,500 7,500

12,000 37,000 49,000 Printing	 59,000 45,000 14,000
6,000 6,000 Subscriptions & Memberships 	 6,000 6,000

1,000 21,050 22,050 Mail & Switchboard Service	 23,750 22,750 1,000
7,000 7,000 Insurance (general)	 7,500 7,500
1,500 1,500 Travel	 2,000 2,000

70,000 3,000 73,000 Speakers	 74,000 2,000 72,000
10,000 10,000 Entertainment	 9,000 9,000
4,990 4,990 Addressograph Room	 5,400 5,400
1,500 1,500 Visitors' Committee 	 1,500 1,500

$	 85,100 166,466 $	 251,566 TOIAILqTaERAL INSTITUTIONAL	 $ 268,735 $ 175,985 $	 92,750
EXPENSES

$	 113,817 $	 662,985 $ 776,802 TOTAL GENERAL EXPENSES 	$ 868,214 • $ 745 ? 199 $	 123,015



EXPENDITURES (continued)
Cl.	 Instruction

$	 112,300 $	 964,500 $1,077,800 Salaries	 $1,130,875 $1;056,400 74,475
57,871 57,871 Supplies & Services	 i	 83,062 68,162 14,900
38,500 38,500 Faculty Secretaries	 41,500 41,500
8,000 8,000 Telephone & Telegraph	 9,000 9,000

20,000 20,000 40,000 Fdrd-Humanities Program 	 40,000 20,000 20,000
10,000 10,000 New Programs	 10,000 10,000

$	 132,300 $1,098,871 $1,231,171 TOTAL INSTRUCTION 	 $1,314,437 $1,195,062 $	 119,375

Dl.	 Organied Activities Related
Educational Departments

/- 24,yr ,

55,300 55,300 Computer Center	 62,000( $	 62,000 $
200 200 Language Laboratory CA/C-e

$	 55,500 55,500 TOTAL ORGANIZED ACTIVITIES 	 $	 62,000 62,000 $

I.	 Sponsored Research
20,000 $	 20,000 Institutional	 $	 13,000 13,000

160,000 160,000 Biology	 100,000 100,000
20,000 20,000 Chemistry	 20,000 20,000
35,000 35,000 Astronomy	 30,000 30,000
85,000 85,000 Physics	 20,000 20,000
18,000 18,000 Psychology	 15,000 15,000

Sociology	 90,000 90,000
5,000 5,000 Faculty Research	 5,000 5,000

338,000 5,000 $	 343,000 TOTAL SPONSORED RESEARCH	 $	 293,000 5,000 $	 288,000

Libraries
11,710 141,742 $	 153,452 Salaries	 $	 170,800 151,300 19,500

8,000 8,000 Operating Expenses	 8,600 8,600
58,000 12,670 70,670 Books,Binding & Periodicals 	 75,000 14,000 61,000

69,710 $	 162,412 $	 232,122 TOTAL LIBRARIES 	$	 254,400 173,900 $	 80,500

Current
Restricted
Funds

Current
General
Funds

art*,
1,&,±f!	

Total

1970/71

Current
General
FundsTotal

•
1969/70

RAVERAlt COLLEGE 

BUDGET

Fag!'

Current
Restricted
Funds
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BUDGET
1969/70 1970/71   

Current
	

Current
	

Current
	

Current
Restricted
	

General
	

General
	

Restricted
Funds
	

Funds
	

Total
	

Total
	

Funds
	

Funds

EXPENDITURES (continued)
GI.	 Maintenance & Operation

1,	 Plant
50,700 $	 50,700 '	 Supervision	 $	 48,800 $	 48,800 $
80,675 80,675 Janitorial Services 	 98,000 98,000

20,000 125,040 145,040 Repairs to Buildings 	 177,000 157,000 20,000
6,000 6,000 Equipment	 6,000, 6,000

64,000 64,000 "	 Water,heat,light,power	 73,000 73,000
1,500 59,800 61,300 Grounds	 71,700 70,200 1,500

43,820 43,820 Security	 51,075 51,075

$ 451,535 $	 430,035 $ 451,535 TOTAL PLANT	 $	 525,575 $	 504,075 $	 21,500

2.	 General
12,500 $	 12,500 Property Insurance	 $	 12,500 $	 12,500
9,000 9,000 Auto Service	 9,000 9,000
5,300 5,300 Medical Plan	 5,700 5,700

19,145 19,145 Social Security	 19,350 19,350
11,303 11,303 Pension	 11,500 11,500

$	 57,248 $	 57,248 TOTAL GENERAL	 $	 58,050 $	 58,050 $

$	 21,500 $	 487,283 $ 508 , 783 TOTAL MAINTENANCE AND 	 $	 583,625 $	 562,125 $	 21,500
OPERATION

$	 707,121 $2,764,654 $3,471,775 TOTAL EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL ', 3,749,275 $3,067,925 $ 691,350
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BUDGET

1969/70
	 1970/71

Current
	

Current	 Current	 Current
Restricted
	

General
	

General	 Restricted
Funds	 Funds	 Total
	

Total
	

Funds	 Funds

II. AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES

$	 103,464 $	 101,464 Athletics 124,570 $	 124,570 $
142,742 142,742 Dormitories 158,100 158,100
333,000 333,000 Dining Room 380,000 380,000
79,500 79,500 Faculty Housing 79,500 79,500
40,240 40,240 Infirmary 43,000 43,000

130,000 130,000 Bookstore 140,000 140,000
6,000 6,000 Serendipity Day Camp 6,000 6,000

$ $	 834,946 $	 834,946 TOTAL AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES $	 931,170 $	 931,170 $

III.STUDENT AID

280,000 29,000 $	 309,000 Scholarships $	 363,000 29,000 334,000
6,000 6,000 Fellowships 6,000 6,000

25,000 20,000 45,000 Employment 45,000 20,000 25,000
5,000 5,000 Prizes 5,000 5,000

139,000 139,000 Broadening Opportunities Program

$	 449,000 $ .	 55,000 $	 504,000 TOTAL STUDENT AID $	 419,000 $	 55,000 $	 364,000

TOTAL CURRENT EXPENDITURES$1,156,121 $3,654,600 $4,810,721 $5,099,445 $4,044,095 $1,055,350
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HAVERFORD COLLEGE

CAPITAL DEVELOPMENT CAMPAIGN  BUDGET 1970/71 

DEVELOPMENT OFFICE

Salaries
Expenses

PUBLIC RELATIONS OFFICE

$34,950
12,010 $46,960

Salaries $ 2,250
Printing 14,000 $16,250

FRINGE BENEFITS

T,I.A.A. $ 3,400
Social Security 500 $ 3,900

$67,110
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FACULTY OF HAVERFORD COLLEGE

Regular Meeting	 19 March 1970
President Coleman presiding	 4:15 p.m.

A special meeting of the faculty was held on 5 March at which the budget for
1970-71 was discussed.

Minute A:

Minute Ba:

The minutes of 19 and 26 February were approved, except that
Minute 12, second sentence should be modified: It is
appropriate for members of the College Community to use College
facilities for such an activity, however, those who arranged
this did not consult the administration in advance, and the
use of the word "sanctuary" is incorrect in connection with
this activity.

President Coleman reported that the College will grant honorary
degrees in Nay to: Ramsey Clark, John T. Emlen, Jr., Richard
H. Pough, Frederic C. Sharpless, Laird H. Simons, Jr., and
Douglas V. Steere. The Board of Managers approved the establish-
ment of the "Haverford Awards" to be given annually to as many
as four Haverfordians whose careers best represent the purposes
of the College.

b: The Board of Managers approved the budget, the same as had been
considered by the faculty on 5 March. President Coleman
intends to submit a balanced budget next year (except for
interest payments). A request to a foundation for improved
budgetting procedures is in preparation, but even if that is
successful it will not help us next year. The outlook is for a
considerably tighter budget in 1971-72.

c: The Pennsylvania Legislature has passed a law that requires all
colleges, before students who are Pennsylvania residents can
receive scholarships or loans from the state, to sign an agree-
ment to report to the state the names of all such students
who: (a) had been expelled for disobeying a lawful order of the
college, (b) had been convicted in a court of a misdemeanor,
or (c) had been convicted of disturbing the orderly business of
the institution. There were strong opinions about this, but
no consensus. The students who would be affected, and other
Pennsylvania students, will be consulted and the matter will be
given careful study. The President indicated that he felt
strong advice from the largest part of the faculty to resist
signing the statement, even though the money which students
would thus lose might have to be made up by budget cuts or by
voluntary gifts.

d: The position of the College in voting its stock holdings is
under study. Our proxies for Gulf Oil stock are being withheld
at present.

e: Several black students have asked for a house to be a Black
Cultural Center, to be maintained at College expense. A list
of available space will be given them. It was suggested that
a special meeting of the faculty might be held to consider this
if that would be helpful.

(continued)



Regular Meeting Minutes continued 	 -2- 	 19 March 1970

III At 5:25 it was decided to continue this meeting until 6:30 if necessary.

f:	 David Potter stated that 6 April is the deadline for the listing
of courses to be offered in 1970-71.

Minute 1;	 Thomas Gowen preser-ed the request from the Students' Council
(Annex 1) that classes be called off on 15 April this year,
for a Colloquium, "Sensitivity and Insensitivity" with special
attention to the problems of race and sex on campus, and also
that 14 April 1971 be scheduled for a colloquium next year.
This was approved.

Minute 2:	 Wyatt MacGaffey presented the recommendations of the Educational
Policy Committee (Annex 2, 3, 4) concerning courses in History
and in German. These were approved.

Minute 3:	 Louis Green gave a progress report on the preparation for the
trial run of the Sophomore Inquiry.

Minute 4:	 Ariel Loewy reported on the recent meeting of the Board of Managers.
a: It appears that the income for student board and room is less than

the cost. Some Board members question the wisdom of such a
subsidy to students.

• b: The College will apply to Housing & Urban Development for help to
finance the new dormitory, which is to be built back of the
orchard beyond the Field House.

c: The request of the Ardmore Coalition was discussed; an answer
from the Board to the Coalition's proposal is in the drafting
stage.

d: Women students at Haverford are not candidates for Haverford degrees,
but it may be possible for some of the 12 now here from colleges
other than Bryn Mawr to stay a second year if their home colleges
permit them to do so and if there is space for them within the
limits of the exchange program.

e: Members of the Board wish to get to know the faculty better (and
vice versa), so it is planned to have two Board-Faculty dinners
next year, one in the fall, one in the spring. The dinner on
22 May 1970 is to be with spouses. Some faculty members question
the second dinner as the best way to get closer relationships
by Board and Faculty members.

f: Special auto-bumper decals have been supplied to Board members
for parking on campus.

	Minute 5:	 Irving Finger reported for the Academic Council. It is proposed
to make available suitable minutes of the Committee on Student

• Standing and Programs, so that their function and terms of
reference can be considered by the faculty. Advisors were re-
minded that they should not sign a student's program card if
they do not approve it, and also not if the student is not his

continued
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advisee. The adequacy of our advisory system and the question
of the College's academic standards for individual students
are matters of grave concern to the Academic Council and the
Administration.

	

Minute 6:	 Michael Showe reported for the Administrative Advisory Committee.

a: The recommendation that the bus-stop at Stokes Hall be extended
some 20 feet to provide a loading zone, was approved.

b: The recommendation that parking spaces for 12 cars, north of
Lloyd Hall, and exclusively for visitors, was approved.

c: Further parking spaces (60 spaces along Carter Road) are not
to be constructed, at least not until after a strict policy of
towing illegally parked cars is implemented. The President
indicated that he accepted these three recommendations and would
act to implement them, but with no commitment that would tie
the College's hands for future reconsideration of the need
for parking in the north area of the campus.

• d: Rentals of faculty housing were discussed, and Annex 5 was
distributed. The meeting adjourned at 6:43 p.m. with no
expression of opinion in the matter.

Theodore B. Hetzel
Secretary of the Faculty

TBH:jc
2/20/70
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COLLOQUIUM PROPObAL

Committee members: Ken Edeiston
Sara Shumer
Rich Santore
Susan Bell
Eric Hansen
Ariel Loewy
Douglas Heath
Jim Vaughan

Ted Williams
Bart Craig
Greg Kannerstein
Stan Early
Tom Gowen

Over the past few months the need for community-wide discussion
oh the topics of sex and race has become very evident to the Students'
Council, as well as to various administrators and members of the
faculty. Problems arising from racism have surfaced perfoodically in
both the academic and socialaspects of the college. Often the offensive
words or actions are recognized as racist only by the offended black
students. Thus, many white i students and presumably faculty are left
to speculate as to the problems.

In the area of sex, the possible approach of coeducation and the
present mixed living arrangements demand the beginning of open dis-
cussions mut on the subjects of cohabitation, and the sensitivity mIto
the entire community on the part of the cohabiting couples. The counsel
ing department has made the pZint that problems relat ed to sex and the
communtity are abundant on the campus.

In response to these problems the Students' Council and the
colloquium committee are proposing a day-long colloquium to discuss
these problems, and to bring some of these issues out into the open.
We had originally planned, as ttated in the Haverford-Bryn Mawr News :

to ask that classes be cancelled on April 8, 1970. However, we were
made aware of the previous plans to have Phillips visitors on campus
at that time. Consequently, we have changed the proposed date to
April 15, 1970,

The Council and the committee feel that it is most important that
the community is brought together for a day of discussion sessions
which will facilitate opportunitied for various groups to air their
opinions, and to listeb to the opinions of others. The lack of will-
ingness to discuss candidly these issues has been, we feel, a primary
hinderance in beginning to solve these problems.

Council and the Committee cannot hope that Haverford's problems
will be solved with a day of discussion, but the search for solutions
must begin with dialogue concerning areas where candor has been lacking
We hope that the faculty will join with us in opening this discussion.



Tentative proposal for for Colloquium	 April 15
I. Race Relations at Haverford

The committee on the colloquium hopes that the appropriate ad-
ministrators will be preser4 to delineate college policy with refer-
ence to these issues which will be discussed.

At this time 36 Haverford black students have ceummitted themselves to
to participate in the colloquium. Several black students have not yet been
been contacted, and only four have declined to take part. We also
expect some parbicipation on the part of black students at Bryn Mawr.

Tentative Agenda
9:45 a.m, Panel Discussion:The relation between Haverford's race

situation and Haverford's academic com-
mittment, with special emphasis to be
given to the issues of security, black
faculty, recruitment of black students,
employee conditions, and a black culture
hotse.

Panel members:	 Ted Williams °72 - moderator
Jeff Bumbrey '73
Jim Irby '73
Bruce Griffin '72
Greg Kannerstein - freshman advisor

11:15 a.m. Discussion Groups
We will break up into discussion groups of not more

than 20 individuals. The discussion groups will delve more
deeply into the specific issues raised by the panel. Each
group will have at least three black students, and, at the
end of th0 morning, will submit to the colloquium committee
a one-page resume stating what was brought up, discussed, i$
and what attitudes were evident in that group.

12:30 Lunch
There will be a picnic lunch, weather permitting, and

it is h hoped that the groups will continue their discussions
over lunch if they so desire.

	

2:30	 Sex Discussion - Tentative Panel - Jim Vaughan
Eric Hansen
Douglas Heath
Students to be determined

	

3:30	 Discussion Groups
These will have the same set-up as the morning groups,

and a resume of this discussion will also be presented to
the Colloquium Committee.

The Students' Council and the Colloquium committee are hoping to
present to the minx college community a written summary of the events,
and possible outcomes, solutions, and resolutions which may have been
a result of the discussions.



TO; Educational Policy Committee 	 FROM: John Spielman

Re: New course	 DATE: 16 March 1970

In the past Professor Bronnsr has offered History/Religion 40,
History and Principles of Quakerism, every year. It would seem
reasonable at this time to make this an alternate-year course, and in
the years it is not offered to present a topics course of more general
scope in the field of social history.

We request that the following changes be made in our listing:

HISTORY 40: HISTORY AND PRINCIPLES OF QUAKERISM 	 Mr. Bronner
add: Offered in 1971-72 and alternate years.

HISTORY 52: TOPICS IN AMERICAN SOCIAL HISTORY	 Mr. Bronner
Topic for Spring 1970-71: Utopian movements in the United States,

with special emphasis on religious utopian thought and‘ communities from
Colonial times to the present. May be repeated for credit with change
of topic, Offered in 1970-71 and alternate years.

This will not constitute an addition to the number of topics courses
taught in any given year over what has been given4a the past, end allow-
us to introduce a topic which we suspect will be of considerable general
interest.



D: Educational Policy Committee	 FROM: John Spielman

e: Course proposals	 DATE: 16 March 1970

In view of the faculty's approval of offering half-course units, we
sk permission to divide our present Senior Departmental Studies unit into
wo parts, each to be offered as a half-course. Both half-courses will be
squired of majors, History 61 normally at the beginning of the junior
ear, History 100 in the spring semester of the senior year.

ISTORY 61 - PROSEMINAR ON HISTORICAL EVIDENCE - 	 Staff
A half-course unit, enrollment limited to history majors /yfor
whom this is a required course. Occasional seminar meetings
to discuss the nature of historical evidence and critical
techniques for handling it, discuesions and papers on mute
evidence, written sources and the critical edition of a menu-
script source.

ISTORY 100 - SENIOR DEPARTMENTAL STUDIES 	 Staff
(A half course unit involving occasional seminar discussions
on historiographic traditions and problems, two short papesend
a final oral examination.)

The reasono for our request are in one sense evident in the timing of
he two unite. Our seniors this year are unanimously agreed that they
could have profited enormously from having the unit on evidence come at
he beginning of their concentration in the major, whereas the study of
datoriography is better done when students have taken a number of other .

:nurses and accumulated a substantial body of information and reading in
t variety of /manse,

Next year (1970-71) we intend to offer History 61 to both the junior
indneenior majors simultaneously, meeting the entire group once for genera]-
mientation and then meeting with the juniors and seniors separately three,
dues each. In subsequent years this will involve the department in four
teetings each semester, with juniors in History 61 in the fall and with the
'sabots in History 100 in the spring. This will amount to the same work
LOW done by the department in spring semester, spread over the whole year.



HAVERFORD COLLEGE

•

•

from• 	Bob Stiefel 	to.  Wyatt MacGaffey

re . 	New offerings in the (Zeman Deportment 

German 19, 20	 Introduction to the German Literary Tradition.

Representative works of the major genres and movements of German literature
from its beginnings to the present. The course offers students with a reading
knowledge of German a foundation in the techniques of literary analysis as well
as an introduction to a major European literary tradition.

Fall term: From the beginnings through Goethe (800-1832)
Spring term: From Romanticism to the present (1300-1970)

Mr. Cary
Mr. Stiefel

Prerequisite: consent of the instructors.      

German 27	 Thomas Mann's Doctor Faustus and the Apocalyptic Vision. Mr. Stiefel

A study of Thomas Mann's novel Doctor Faustus (1947) and of some of its
sources in the Bible, the Faust Book, Luther, Direr, Shakespeare, Nietzsche, and
Freud, in Monteverdi, Beethoven, Wagner, Mahler, and Schoenberg. We will read
the novel at the beginning and at the end of the term; during the middle weeks
we will consider the sources. We will also discuss parallel materials in selected
films of Ingmar Bergman. Our studies will require us to consider problems in the
nature of self-consciousness and to test seriously the proposition that our
present culture is on the verge of collapse.

Readings and discussion in English. 	 Enrollment limited to 20; consent of
the instructor required.

German 28
	

Expressionism in German Culture 	 Mr. Cary

A study of Expressionism in various literary genres and in music and the
visual arts. In addition to the movement itself, we will examine its historical
roots and its persistent influence upon contemporary arts and letters. Guest
lectures by specialists in music and the visual arts.

Lectures, discussion, and reading in English. 

German 43:
	

Special Topic:
The.Romantic Movement in German Literature, Art,

	

and Music	 Mr. Cary

Lectures, discussions, and readings of major writers (iovalis, T4eck,
Brentano, Hoffman, Eichendorff, Heine), painters (Friedrich, Runge), and
composers (Beethoven, Schubert, Schumann) of one of the most pervassive of all
German cultural movements.

Prerequisite: consent of the instructor.

dam.  16 March 1970



German Dept. offerings, 1970-71. - 2 -	 16 March 1970

• German 44: Special Topic:
Austrian Literature, 1815-1930 	 Mr. Stiefel

Beginning with writings of Hugo von Hofmannsthal, we will Seek to

define the concept of a peculiarly Austrian literary tradition.
Hofmannsthal's poetry, plays, and essays will lead us to a consideration
of works by Raimund, Nestroy, Grillparzer, Stifter, and Schnitzler, as
well as music by Mozart, Beethoven, and Mahler.

Prerequisite: consent of the instructor.

•

•
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Rent Schedules for College Housing

Houses -
4 Bedrooms +

Present
Rent C. Smith F. Connally

Emlen
Appraisal

Spring 1968
0.63
Emlen

Emlen
adj.,

$115 $140 $125 $350 $221 $1604 College Lane

5	 It 125 140 125 325 205 160

6	 I, 100 140 125 190 120

7 100 140 125 190 120

9 136 140 136 200 126

3 College Circle 128 140 128 250 158

14	 If 112 140 125 250 158

5	 II 118 140 125 200 126

6	 It 78 140 125 175 110

715 College Avenue 108 140 125 240 151

739	 II 84 140 125 235 148

747	 t• 102 140 125 240 151

753	 It 109 140 125 250 158

757	 t, 120 140 125 275 173 160

765	 It 193 140 18o 300 189 160

Woodside Cottage 108 140 125 350 221 160

629 Haydock Lane 133 140 133 300 189 160

Parker House 120 140 125 250 158

James House 108 140 125 225 142

451 Duck Pond Lane 165 140 150 260 164 160

452	 It 165 140 15o 250 158

453	 It 165 14o 150 25o 158

454	 II 165 140 15o 25o 158

458	 It 165 140 150 250 158

628 Overhill Road 200 140 180 375 236 200

749 Rugby Road 170 140 165 300 189 160

421 Lancaster Ave.
(sell) 165 140 300 189 160



Rent Schedules for College Housing 	 2.

Emlen
Present	 Appraisal	 0.63 Emlen
Rent 	 C. Smith F. Connally Spring 1968 Emlen adj.,

Houses -
3 Bedrooms

Coach House $ 90 $120 $115 $200 $126

2921 Berkley Rd. 95 120 115 180 114

2935	 n 110 120 115 180 114

2948 Rising Sun Ave. 110 120 115 180 114

616 Walnut Lane
(sell) 125 120 125 79 $80

Apartments -
4 Bedrooms +

754 College Ave. 125 170 130 225 142

36 Railroad Ave. 130 170 130 200 126

2 College Lane 155 170 155 200 126

773 College Ave. 110 170 130 200 126

8 Railroad Ave. 110 170 130 300 189 160

Apartments -
3 Bedrooms

2 College Circle 76 145 115 200 126

1 College Lane, Apt.2 	 120 145 120 225 142

2 College Lane,	 It 1	 102 145 115 245 155

3 College Lane	 it 2 120 145 115 185 117

3 College Lane	 ft 3	 90 145 115 150 94

791 College Ave.

Apt. 1 84 145 115 170 lo?

ft	 2 84 145 115 150 94

tt	 3 72 145 115 160 101

Apartments -
2 Bedrooms

10 Railroad Avenue

Apt. 1B 105 120 110 125 79 80

ti	 2A 105 120 110 120 76 80

It	 2B 110 120 110 125 79 80

"	 3A 110 120 ilo 75 47 80

ft	 3B 93 120 110 110 69 8o



• Rent Schedules for College Housing
	

3 .

Emlen
Present	 Appraisal	 0.63	 Emlen
Rent 	 C. Smith F. Connally Spring 1968 Emlen 	 adj. 

(Apartments -
2 Bedrooms)

24 S. Wyoming Ave.

•

•

$ 90 $120 $110 $140 $ 88
90 120 110 14o 88
90 120 110 130 82

90 120 110 130 82

120 120 120 110 69 $ 8o

110 120 110 245 154
90 120 110 135 85

103 120 110 200 126

90 120 110 120 76 80

84 120 110 135 85

90 120 110 135 85

95 110 95 85 54 8o

95 no 95 85 54 80

95 110 95 75 47 8o

89 105 95 95 6o 8o

89 105 95 120 76 8o

89 105 95 115 72 80

89 105 95 110 62 80

$7,598 $8,920 $8,042 $13,365 $8,420 $8,257

Apt. lA

" lB

" 2A

" AB

1 College Lane

Apt. A
II	 1
It	 3

3 College Lane
Apt. 1

754 College Ave.

Apt. 1

773 College Ave.
Apt. 1

2 College Circle

Apt. A

Apartments -
13 Bedrooms 

10 Railroad Ave.

Apt. 1C

" 2C
U	 3c

Apartments -
1 Bedroom 

10 Railroad Ave.

Apt. lA

" 1D

" 2D

" 3D



FACULTY OF HAVERFORD COLLEGE•	 Regular Meeting	 16 April 1970
President Coleman presiding 	 4:15 p.m.

Minute A: The minutes of the meeting of 19 March 1970 were approved.

Minute Ba: The Black Cultural Center is to be in the Coach House, a location
that provides for anticipated parking requirements.

b. Haverford is as yet the only college which has refused to comply
with the Penna. Hie4er Education Assistance Act. This law
may be reviewed, since it is questionable if it was intended
to apply to all students from Pennsylvania in the colleges

c: The initial reactions to the study of college governance will
probably be published before the end of this academic year.

d: The Finance Committee of the Board will discuss the voting of
the College's stock holdings, and a representative of the
College will probably be present at the Gulf Oil Corporation's
meeting in Pittsburgh to protest the corporation's practices
of pollution.

e: The Committee on Student Standing and Programs has nominated,
and the faculty approved the following as Cope Fellows:
First Cope Fellow, Peter Newburger; tie for second, Robert
Ihrie and Laird Simons. A fourth nominee is being held in
reserve if the first winners decline the awards.

Minute Ca: A consideration of Edward Bauer's proposal regarding the
language requirement was postponed until after he has pre-
sented it to the Educational Policy Committee.

b: Michael Showe presented the matter of rents of faculty housing,
a continuation of the business of Minute 6d and Annex 5 of
19 March. The faculty approved rents of 63% of Emlen's
appraisals, adjusted, as shown in the last two columns of
"Rent Schedules for College Housing", to take effect 1 July
(except for those who are leaving), and garage rents to
stay as at present.

Minute 1: Louis Green asked that Sophomore Inquiry comments and student
evaluations be sent in promptly.

Minute 2: Wyatt MacGaffey reported for the Educational Policy Committee.
The EPC proposals of this date (Annex 1) for Political Science,
Sociology, Chemistry, Physics, Astronomy, French, Humanities,
Economics, Religion (not History of Religion), English,
and Biology were approved. The faculty approved leaving
the decision on the statement Acredits for work in the
Educational Involvement Program up to the Educational Policy
Committee and the Committee on the Educational Involvement
Program jointly. A proposed revision of the examination

continued



•	 Regular Meeting Minutes continued 	 16 April 1970

scheduling procedures was not approved at this time. The
proposals for the Psychology curriculum, (Annex 2), dis-
tributed earlier this month, were approved. The proposals,
Fine Arts Department Programs (Annex 3), were approved.
The faculty asked that the programs in Biology and in
Sociology be reviewed after two years, and a report made to
the faculty.

The meeting adjourned at about 6:10 p.m.

Theodore B. Hetzel
Secretary of the Faculty

TBH:jc

•



Pat	 , 	 r 0

From: Sid Perioe and Frank Connolly

Subject: A  Comeromise Plan art Faculty Rents

As you know, the Business Office has announced it wishes to
obtain $8000 this fiscal year, from rent increases(bringIng
income from Faculty Rents to$100,000 per year). Its rent
schedule has met with cOnsiderable objeetions.' Michael
Showe of the Administrative Advisory Committee also
proposed a plan, last Faculty meeting,

Because of the criticism we have heard of the Showe plan,
we are offering a substitute which was devised by one of
us 9 and suggested some time ago to the AAC.

Two things should be streased hers 4 First, although we have
reservations abeut the Showe plane we_ consider his ar .2,1Lcre

an to be clearly seelf2iler to that at tine Business pffiee,
9,12d we alEangl 111-Ze tIPIRataitY.:ta P122aP	 or the other,
rather than :; ' 12,Ry IL? auasnosaIzsflug .pam JD take,effect
because of indecision today, - Second our rent schedule
must bp viewed as a stop gap measuro 	 Its principal sin
is to raise the 118,000 wanted . by the Administration. in
doing so it makes considerable rrogress in equalizing
rents, hut Illes IAAlseepee: devising a fair rent schedule for
1: 121.1.1Tf /Mrs is 'ILIIMD	 Abi2 W.21/0.11 TaPants 1

Here are the provisions of our plan.

I. A committee of resident faculty and faculty
wives would be appointed by the Academic Council.
Its job would be to devise,arent schedule for
1971-72 and thereafter, which would meet the
money demands of the Administration. It would,'
in, general, at as the faculty voice in housing
matters.

II. For the year 1970-71 the rentals would be as
follows:

A. Duck Pond Lane houses ,should be lowered to

	

6P80'Overbil1 Road m	 P t	 TO	 P t	 Pt

76.5 Colleje Ave.	 "	 t f	 Ft	 Pt	 tt

749 Rugby Rd.	 P i	 tt	 et	 I t	 It
,---

Reductions

150/mb.
180
180
165

effective July

B. No unit shall rent for less than 110, except for Apt.
1C,2C,3C,1A,1D,2D,3D at 10 Railroad, which shall not
rent for less than $950

C. No house or 3—bedroom apt0 shall rent for less than 1;115.



D. No house with. 4 bedrooms or more shall rent for less than, $1f,-
No apartment""	 cel	 gt	 17,C.

E Apartment garages should not be made free; current
prices should hold.

P. tiny unit whose rent, as of June 1, 1970, violates Rules
threuen R shall have its rent raised to the minimum

hocessary for compliance. All others remain unchanged,

G. The rent changes of F shall take effect July 1, This
will be accomplished by voluntary compliance from each
facult ,r member to forego the terms of his lease in
July-August.

This plan shall not take effect unless a sufficient
number of Faculty agree to the july-AuRust increaee so.
that about sacm is raise In the fiscal year ro-71.

H. Nothing in thls plan is mearrJ to alter the existing
method by which rentals are increased when
renovations ar-u made

4f.

This will raise rents from $7,568 per month to 18,225,
which yields about $100,500 per year. This is roughly $500
greater than the $8000 increase sought by the Business
Office, 611 Walnut Lane and 421 Lancaster Ave. were excluded
from the calculation- it will not be reasonable to expect
faculty who are leaving after ths year to accent the terms
of G above, and so this was 'taken into account.

..Fank Connolly
Sld Perloe



To Faculty

: Curriculum 1970-71

Prom: EPC
16 April 1970

ir
The Educational Policy Committee asks the faculty to approve the

following curricular changes.

A. POLITICAL SCIENCE

Changes reflect the department's increased numbers of both student
enrollments and faculty. The introductory PS 1.1 has deliberately been
made a prerequisite for almost all other courses.

1, In. the absense of one third of Sid Weidman, PS 51, "Mathematics of
Political and Social Conflict" is to be taught by Tadeusz Krauze,
Visiting Lecturer.

"Introduction to mathematical models of political phenomena.
Consideration of voting behavior, coalition formation, collective.
decision-making and the strategy of conflict. No prerequisites.
Limited to 15. Not open to freshmen."

Approval requested for one year only. Fall term.

2. Murray Levin, funded by Philips, to teach PS 354b, "Law and Politics."
"An investigation of the relationship between law and politics,
in order to discover how political power is exercised in the
legal system." Enrollment limited to 20.

Mr. Levin is both a Haverford graduate and a Philadelphia lawyer. This
course and his "Political Campaigning" last year exemplify the practical
approach with which the department has been successfully experimenting.

3. New courses for Rob Mortimer:
PS 154b "The Political Leader." •

"Examines the interaction between the political leader and his society;
impact of leadership styles upon the pnlity and of the exercise of
power on leadership; personality, ideology and institutions. Case
studies from Europe and the Third World. Freshmen and sophomores
only. Enrollment limited to 20.

PS 34 "Politics and International Relations in the Middle East and North
Africa." Enrollment 20.

PS 31 "Imperialism , Nationalism and Decolonization."
Explores the relationship between internal politics and external
policies in the rise of new states. Fall 1970 and alternate years.
Enrollment limited to 20.

4. PS-SS 30 "Afro-American Experience: South America and the Caribbean."
Zelbert Moore's course is to be a "permanent" addition to the curriculum.
It is narrower in focus than the course approved by the Faculty last..
fall,, permitting Bryn Mawr a clear field in the Afro-American-US studies.
Constitutes the second half of a one-year sequence beginning with SS 29,
"African Civilisation,"

• New course by Sid Waldman, PS 22b "Rationality, Purpose and Collective
Welfare."
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"Problems in defining the public good. Alternative models of
individual and collective rationality." Alternate years.
Enrollment limited to 20.

6. Harvey Glickman, PS 43. "Comparative Political Sociology."
Enrollment limited to 20. Alternate years.
PS 44. "African Politics." Alternate years.

7. Eric Hansen. PS 46. International. Politics of Communism."
"Examination of some of the major dimensions of international
politics as practiced between communist powers and between
communist and non-communist states. Influence of differing
ideological perspectives. Alternate years.

PS 20. "Science and Politics."
"Survey of the impact of science and technology on American society
and politics. Impact of the growth of knowledge on the development
of social skills and stratification and on consequences for the
allocation of political resources." Alternate years.

8. A new arrangement of spring term introductory courses intended to
follow PS 11. Replaces PS 12.

PS lib. For the student who neglected to sign up in the fall. Glickman.

PS 154b. "The Political Leader." Mortimer. See paragraph 3, above.

PS /4. "Political Theory The Citizen and the State." Shumer.
"Classical and contemporary theorists, Plato to Marx."

PS 16. "The American Presidency and the Bureaucracy." Waldman.
"The ways in which the President relates to Congress, to his own
staff, the executive bureaucracy, his party, the news media, and
the public."

PS 18. "Problems in American Foreign Policy." Hansen. Alternate years.

EPC comment: the tendency away from general introductory courses towards
problem-oriented analytical courses is evident in a number of departments
at the College.

9. Reformulation of senior studies program. Present system of small research
seminars intended to lead to senior theses does not work. Propose instead
PS 99, "Senior Seminar in Political Analysis." Staff and Special Examiner.
Open to other students with permission. Tutorial papers. Senior General
Exam in January, to be graded H, P or F (approved by the Faculty last Spring).
PS 99 to be graded by written evaluation. The second part of the Senior
program to consist of PS 100, "Research and Writing on Political Problems,"
ie. the senior thesis. Graded H, P or F, with written evaluations.



H. SOCIOLOGY

Principal changes reflect 1) Bill. Hohenstein's adaptation of his
courses to Haverford exigencies 2) a change in the definition of the
major program. The latter responds to the particular character of
this department but is also an attempt to improve the advising system.

1. Hohenstein.

155a FOUNDATIONS OF SOCIOLOGY

An introduction to the key questions addressed by the major
figures in the sociological traditions. In particular the concepts
of freedom, responsibility, alienation, class, power and progress
will be examined for their relevance to an understanding of con-
temporary societies.

159a SOCIOLOGY OF THE FAMILY

The course will examine the family as an ongoing social insti-
tution. Consideration will be given to forces such as culture,
social class, religion, and education which affect family strueture,
Special attention will be paid to changes and conflict Etumaing from
difficulties in sex and age role adjustment. Comparison will be made
between the family structures of America and Sweden.

251a SOCIOLOGY OF CRIME

Consideration will be given to historical overview of crimino-
logical theory from Lombroso to the present; social class, race, age,
and sex as factors in crime; the place of statistical and individual
case studies in the development of theory; and contemporary trends in
treating the offender.

252b SOCIAL CHANCE

Major theories of social change current in contemporary sociology
will be considered. Readings include Marion Levy, Herbert Marcuse,
Robert Nisbet, Ralf Dahrendorf and Philip Rieff. Prerequisite Soci-
ology 15, or equivalent with permission of instructor.

356b SEMINAR IN SOCIAL THEORY

A comparison of the theoretical positions of Karl Mare, Max Weber,
and Talcott Parsons. Prerequisite: permission of the instructor.
Offered in 1970-71 and alternate years.

2. Major - program.

A student majoring in sociologyseleees a member of the full-time
staff as his advisor and develops a program of study acceptable to
the advisor as fulfilling the college's general educational aims and
as including a coherent and relatively intensive exploration in the
discipline of sociology. The department expects such a program to
lead to an understanding of past and present theories of social
behavior, of their application to concrete examples of interpersonal
relations, institutional structure, social conflict and change, and
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of the methods of sociological research. As soon as possible in his
work in this department the student should take at least the first
part of the elementary methods course, Sociology 13a. In their
senior year, all majors participate in the department's comprehensive
review, Sociology 100. Programs will include appropriate courses from
other departments such as languages, pyschology, biology and philosophy.
A brief written explanation of each student's program becomes part of
the student's advising file, copies being sent to the chairman of the
department and the Associate Dean at the time of course registration.
Each semester, after the results of the previous semester's work are
complete and before registration for the next semester, additions are
made to the program in the form of remarks on progress and the reason
for changes.

Students intending to specialize in social psychology should see
Mr. Hare; in institutional analysis and the classical sociological
writers, Mr. Hohenatein; in social anthropology, Mr. MacGaffey. The
attention of those interested in anthropology is also drawn to the
departmental offerings at Bryn Mawr, Swarthmore and the. University of
Pennsylvania.

"Sociology" does not exist as an integrated discipline in this
department, which has not made a practice of recruiting its staff
from any single echool in sociology. Consequently, the major re-
quirements hitherto have attempted to force a somewhat arbitrary
definition of integratedness on the students, who in turn have been
able to use the argument that they have met the requirements as a
device for evading the fundamental expectation that they pursue a
coherent, intensive program. The removal of requirements is intended
to give greater importance to the advisor, for the sake of general
education as well as the department's goals. The system of periodic
reports is intended to safeguard the student's interests and to
provide a record of his thinking and the advice he has been given.

C. CHEMISTRY

The department introduces several half courses by dividing existing
courses into two. This development gives greater flexibility and mikes
combined chemistry-biology programs easier to arrange. The new half-
courses will be:

C 33A Phenomenological Chemical Thermodynamics. Alternate years.
33B Statistical Thermodynamics. Alternate years.
35A Principles of Chemical Kinetics. Alternate years.
35B, 39A and 39B. Topics. In 1970-71, "Transition metal chemistry;

Structural determination using X-rays; Group theory and its
applications to chemistry." Alternate years.

EPC comment: The last of these topics courses raises the problem of
mathematics instruction in the science departments. EPC has asked Irving
Finger to find out whether present arrangements make the hest use of faculty
and student time. Until we have had a chance to look into this, approval
of applied math. courses is provisional.



C 58A, Physical Organic Chemistry and
C 58, Organometellit Chemietry, temporarily replace
C 56, Biochemical Mechanisms. One year unly.
C 28A Chemistry of Air Pollution. An elementary course for non-

scientists. One year only.

D. TeNSICS

The department , pees to replace P 19 and 20 with P 15 and 16, Principle
of Physics. The subject tatter of P 20 reappeert at a more advanced level

P 23, 24 Electromagneeism. P 32, Nuclear PhYsies,ele to be taeght ..n
alteenate years. PePee35 and 100 are to be dreeped. EPC has asked the de-
partment to clarify itseintentions with regard to thesenior program.

I. ASTRONOMY

Louis Green, obviously enjoying being chairman of a large department,
has greatly expanded its offerings. In the paet, A 31, 12 have ":,een eaught
in two sections, sheep and goats. This division o to be taker forthee with
the new A 11, 12, inteoded for the general student, eeressing the hisfeerical
sPitroach and taking over some elamenta from Physieal Science 3G. A 12
will deal with the exciting oiscoveries of the lest ten years, "pechape
the most remarkable any science has yet experiencecZ." The new A 15, le
will be intended or those who are more at ease with mothematics erd seience."

A new A 31, 32, Methods of Theoretical Physics and Astrophyeics, is in-
tended to improve the training available in applied mathematics. EPC approves
provisionally, subject to the reservation expressed alder "C," above.

Other courses are to be rearranged or expanded. A 100 will be dropped,
as will Phys. Sci. 36, History and Philosophy of Scisnce, which has not
been taught for some years.

L.

F 30 Contemporary France. Mr. McCarthy
The main politicalesocial and cultural trends of contemporary
France. Seleetad4opics in French history from 1940 to the May
riots and the resignation of De Gaulle. Current events. The
structure of French family life and of the educational system.
Modern authorse ; Knowledge of French desirable but not required.

1 S.Ld Perioc wantaltbeihvite a Yugoslav social psychologist as a visitee
in Spring 1971, to teath':e course in industrial poychology emphasising
its application in socialist countries and to do research with the aid of
our capitalist computer.

H. HUMANITIES

It is proposed, teat 24 students be admitted to a opecial Freshman
Seminar to be taught by two instructors and intended to continue for mo
yetr. In exchange for. the pledged investment of one fourth of their first
two years, freshmen would be offered the heady combinetiop of team teaching
and a span extending from Gilgamesh to Augustine via Plato and Homer in
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the first year, from Dante through Freud via Voltaire and Renoir ("mire
et fils) In the second year

This proposal means ibandoning,Hum, 2l-22 for lack of staff, but EFC
points out that a number of courses in the language departments nErir
provide opportunities for upperclassmen. that were not available when the
Humanities program was begun.

X, ECONOMICS

E 28 Economics of Minorities	 fr. Charles Miller
Social and economic indicators relating to national, and local
conditions, Specific studies of labor and housing markets in
the Black, Appalachian and American Indian communities, Theories
of racial discrimination and poverty,

RELIGION

The new name of the department corresponds to its interests and favors
coordination with other colleges,

HRXXX History of Jewish Thoughi. Mr. Lachs.
The development of Jewish thought from the period of the Bible to
the prese.nt, Two semesters, no prerequisite for either,



EUSTORY 01]  RELIGION (continued)

HR 44 Mysticism East and West, 	 Mr. Long
Some of the central traits of religious and secular mysticism
in Hindu, Islamic, Judaic and Christian traditions, Limited to
20.

K. ENGLISH

X 49, Black Literature in America. • 	 Mr, Aswell
Study of black literary expression, emphasising works by
Wo E0 B. DuBois, Richard Wright, Ralph Ellison, and LeRoi
Jones.

E 23, 24, 34, 47 are to be taught in alternate years so that two
sections of the most crowded courses, 45 and 46, can be taught,

L. BIOLOGY

1, Three new reading tutorials for non-mslorsz "Topics in Modern
Biology." Messrs. Finger, Santer and Loewy. Only one will be
offered in 1970-71.

2. The conversion of the laboratories that until now have been
integral parts of all five of our junior courses into five half-
credit courses. The number of labs required for a major will be
unchanged.

M. EDUCATIONAL INVOLVEMENT PROGRAM

Proposed that the transcript of a student who has successfully completed
a semester in EIP read as follows

"One semester credit (four courses) granted for work done in
the EIP (date), which included

a. seminar --
b. seminar -- "

No EXAM scheduling procedures, revised.

O. FINE ARTS. See separate announcement.
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.11ISTORY 0 RELIGION (continued)

HR 44 Mysticism East and West. 	 Mr. Long
Some of the central traits of religious and secular mysticism
in Hindu, Islamic, Judaic and Christian traditions, Limited to
20.

K. ENGLISH

E 49. Black Literature in America. 	 Mr. Aswell
Study of black literary expression, emphasising works by
W. E. B. DuBois, Richard Wright, Ralph Ellison, and LeRol
Jones.

23, 24, 34, 47 are to be taught in alternate years so that two
sections of the most crowded courses, 45 and 46, can be taught.

L. ETOLOCY

1-. Three new reading tutorials for non-majors: "Topics in Modern
Biology," Messrs. Finger, Santer and Loewy. Only one will be
offered in 1970-71.

2. The conversion of the laboratories that until now have been
integral parts of all five of our junior courses into five half-
credit courses. The number of labs requited for a major will be
unchanged.

U. EDUCATIONAL INVOLVEMENT PROGRAM

Proposed that the transcript of a student who has successfully completed
a semester in E/P read as follows:

"One semester credit (four courses) granted for work done in
the EIP (date), which included

a. seminar --
b. seminar --

N. EXAM scheduling procedures, revised.

O. FINE ARTS. See separate announcement.
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PSYCHOLOGY 16 at., 7c.)

The Psychology curriculum consists of three levels of courses and a
special Senior Program. The first or general level includes courses which aim
at providing students with the experience of how psychologists use their knowl-
edge and skills to understand issues of contemporary concern, Although the
courses will not attempt to survey the field, it is hoped that the examination
of a few problems in some depth and the carrying out of research protects will
also allow the student to encounter methods and concepts in related areas of •
the discipline. The second, intermediate level courses are oriented primarily
toward the systematic treatment of basic concepts, methods and data in four
broad areas of Psychology. Advanced courses focus in greater detail and with
greater sophistication on topics drawn from the areas covered at the second
level. Several of the second and third level courses carry practicums which
involve the student in experiments and field observation. The senior program
is described below. •

Major requirements. The major program will include the following
intermediate courses: 23,Personality Theory; 30, Animal Learning, Motivation
and behavior; 36, Social Psychology; and SS, Perception and Cognition or 33,
Human Learning and Memory. Psychology 51, Research Topics in Psychology, may
be substituted for one of the intermediate courses carrying an associated prac-
ticum, The Social Science Statistics Practicum will normally be taken along
with one of the intermediate level courses. Majors will also be expected to
take two advanced courses (other than 81, 82) as well as the Senior Program.

GENERAL COURSES

These courses are intended primarily for freshmen and sophomores.
Normally, students will take only one general course, but additional courses
may be taken for credit with the permission of the instructor.

*12 AGGRESSION	 Kr. Perloe

et
A consideratio of the physioo1caL behavioral and social determinants

of aggression as it occurs in lower animais, normal and pathological humans and
in relations among groups. Basic psychological concepts from a variety of areas
will be introduced throughout the course to provide a general view of how psythol-
ogists approach the study of behavior and experience, Regultir Onss meetings
will be supplemented b small discussion and project groups. No premeleSites.
Enrollment limited to 25.
Note: This content was offered at an - advanced level last Spring in PSychelogy 42.

*13: CONTEMPORARY PSYCHOLOGICAL TOPICS: ALIENATICN AND THE
- -e EDUCATIONAL PROCESS 	 Mr. Heath

The course has two purposes: 1) to provide students with the experience
-of how psychologists use their knowledge and skills to understand issues of con-
temporary concern& We will begin by canvassing the meanings of alienatien,
identifying and examining in so depth the psychological assumptions involved,
and designine and conducting research ahaut eelected aspects of alienation.

•

	

	 Subsequent tcpics to study will be determined by the class and mdght include
topics like racial differences in intelligence, the effects of the mess media,
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technology and leisure on personality development°, 2) to explore different
types of educational procedures that may reduce alienation and facilitate educa-
tional involvement. Members of the seminar will share in the teaching and eval-
uation processes of the course. Enrollment.thilitedAb 20 freshmen.

Note: This is what was taught as a special experimental section of Psychology 11
this past Fall.

*15 THE MODIFICATION AND CONTROL OF BEHAVIOR	 Mr, D'Andrea

(Not offered in 1970-71)

Note: Tom D'Andrea is preparing a description of this course. We hope to have
it ready for inclusion in the new two year Catalogue, but it need not be
approved immediately because it will not be offered this coming Fall.
Tom will be offering a Freshman Seminar instead.

*18 GAMES, DECISIONS AND ACTION	 Mr, Rowe

An analysis of how a psychologist studies processes of thinking and acting.
Students will begin by examining both subjective and objective features of their
own problem solving behavior. Various theoretical positions concerning thinking
will then be considered. In the second part of the course, the student 011
again provide himself with data concerning his participation and decisions while
playing games and solving problems within a group. Some attention will be paid
to such variables as trust, threat and competition. The student will be guided
to achieve some synthesis of his course work by considering the variety of factors
entering his decisions for acting and the relationship between knowledge and
action based upon it. No prerequisite, Enrollment limited to 25.

Note: Next year this will be offered in the Fa/1 as well as In the Spring.
It will be numbered 18a in the Fella

INTERMEDIATE COURSES

*21 THE INDIVIDUAL IN SOCIETY	 Mr. Pence

A consideration of the forces operating on individuals by virtue of their
participation in groups and larger social structures. Topics to be covered are!
the determinants of group cohesiveness, social influence and conformity, crowds,
role theory and role conflict, the impact of social system and culture on per-
sonality and the relation between psychology and ethics. No prerequisite.
Offered in alternate years. (Not offered in 1970-71)

Note: This includes some topics previously in Social Psychology (16) as well
as others that were generally left weiting at the post by the end of
the semester.
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23 THEORIES OF PERSCNALITY 	 Mr. Heath

Although the course will cover the major persovality theorists, it will
go most intensively into Freudian, Rogerian, and existentialist's views of per-
sonality. Reading in original sources will be extensive. Emphaeis will be
placed on mastering the theoretical concepts and relationships. Research issues
and methods associated with each theoretical approach will be high-lighted.
The course material will be supplemented by case study material and the oppor-
tunity to do a minor research project in lieu of a major paper, Prereqvisite:
One course In psychology or the permission of the instructor. Enrollment limited to 30,

:*30 ANIMAL LEARNING, MOTIVATION AND DEHAVIOR 	 Mr, (Andre

Tjalcr&haudjur.in_itoli•ehmsfillreta

(An exact course description is not yet aeeilable. The course will include the
animal part of what was Psychology 14 supplemanted by material on ethologieel
studies of animal behavior.)

Prerequisite: Social Science Statistice, which may be taken concurreetly,
or permission of the instructor.

*33 HUMAN LEARNING AND MEMORY
	

Mr. Rome

A systematic introduction to complex phenomena of human learning, such as
concept learning, problem solving, skill leerning, end linguistic mediation.
The processes of attending, storing and retrieving information will also be studid
together with recent cybernetic, mathematic and physiological models of memory.
In the second part of the course students will work together or a resaerch pro-
ject practicum in the areas of memory or learning, Option: Those students who
do not choose to take the research practicum part of this course may elect in-
stead to participate In Psychology 43. Prerequleite: Psychology 30 or the pee-
mission of the instructor. Offered in alternate_ y!srs. (Not offered in 1970-71)

Note: This includes soma topics formerly in Learning (14).

35 PERCEPTION NW COGNITION	 Mr. Rowe

Evidence and hypotheses in psychelogy concerningthe way we reeresent nu-
environments. Topics will include the act of perceiving, viseel eed auditory
memories, categorization and hypothesis testing in representatioe eveceeses, eed
computer simulation of perception and cognicon. 'In the second part of the
course students will work together on e research reject practicum in the areas
of perception, conceptualization, or problem solving. Option: Tense students
who do not choose to take the reeserch prect'lcom part of this Corse may elect
Instead to participate in Psychology 41. Prerequisite: Social Science Satietics,
which may be taken concurrently or permissitn of the instructor. het open to
freshmen.	 Offered in alternate years. (Not ofi'ered in 1971-72)

Note: This course is more or less, the same as it was, except for the two part
format.
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*36 SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY
	

Mr. Perloe

Three hours of lecture and three hours of research

A study of the perceptual, motivational and learning processes involved in
social behavior. Topics to be considered arts the judgment of social stimuli,
ftrming impressions of other people, evaluating one's abilities, opinions and emo-
tions, social exchange, achievement and failure motivation and imitation. A research
practicum will accompany the course. Prerequisite: Social Science Statistics or
permission of the instructor.

Note: Most of these topics were offered in Psychology 16 or 11.

38 PSYCHOLOGY OF LANGUAGE
	

Mr. D'Andree
Mr. Rowe

The course will concentrate on the development of modern psycholinguistics.
Such topics as semantics, the interpretatior of language in terms of association
theories, the relation between language and thinking, and the implications of recent
work in generative grammars for a psychology of language will be discussed. Students
will have the opportunity to pursue their particular interests, whether they be
in the philosophical or mathematical theories of language, in culture and language,
or in more conventional linguistics. Prerequisite: One general course in Psychology
or permission of the instructor. Freshmen must have pernassion of the instructor.

Note: Tom and Pres will alternate teaching this course.

ADVANCED COURSES

*40 MATHEMATICAL THINKING PSYCHOLOGY 	 Mr. Rowe

The first part of the course will cover mathematical models of psychological
processes, theory construction, and various mathematical tools such as information
theory, utility theory, logic and set theory, and theory of relations and graphs.
The second part of the course will consider the human as a decision making system.
Topics will include models of control systems within the individual, brain decisions,
the will and the mind, and control by symbol systems. Offered in alternate veers.
(Not offered in 1971-72.)

Note: This includes many topics from the current Psychology 40.

*41 BRAIN, BEHAVIOR, AND EXPERIENCE (1/2 credit)

Course starts midway in semester. It will be an introduction to some of the
recent neurophysiological - evidence and theorizing about brain function and states
as they relate to psychological constructs, such as percepts, images, emotions, in-
tention, choice, and attention. Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor or one
intermediate course, which may be taken concurrently. Offered in  alternate_years.
(Not offered in 1971-72)

*43 COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT (1/2 credit)

Course starts midway in semester. An examination of the early course of' de-
velopment of awareness, language, perception, cognition, and symbolic control.
Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor or one intermediate course, which mey
be taken concurrently. Offered in alternate years. (Not offered In 1970-71.)
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44 DEVELOPMENT THROUGH THE LT4FE SPAN	 Mr. Heath

Developmental problems of infancy, childhood, edoacscence, and adulthood
will be viewed from different perspectives, including psychosexual, Erikson's
psychosocial and Piaget's cognitive the 	 Emphasis will be placed on the
healthy mastery of problems like sexuality, identity, responsibility, marriage,
religion, and death. There will be e weekly practicum experience with children
in a local nursery or elementary school. Student reports, discussion, and occas-
stone .

' lectures will be supplemented by deMonstrations, some role-playing, and
other experiential forms of learning, Prerequisite: Psychology 23 and permis-
sion of the instructor.

45 ANALYSIS OF BEHAVIOR	 Mr D' Andrea

inns hours ui inciure  anti timple nours or Moreton. 

The course systematically formulates and analyzes the proble of scierttiflc
method, learning, motivation, and emotion, in terms of the principles of operant
conditioning, Detailed analysis will be me e of such problems as primry and
conditioned reinforcement, reinforcement schedules, and avoidance militloning,
Lectures will emphasize the systematic principles and their apolicatiw to a
variety of human behaviors The laboratory will involve the study of an indi-
vidual animal's behavior (a.g, acquidtion, extinction, discriminatha). Stu-
dents will also do independent research projects, Prereouisite: Psychology 30
or permission of the instructor. OfferedualternattP4ars. fsot offend
1971-72.)

46 ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY 	 Mr. H

elms hours or seminar and three hours of  fieldwork

The course has two purposes: 1) to introduce a student to the principal
forms of psychopathology and deviancy, etiological controversies, methods of
personality assessment and therapy, and the meaning of abnormality' and its rela-
tion to socio-cultural values 2) to . SenSitize a student to the subtleties of
interpersonal dynamics as they are related to understanding psychopathology.
Intensive case analyses, work with a hospitalized patient, and guided experien-
tial encounters with others will supplement the formal course work. Field work
will be at a neighboring mental hospital. Prerequisite: Psychology 23 and
permission of the instructor,

Note: This Is the same as current Psychology 34.

49 SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY OF ATTITUDES 	 Mr. Perloe

Three hours of seminar and three hours of research

A detailed coverage of recent psychological research on the determinants of
attitude formation and change. After examining the personal and social sources
of attitudes, the course will turn to a consideration of the effects of the fol-
lowing variables upon attitude change: the nature of the communicator, the use
of emotional appeals, the structure of persuasive communications, the personalities
of communication recipients, the occurrence of inconsistencies between communica-

7-- tion and action. The consequences of gross situational changes such as "brain washing"
will also be discussed. A research practicum will accompany the course. Prerequisite:
One intermediate course in Psychology or permission of the instructor; Social
Science Statistics strongly recommended.

note: This is almost the same as current Psychology 37.
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51 RESEARCH TOPICS IN PSYCHOLOGY 	 Staff

This course will involve students, at an advanced level, in the problems
of hypothesis formation and definition, experimental desian, data analysis, and
report writing by means of closely supervised experimental research proJects
Students must have selected the problem on which they wish to work. during the
spring of the previous year. They may enroll in Psychology 82 for half credit
as a means of preparing for their research project. Prerequisite: Permission
of the instructor under whom one intends to work,

Note: The following are Bryn Mawr courses cross listed in our catalogue. They
remain as they now are, except for changes in course numbers and slight
adjustments in titles.

53-54 PHYSIOLOGICALPSYCHOLOGY
	

Mr. Thomas

55 ADVANCED ANIMAL LEARNING
	

Mr. Goazalez-

56 ADVANCED HUMAN LEARNING AND THINKING
	

Mr, Gonzalez

81,82 INDEPENDENT STUDY

97-98 SENIOR PROGRAM	 Staff

The senior program is designed to build upon the systematic bases t4,tzblishse
at the intermediate level and to help the student gain an overview of the theoretice,
and applied aspects of Psychology. It also aims a incvea3ing the undarstaedipg
of the processes through which psychological knowledge is accumulated and the me-
thods by which it can he communicatO to nol-psydtclogists. The program has nvexl
aspects. The first is a series of case studies of problems draw from all uses
of the discipline, with particular emhasia pieced on the ways In whlch problems
and concepts have developed. The second is a series of visqors, each of whom
will meet intensively with the seniors. 1cst of the visitors will be chosen be
cause of their involvement with the problErils treated in the case studies. The
selection of cases and visitors will be based in part upon the suggestions ad44
by majors to ard the end of the junior year. The third aspect of the program pro-
vides an opportunity for students to participate in comunicating psychology and
supervising student research in general and intermediate courses. Grades of 70
or above in each semester of the program will satisfy the Senior comprehensive
requirement.
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SUMMARY OF CHANGES

Drop._ Il INTRODUCTORY PSYCHOLOGY
3i PERCEPTION (A Bryn Mawr course. It is no longer being offered there)
42 TOPICS IN SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY
52 RESEARCH TOPICS IN PSYCHOLOGY 9.(5econd semester)
100 SENIOR DEPARTMENTAL STUDIES

Add	 12 AGGRESSION
13 CONTEMPORARY PSYCHOLOGICAL TOPICS: ALIENATION AND THE

EDUCATIONAL PROCESS
15 THE MODIFICATION AND CONTROL OF BEHAVIOR
18 GAMES, DECISIONS AND ACTION
21 THE INDIVIDUAL IN SOCIETY
33 HUMAN LEARNING AHD MEMORY
41 BRAIN, BEHAVIOR, AND EXPERIENCE
43 COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT

97-98 SENIOR PROGRAM

Some change of Ontent, format, title, and usually course number 

01 d

„

New

:70	 ANIMAL LEARNING, MOTIVATION AND
BEHAVIOR

14	 LEARNING,.es,.	 .	 .	 "	 •	 ,,

35	 HUMAN INFORMATION PROCESSING 	
16	 SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY 	

, . . 35	 PERCEPTION AND COGNITION
36	 SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY

22	 PSYCHOLOGY OF LANGUAGE. • . . .	 . .	 .	 . . . 38	 PSYCHOLOGY OF LANGUAGE
40	 DESIGN, ANALYSIS, AND THEORY IN 	 40	 MATHEMATICAL THINKING IN PSYCHOLOGY

BEHAVIORAL RESEARCH
24 'DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY 	 ..:. . . . 44	 DEVELOPMENT. THROUGH THE LIFE SPAN
25	 ANALYSIS OF BEHAVIOR 	 45	 ANALYSIS OF BEHAVIOR
34	 ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY '	 .	 .	 .	 .. .' .	 . •• . . 46	 ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY

i 37HCOMMUNICATION, PROPAGAUDA, AND. • • • .	 ... . 47	 SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY OF ATTITUDES
ATTITUDE CHANGE	 .,.. .

.• 2,728	 PHYSIOLOGICAL PSYCHOLOGY .
29:	 ANIMAL LEARNING . 	 . -.	 .	 .	 .	 .	

.	 .	 •,.
.	 •

1. 	 ..
• .	 • • .

53-54	 PHYSIOLOGICAL PSYCHOLOGY
55	 ADVANCED ANIMAL LEARNING

• 30	 HUMAN LEARNING AND THINKING . . .•• .,	 •	 • . • 56	 ADVANCED HUNAN LEARNING AND THINKANG

. .Teaching Loads

. These min the same. There it	 open slot for Tom'Andrea in the second
semester of the alternate years in which he does not teach Psychology 38. He
may teach a freshman seminar or a new course to fill this slot. It is also un,4r-
stoed that the department will provide one freshman seminar each year (apart from•
the additional one Tom O'Andrea might tech) and that we will staff one section
of the Social Science Statistics half come each year.
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PINE ARTS DEPARTMENT PROGRAMS:

PINE ARTS FOUNDATION PROGRAM. Cairns, Uctzel, Stegeman

Drawing — D Painting — P Photography P Sculptarc S

This course aims at introducing the student to at least throe

different disciplines from the four, presently offered by the

department; drawing, painting, photography and sculpture.

Each subject will be an introductory course, dealing with the

formal elements, characteristic of the particular subjoct an

well as the appropriate techniques. in discussing these disci-

plines their interrelationships will be shown. Part of the wo

will be from Life nodol in drawing painting and sculpture.

Those subjects will be -offered as half courses; one can choose

all fourtor any throcia either or both semesters for two
gcourse creditc3 ror1.L. in cape c1:1: ware() ouvoocts.

The courses will be structured so that the student experience:;

the differences as well as the similarities between the varior,

expressions in art, thus affording a uperspoctivou insight in

the visual process as a basis for artistic expression.

itedizaonW) lib I D 	 IA4M.

115apb LUG .GRAPHIC AUT.. jansehka.  

PA 22a,b ADVANCED DRAWING,_ Janschta
EIC 

PA 231a.

PA 24,1.a.b  

•

MMHG ALL MEDIA. Stegcman

Prereauisitc: PA 101,	 or permission of the intructor

This course will deal with the various drawing media, such as

Ioharcoal, canto, pencil, ink and mixed media. It will explore

the relationship between media, techniques and expression. The

student will be exposed to the problems involving space, deeLr

and composition as well as "thinkingft in two dimensions. Part

of the work will be from Life model. May be repeated for orodi

DRAWING ALL MEDIA, Cairns

Proroauisito: PA 101	 or permission of the instructm.

PA

•
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This course will deal in essence with the same problems as

Drawing AU. Media 231a, 232b. However, some of the drawing me

media will be clay modeling - in Rlf hour sketches; the space

and design concepts solve three dimensional problems. Part of

the work will be done from Life model. May be repeated for cred

PA 233a,	 PAINTIaG: MATERIALS &z TECHNIQUES. Stogcman(limited enroTment)

lrercquisitet PA 101 	 or permicSion of the instructor.

This course will allow a 'chore 	 invcotigation into tho	 probl:

of 1) form, color texture and their inter-rcla.tionshirs,

2) how the various painting- teohniques influence the expression

of a work, 3) the charseteristics and limitations of the dif-

forent media, fr )control over the structure and composition of
,a work of art, cnd 5) the relationships of form and compositic -,

and color and composition. Modal will be prim'.1roly oils but

acrylics, watercolors and egg tempera will be explored Part

the work will be from Life model. May be repeated for credit.

SCULPTURE; MATERIALS AND TECHNIQUES. Cairns (limited e 'oollme .L1

1Prereouisite: PA101, or permission of the instructor.
This course will develop 1) the awareness of the behavior of

objects in space, 2) the concepts and techniques loading up t,

the control of form in space and 3) the characteristics and

Imitations of the various sculpture media and their influence on

the final work. Clay modeling techniques will be predominantly

4sod, but not exclusively. Part - Of the work will be done from

Life model. Students will learn fundamental casting techniques.
May be repeated for credit.

• VA 251a...,	 THOTORAPHY. Metzel.
dtAL ,

irorequisite: PtIZ01. f 	permission of the instructor.
/. =-

A course in the USO of photography to record and express inform

Lion and emotion. Ba:Uo camera techniques and blackAhite proccr
sing will he taught, but emphasis will be on tho creation of

PA 243a
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be repeated for credit.

PA 333a,	 ,ExPERITIENTAL STUDIO. (PAIaTIaG) Stegcman (ligited enrollment) •
F	 2.3 3 n_ 

• Prercquioite" $	 ,,__Aorpormission. of instruc
w

PA 343a,	 EXPERIUENTAL STUDIO. (Sculpture) Cairns. (limited enrollment)
ct-

rrercquisites:	 243a or 6	 -ems permission.
-	 -

Xn the ;o courses the, student is encouraged to experiment with

ideas and techniques with the purpose of developping a persona

expression. It is expected that the student has a sound knowlod

ge of painting or sculpture technieue,, and is at the stage whel:'

Persons). expression has become possible. At the end of the

semester - the student Is expected- to -cxhibit - hiS projeet. ----

May- he repoated . •for - crodit.

-FA-371a	 )ANLIYSIO OP TEE VISUAL VOCABULARY: PAINTIUG AND SCULPTURE SIUCT;

WORLD Yin II. Sterzeman. (11mitcd(onrolDnen	 T6 -50 •

Alds illustrated lecture and discussion course aims at develor

the visual sense; at establishing a link of understanding be-

trreen things seen and perceived, and concepts; to analyse and

Lnderstand the meaning of artvto knowand evaluate the

al expression of artists of the last twenty five years. May be

repeated for credit.

PA 401a, itaarm,':7T STUDf4 Cairns,.Stegaaan- By consent ef instructor.
. 	 . 	 , 	 . 	 _	 .

This course gives the advanced student the opportunity to OX-W2•:

ment with his concepts and ideas and to explore in depth his

talent. Instruction will be tutorial and with critiques.

-PA 499 SEITIOR DEPARTEUNTAI STUDIES.

In this course the student reviews , the - depth and extend of his

experience gained and in so doing creates a body of work giving

evidence of his achievement. At th -end of the Senior year the

student is expeoted to produce - in essence

his work.

enemata chow of



MAJOR REQUIREMENTS FOR THE FINE ARTS DEPARTMENT

PA 101ab

TWO OF:
PA 115a, b FMC
PA 22:3a, b BMO
rA 231a
PA 2,4,1a

I FA 251a

TWO OF
PA 253,,,
FA 243a

ONE7OF:
FA 371a -61X

FA 499	 1

In adition three art hiotory eouroes are required

s (t. 4 cr1
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FACULTY OF HAVERFORD COLLEGE

Special Meeting
	

A may 1970
President Coleman presiding
	

12:30 p.m.

This meeting was called to give the faculty the opportunity for preliminary
responses to the invasion of Cambodia and the resumption of bombing of North
vietnam.

Thomas Gowen spoke of student reaction to President Nixon's address of 3 0

April, of the Alumni Day walk from the Field House to the Meeting Rouse and
the meeting for worship held there, and about developments at Bryn Mawr and
Swarthmore.

Numerous statements were made, finally reaching consensus in a proposal by
Harvey Glickman (with some modifications):

1. In order to express its concern over the current
crisis, and to facilitate the trip to Washington
on Thursday, the faculty hopes the college will
be flexible in its requirements, and will release
time obligations of members of the college community
for activities related to seeking solutions to the
Southeast Asian crisis.

2. This is not a strike, nor is it business as usual.

3. The administration and faculty will sympathetically
consider the problems of students completing their
work, will help them by rescheduling class meetings,
rearranging time and character of examinations, and
postpone, on request, examinations and papers (for
undergraduates) up to 10 September.

This meeting adjourned at 7 p.m. and was followed at 4:15 by a general meeting
of the entire college community, to consider this same subject.

Theodore B. Petzel
Secretary of the Faculty

•
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FACULTY OF FAVERFORD COLLEGE

Special Meeting 	 12 may 10 70
Provost Spiegler presiding
	

4:14 p.m.

Provost Spiegler made the following announcements!

A. President Coleman was then attending a meeting of the Three-College
Presidents, at Swarthmore. (He joined this meeting later).

B. Princeton plans to close for a week prior to the November elections,
and therefore to open a week earlier in the fall. This is something
we may wish to contemplate.

Minute 1. The report of the committee on the sophomore inquiry (Annex 1)
was presented by Louis Green. Harvey Glickman expressed the
faculty's thanks for the work of the committee. (Applause).
There was extended discussion of various viewpoints and
interpretations. For instance! guidlines are statements of
normal expectations, but are not requirements. The report was
adopted, with the proviso that a committee will be appointed
in the fall to make further recommendations about the guidlines.

Meeting adjourned at 6 p.m.

Theodore B. Hetzel
Secretary of the Faculty

•

•
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Report and Recommendations

of the Committee on the Sophomore Inquiry

for Presentation at the Special Meeting of the Faculty

on Monday, May 4

I Experience Gained from the Trial Run 

After the completion of the Trial Run, the Committee
requested comments and suggestions from all freshman and sophomore
examinees and from participating faculty and seniors. A number
of copies of all communications received have been placed in
binders and put on reserve in the library for examination by
members of the Faculty and those students who will be attending
the May 4th Faculty Meeting. We urge you to examine this material.

These communications, together with many personal
conversations, may be summarized as follows:

1. The Inquiry did not serve as an effective exploration of
the student's knowledge and control of the subject matter
of the three divisions and was not a satisfactory basis on
which to make a decision in regard to pass or fail;

2. It was universally agreed that the Inquiry served as a
desirable advisory session;

3. The Inquiry offered the faculty an opportunity to meet under-
classmen, seniors, and other members of the faculty in a
somewhat unusual setting and with a joint purpose; it offered
the seniors an opportunity to participate in an interesting
and important side of the academic life of the College; and
it offered the underclassmen an opportunity to obtain advice,
to display their ideas and receive criticism, and to meet
seniors and faculty, whom they had not otherwise come to
know, in a capacity different from that of day to day campus
life.

4. The seniors who served as examiners were very valuable additions
to the various committees.

5. The Area Tests of the Eaueational Testing Service were net
sufficiently discriminating to be of value in dealing with
Haverford students. Examples of the student's best work were
of marginal value.

6. It was felt by most examiners, both faculty and seniors, that
the Inquiry as given was at least as valuable for the freshmen
as for the sophomores.

•



2.• II The Committee's View

In the best judgment of the Committee it is not
feasible to give a Sophomore Inquiry which satisfies the mandate
set by the Faculty in May, 1969. The Committee believes that
an Inquiry along the lines described is the Recommendations below
would be a valuable addition to the College program and that it
could lead to the attainment of the objectives envisioned by the
Faculty.

III Possible Courses of Faculty Action 

A number of courses of action are now open to the
Faculty. Among these are the following:

1. The Faculty could instruct the Academic Council to appoint
a new Committee for 1970-71 to attempt to create a Sophomore
Inquiry more closely in line with the Faculty's mandate of
May, 1969.

2. The Faculty could reinstate the Limited Elective Requirement
and abandon the Sophomore Inquiry.

3. The Faculty could reinstate the Limited Elective Requirement
and add the version of the Inquiry described in the Recommenda-
tions below.

4. The Faculty could simply approve the new version of the Inquiry
described in the Recommendations.

The Committee suggests that the Faculty follow alternative 4.

IV Recommendations 

The Committee on the Sophomore Inquiry presents the
following recommendations for faculty approval.

1. The purpose of the Inquiry shall be to obtain the information
necessary for a group of students and faculty to advise the
examinee on his future course of study at the College.

2. All freshmen will be required to take the Inquiry.

3. These freshmen who, in the opinion of their advisory committee,
would de well to repeat the Inquiry in sophomore year, will
be required to do so.

4. The Associate Dean of the College and/or the student's advisor
may require a sophomore to repeat the Inquiry.

5. Any sophomore who wishes to repeat the Inquiry in his sophomore
year will be cordially invited to request permission to do so.
Such request should be submitted to the Associate Dean.

•
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3.

6. The evaluation of a student at the Inquiry will become a part
of his College record. It will be made available to his
advisor but will not be a part of his transcript.

7. The advisory committee may

a) approve a freshman's performance and his plans for further
study;

b) approve a freshman's performance but make certain sugges-
tions for the future (it is then the duty of the advisor
before signing the course card to review these suggestions);

require that the freshman repeat the Inquiry in his sophomore
year.

8. If an advisory committee finds that a student who has bean
required to repeat the Inquiry does not demonstrate a satisfac-
tory level of understanding in a particular area, it will
normally suggest that he take one or more courses, usually
to be chosen from a list supplied by the committee, or that
he pursue some ether specific course of action. If the adviser
then approves a program which does not include the suggestions
of the committee, he must submit a written explanation to the
Associate Dean. If an advisor repeatedly ignores committee
recommendations for what appears to the Provost to be unsatis-
factory reasons, they will discuss the matter.

9. Course failures--even in courses which have been recommended
by an advisory committee--will remain the concern of the
Committee on Student Standing and Programs.

V Implementation of the  above Recommendations

In order to implement the major recommendations above,
the Committee presents the following additional recommendations

• for faculty approval.

10. The Inquiry will consist of an oral examination and assess-
ment of an hour to an hour and a quarter duration. In prepara-
tion for this examination, all participating students, both
freshmen and sophomores, will be required to present a 1500-
word paper describing their intellectual position as they see
it at the time of the examination together with a plan and
justification for their future course of study. In addition
a student may if he so wishes present one example of what he
considers to be his own best work.

11. In September the freshman's advisor will draw up a two-year
plan of study keeping in mind "the Guidelines for Liberal
Education" as described in the College Catalog. A copy of
this plan with a short note explaining any unusual elements
must be sent to the Associate Dean for inclusion in the student's
record. Subsequently if any substantial change is made in the
student's program, the advisor is required to add a further
brief explanatory note to the record.

•
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12. The committee will base its advice on:

a) the student's College record, which will contain:

i) his high school transcript--to be used by the
committee primarily as a guide to the student's
background;

ii) his College Board scores on the Scholastic Aptitude
Tests and normally on three or more Achievement Tests
in specific high school subject;

iii) his Haverford transcript;

iv) the previous assessment and recommendations of his
advisory committee if he has taken the Inquiry on
an earlier occasion.

v) the two-year plan of study drawn up and approved by
his advisor in September of his freshman year, an d
any accompanyins.or—sUbsequent . axPld•atar 4J notes;

b) his essay;

c) possibly, on his choice of an example of his best work;

411	 d) the oral examination.
13. If possible, the student's advisor will be a member of his

advisory committee.

14. Faculty members will not in general be asked to participate
in more than 12 examinations. The number 12 is chosen because
those faculty members participating in the Freshman Seminars
have 12 advisees.

15. Examinations will be given on a Friday and Saturday in the
second semester preceding the date for course registration
for the fall by roughly one week.

•

16. When it can be arranged, the advisory committees will consist
of three faculty and two seniors, the faculty to come from
different divisions of the College, the seniors to come from
different divisions and not from the departments of the faculty
members. In addition many of the committees may also include,
where appropriate, an individual from the administration or
the physical education department. It is clear that such five-
er six-man committees are very expensive in terms of the time
of those participating. However, the Committee believes on
the basis of the experience gained in the Trial Run that the
weight and diversity of the advisory committee contributes
very substantially to the success of the individual examina-
tions and advising sessions.
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17. When it seems possible to do so, the student and faculty
membership of the various committees will be changed each
day to give the participatin!7 examiners an opp : rtunity to
observe, and learn from, the techniques of a number of other
examiners with a view to improvinr, both the quality and thc
uniformity of the Inquiry. This procedure will also allow
the inclusion on many committees of a senior majoring in
the field in which the underclassman expects to concentrate.

1 P. The advisory crinittes will discuss their assessment with
the examinee present and particinating. A writt en version
of each student's assessment is to be (louvered to the Recorder's
Office by the Tuesday afternoon following the Inquiry in order
that copies nay be sent to the student and the advisor before
registration fc , r the following semester. A copy will also be
added to the student's Colleg,e record. However, as indicated
above, the assessment will not become a part of the student's
transcript.

19. Some members of the Class of 1973 nay be required by the
Associate Dean and/or the advisor to take the Inquiry in the
spring of 1971.

Frederick Curtis (1973)
Louis Green
Douglas Heath
Michael Hoeflich (1973)
John Lester
Robert Locsche (1973)
Richard Lumen
Steven Meltzer (1972)
Gerhard Spiegler

•

•
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FACULTY OF tIAVERFOPD COLLFGE

Regular 71eeting	 14 May 1970
President Coleman presiding	 4:15 p.m.

A. The minutes of the meeting of 16 April were approved.

B. President Coleman made several comments

1. ry administrative ruling, the requirements of
the Pennsylvania HIgher Education Assistance
Act now apply only to students seeping state
scholarship assistance.

2. The requirement that the College act as a
reporting agent may he changed. We are mildly
encouraged and may he able to live with the
proposed requirements at least for a year.
As a result of the College's stand in this matter,
several special gifts for scholarships have
come to the College.

3. He than17ed the faculty for their role in the
expedition of the College to 7ashington
last Thursday. It was primarily a student
enterprise, but it would not have been possible
without faculty supnort. This action of the
College has received verbal and financial support.

C. Elections were conducted with the following results:

Faculty Representative to the Board of Managers,
Robert Gavin.

First Alternate Representative, John Spielman;
Second Alternate, Holland Hunter.

Faculty Rivisional Penresentatives on the
Academic Counci: Natural. Sciences, Melvin
Sauter', Colin TacEay (alternate): Humanities,
Aryeh Rosman, Eichard Bernstein (alternate);
Social Sciences, Harvey'Clickman, Roger Lane
(alternate).

D. Reports and Announcements

1. The subject of Commencement or Convocation on
26 May was introduced by President Coleman and
Laird Simons and discussed by the faculty generally.

•
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minutes of the Faculty meeting of 14 Nay 1970
Page 2

The faculty agreed that all seniors be recognized
at the ceremonies; all who have completed their
work may receive their diplomas later in the day;
others may have until the beginning of the fall
semester to complete the requirements, and
after their pork has been satisfactorily evaluated
may receive their diplomas. Those who complete
their work later may receive their diplomas in
May, 1971.

2. Dietrich Kessler reported that letters of
recommendations for the class of 1971 to
medical schools are to be written by 1 June of
this year.

3. He also reported on the work of the Liaison
Committee of the University City Science Center,
and of the election of a new president of the
Center. The Center is pledged not to do weapons
research, and the new president is more under-
standing of academic values and is more interested
in community problems. Bryn Mawr, Faverford and
Swarthmore have influenced the Center in its new
direction.

4. halter Trela presented the Educational Environment
Committee's recommendation (Annex 1) eliminating
the Arts & Service option as a pay of meeting the
non-academic work requirement. This was approved.

5. John Ashmead reported for the Administrative
Advisory Committee:

a) Greater efforts will he made in the fall
to increase the faculty blood bank.

h) A study of the College budget, on , a-ten-
year basis, is being undertaken. College
programs will he critically evaluated, and
planning, programming and budgeting will
be studied using new techniques.

•
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Minutes of the Faculty meeting of 14 may 1970
Page 3

6. A plan for an October-November recess, prepared
by Farvey Glickman and Thomas Gowen (Annex 2)
was distributed. The ntoposal was well received,
but no action was taken at the time.

The meeting adjourned at 6:05 n.m.

Theodore R. Hetzel
Secretary of the Faculty

•

•
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14 144.0-ij
4-15-70

To:	 7.1, I C.1%: e fa	 cmiJzy

From: Edu ion tI E i ors nen t CciJ.e

Re:	 Art and Service Program

With the development of the Pine Arts Department, The Educational

involvemea 12rograTI, and the Centerfr onviolent Repolution of Conflict,

many features of the trta 211d 	 Frrom have been incorporated into

our regular acadasvic eurricAllx, This development reflects our growing

awarenean taz	 distincion batvel academic aid non-academic is not

an ?)9olute oaa end our Increased. intest in the Arts and Service aspects

of our educetional life.

The EEC recomr,ends that we recoguIze tLe stats of Arts end Service at

Haverford by abporlAng appl:opIlate pavt'l of the present program into the

regular academic curriculuri 	 el:Le/eating the Arts and service option as a

way of meet!ng the Non-Aceclewic Work reouireent.

The EEC reccgniket:,: thpt te	 cm7tsilment of the Arts and Service

Prograi . would cliinste am oprohit7	 Ptudents to participate in certain

worthwhile activities which cannC.; prorly be included in the academic

curriculum, such es Tutorial, and. ReaAing and Recording for the Blind. We

therefore pn.:Tost, tFat the Arts anA Srvice rrogram he tetained as a purely

options/ activity for etudrt. We zecommend that the present budget for

the progrim	 rety4nee end	 respnsible director be appointed. We

wotald sugges1= !Met ..tudents be .Atronly urged to participate in some of the

offerings of such	 progrer,	 et, ta=. ,;211collraged to use their own initiative

and imagination to submit prosais for courses or projects to be offered in

the Arts and Service Program.

The pines	 Arts and Service 'j:.n the life of the College might be acknow-

ledged in a number of ways ; fry: instacce, by raking explicit reference to

Arts and Service Ii the "":;uidelin.ts fer Liberal Education" as stated in the

Catalog.
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Plan for October-1,1ove be/ . Recess

Classes becin September 14 as usual.

RecesS•ber	 beins Octor 23 (i.e.7astday of classes ol)ld 1.-.Je that

day) October 23 is the •Friday before the Friday . bdfore . electien
day. Thus the recess would be for 11 weeks instead... of two..
Glasses Would. resume the Wednesday after election day i.e.
Ion: ember

1'hanksrivir.0'•vacation remains as usual.•

At Christmas instead of closing;  on Saturday the ni-eteerth of
December we would.. close aftcr classes on Ttesd,ay. the twenty-
second. Thus making up two days.•

When we return on ivionday January 4, we would have five days of
classes.tilil class- days would .then -F made up.

Following a. week of classes we .would have a two instead of
three day resdin period and on eight instead. of ten d?.y
eam period. Since we only have four course now 1.0 days ore

no loner needed. for exams. There is some doubt in fact
Es to whelipr we even. need eight days since only forty per-cent of
courses have a final exam.

Intercession would thus be shortened. from ten days to se-en
from the end. of exams ?Jorday ca,'tnuary 18 to 8A.i. nenday

January. 25.

Alternati7e model is to Take up no days at Christmas but to
take two more days in January and more the start of the
second semester. 'back two days.

Harvey Glickman
Tom Gowen



•	 To: ALL MEMBERS OF THE COLLEGE COMMUNITY	 From: David Potter

Re: NEW CALENDAR FOR 1971-72

The Haverford Calendar Committee is giving serious consideration to the
calendar now used by the University of Pennsylvania. Similar interest has
been reported from the Bryn Mawr Calendar Committee and from Swarthmore.

There would be considerable advantage to having the four schools on the
same calendar on grounds of making most accessible to students at each college
the increased variety of educational opportunities available at the others.

Shown below are the key dates in the Penn calendar for 1970-71. (The
actual dates for 71-72 are not yet available.)

You will see that:

1) College opens somewhat earlier than is presently the case.

2) Classes end earlier and all work for the first semester must 
be concluded „prior to Christmas.

3) There is a break of about a month between semesters.•	 4) The second semester is much like the present Haverford - BMC
calendar.

KEY DATES OF 1970-71 CALENDAR 

Classes begin
.Thanksgiving Recess begins
Thanksgiving Recess ends
Classes end
Examinations begin
Examinations end

Classes begin
Spring Vacation begins
Spring Vacation ends
Classes end
Final Examinations begin
Final Examinations end
Commencement

September 10, 1970
November 25
November 30
December 15
December 16
December 22

January 18, 1971
March 13
March 22
May 5
May 10
May 15
May 24

The Haverford and Bryn Mawr faculties have empowered their respective
Calendar Committees to make the final decision on calendar when they can
agree on the most desirable form and after consultation with Swarthmore.

The Haverford Calendar Committee welcomes and invites the views of all
members of the Community on the proposed Penn-type calendar and on any other

aspects of calendar change,(If you will send your comments to me I will share
them with the other members of the Committee who are Professors Brad Cook



41/	 and Claude Wintner, Bob Weisberg '72, and Provost Gerhard Spiegler.)
Since we hope to be able to reach a decision by the end of the month,

please send any comments you may wish to make not later than March 12th
(Thursday).

•

•



FACULTY OF HAVERFORD COLLEGE• Regular Meeting
President Coleman presiding

25 Nay 1970
9:20 a.m.

A. The minutes of the meetings of 4, 12 and 14 May were approved, except
that the last sentence of minute 1 of 12 May should read: "The report
was adopted, with the proviso that a committee will be appointed in
the fall to administer the inquiries,and to clarify the interpretation
of the guidelines."

B. Remarks by President Coleman.

1. We have had a good year, there has been a remarkable amount
of good will. Our problems are not as serious as those of
many other colleges, but finances will require much more
attention. All efforts will be made to balance the budget
for 1971-72.

2. Relations with Bryn Mawr College have not been as good in
recent weeks as we wish them to be. The report on coeducation
may stir up acrimonious debate. Our administration will not act
before it explores every possibility of cooperation with Bryn
Mawr.

3. The President, Provost and a faculty member from each of the
three colleges will hold a retreat in October to study mutual problems.•	 4. One problem of urgency is that of social life and sex on campus.

5. The report on college governance is due to appear this summer. No
radical changes are imminent. A major consideration is that of
the role of the faculty, to give them a say in decision-making, but
not to burden them unnecessarily with administrative details.

6. The President felt that his relations with the students and with
the Board have been better than with the faculty. Not enough is
done to help faculty members improve their teaching.

C. Provost Spiegler proposed and the faculty approved the recommendation
to the Board of Managers the granting of degrees on 26 May to the
members of the class of 1970 who have fulfilled the requirements for
graduation; and to authorize the granting of degrees to students of
that class who will fulfill the requirements during the course of the
summer, the verification to be delegated to the Associate Dean of
the College. Members of the class of 1970 who have fulfilled the re-
quirements after 10 September and who have received the approval of
their instructor and the Associate Dean, will graduate in May 1971.

•
D. Colin MacKay presented recommendations from the Committee on Student

Standing and Programs, that College Honors, magna cum laude be granted
to Peter Ewell, Seth Finklestein, Robert Linn, Bennett Schotz, Jeffrey
Sklar, and Charles Whitmore. This was approved. (See Annex 1). It
was also approved that the Academic Council shall appoint a special
committee in the fall to study the matter of college honors.

(continued)



Minutes of the Faculty Meeting of 25 May 1970
Page 2

E. Harvey Glickman presented the proposal to change the calendar
for 1970-71 so as to provide time before election day for
political activities. It was decided that college work should
be suspended for a week before election day, but decisions on
the details of how and when the work would be made up will
be postponed until the fall. Cooperation with Bryn Iiawr on this
is highly desirable.

F. Walter Trela presented a report from the Educational Environment
Committee on the subject of Collection. (Annex 2). The committee
was commended on making a helpful report. The faculty agreed
that we should continue to hold occasional Collections, parti-
cularly on subjects of general College concerns.

G.	 Richard Bernstein made the following statement:

During the past year we have been subjected to extraordinary
pressures due to the world situation and to recent political
events. We know that many college faculties have experienced
great divisiveness and bitterness. But we have been extra-
ordinarily fortunate at Haverford and have become a genuine
community of men locked in argument. To a great extent this
has been due to the imaginative, sensitive, and courageous
leadership of our President and Provost.

As a final minute for the year 1969-70, the faculty wishes
to express its appreciation for the leadership displayed by
President Jack Coleman and Provost Gerhard Spiegler.

This was acclaimed with prolonged applause.

The meeting adjourned at 11:00 a.m.

Theodore B. Hetzel
Secretary of the Faculty

I
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To:

From:

Ali Faculty

Colin MacKay

Me 70

Regarding: College Honors

The following students will be recommended to the faculty for College
Honors, magna cum laude.

Peter Ewell
Seth Finklestein
Robert Linn
Bennett Schotz
Jeffrey Skier
Charles Whitmore

No recommendation for Honors, summa cum laude, will be made.

As of this morning 41 students have been reported for Departmental Honors.
Of these 21 were invited to stand for College Honors. The 19 students who
were on campus accepted the invitation. Each student met with one of 5 ad hoc
committees consisting of one member from each division of the College. Each
was offered the opportunity to add a faculty member of his choice to the
ad hoc committee before which he appeared. Less than half did this. The
ad hoc committees were charged with attempting to assess a student's "potential
for creative synthesis across disciplinary boundaries' . No list ranking
students by grade average was prepared. Committees were given a transcript
for each student and a general statement such as "this transcript is in the
upper half of those of the Honors group." In deciding whether or ;notto
award College Honors the discussion with the student was of primary importance.

With five different groups deciding honors I had some concern that we
might find ourselves with five different sets of criteria for awarding honors.
The actual results set my mind at ease. It seems to me that all Committees
used the same general criteria. Whatever differences did exist are unlikely
to be greater than those which existed in the pest when one committee
interviewed 20 candidates in 3 exhausting days, A potential advantage to the
student in the 5 committee procedure is that of being offered a choice of
committee before which to appear.

There was a significant expression of dissatisfaction with the vagueness
of the criteria for awarding honors and with the possibility of variability
of these criteria from year to year. There was also considerable sentiment
that the time had come to review the whole honors program in a fundamental
way.

Let me conclude by again thanking the members of the ad hoc committees
for assuming the obligation of making the Honors decisions end for discharging
that obligation so well.

S (114-re 170-J'et
Colin MacKay
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•	 From: Educational Environment ,Committee

Je :
 Collection

The Collection program this past year has had prOblems concerningThe
 and program content. In view of these problems the E.E.C. has

attempted to reexamine some aspects of the status and role of Collection in
the College. There does exist a recent detailed analysis and set of rec-
ommendstions Concerning Collection by the Ad Hoc Collection Appraisal Committee
of -

;;:arch 1968.• We have not attempted to update or reevaluate all aspects of
that report, but have tried to focus on these basic questions:

(1) • Does the faculty and administration now believe that there is a
worthwhile and significant role which Collection can have in
today's College?

If we should have Cellection, should there be a Collegerequirement?

) Who should be responsible for the conception and administration
of the Collection program?

Tse response the E.E.O. has received from the faculty and administration
indicaes the following general attitudes.

(1) xost faculty and administration do believe that Collection is and can be
an important and worthwhile aspect of the Haverford educational experience and
thus should be preserved. The aspects of Collection most valued are: (a) It
brings the whole College community together in a common experience. If done
well, Collection can -hal:. to maintain a sense of community. (b) In the tradition
of a liberal arts educatisn, Collection can encourage a oroadening of interests
by exposure to a wide range of topics.

(2);Most faculty and administration do not favor a Collection re ,-ement
imposing penalties upon students who fail t0attend Collection.

The E.I.C. therefore recommends the following:

1. The faculty of the College should officially express its opinion tr.-. t
Collection should and can have a valuable role in the Haverford Educational
Experience.

2. There should be a strong expectation that aii students and faculty will
attend Collection. This expectation should be made clear and exact by stating
it in detail in the Catalog, in2ormation :or dtuaents, aria Information for ''acu.l,ty.
In these same places the value of Collect or in the life of the College should
also be clearly descrioed.

3. The responsibility for the Collection program should remain in the President's
office. The College-wide character and significance of Collection are emphasized
in this manner. We believe that a single individual should be responsible for
the Collection program. The program also needs imaginative ideas and guidance
from the faculty and students to make it succeed. Thus, the president's office
should be able to call upon faculty and students for aid in designing the
Collection program.

-



Regular Faculty Meetings for the Academic Year 1970-71 

to be held in the Common Room:

Monday September	 14,	 1970 4:15 p.m.

Thursday October 15, 1970 4:15 p.m.

Thursday November 19, 1970 4:15 p.m.

Thursday December 10, 1970 4:15 p.m.

Thursday January 28, 1971 4:15 p.m.

Thursday February 18, 1971 4:15 p.m.

Thursday March	 11,	 1971 -4:15 p.m.

Thursday April	 15,	 1971 4:15 p.m.

Thursday May	 20, 1971 4:15 p.m.

Monday May	 24, 1971 9:15 a.m.

Provost's Office
September 3,•1971
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